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Notes

t In 1929, Merrill Denison
p, •• lamented that "writing about the

Canadian theatre... [was]

depressingly like discussing the art of

// dinghy sailing with the Bedouins.
There is so little to be said on the

subject save to point our there is
./ none." Too bad he was not around

to watch his fellow Club member

Herbert Whittaker take the opposite tack. For more than

half a century, Herb's work as director, designer, columnist,
drama critic and author has brightened the theatre scene in
Canada-and he continues to share his prodigious talents and
enthusiasms with us.

Herb is loved and admired throughout the theatrical
community both here and abroad. As a result he has
managed to produce a minor miracle: permission from the
playwright to stage at the Arts and Letters Club a reading of
Tom Stoppard's recent hit, Thelnvention of Love-its first

performance in North America. Herb has also succeeded in
enlisting one of Canada's top actors (and a new member),
John Neville, who will star as A.E. Housman, the play's

protagonist. Herb himself will direct, assisted by Morna

Wales. Included in the cast of 22 are Tom Kneebone (this
year's Arts and Letters Award winner), nonresident member

Jamie Mainprize, four Ryerson theatre students, and Julian

Mulock playing Oscar Wilde. John Rammell is assisting
with the myriad details. Thanks to Sir Tom's generosity, his
agency, Samuel French, has waived all royalties, their only
proviso being that the play be seen by no more than 250

people. Because of this stipulation, we are limiting the
audience to 125 per performance, wih a maximum of one
guest per member. It would be wise to book early.

I hope you will also join us for out New Year's Gala-and
for our Members' Dinner on Wednesday, 13 January, as
those old pros, Pat Hume and Jack Yocom bring back
memories and laughter in their "Review of Spring Revues."
In the meantime, best wishes for a happy holiday season.

Margaret McBumey
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Sunday, 17 January & Tuesday, 19 January
6.00 for 7.30pm.

Tickets: $20 per person; $30 with buffet supper.
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Let's Get Down To What You Have Been Up To

John Frei has published, privately, Musings by

the Pond, in which he talks about two years

around his pond. Musings by the Pond also

contains poems written over many years. There is

a copy in the Club library.

All you want to know, well nearly, about

Susan loannou, her writing philosophy, the text

of one of her talks to the Literary Table, selected

poems and more can be found on the U of T Eng-

lish Website of Canadian Poets (http://utl2.library.

toronto.ca /www/canpoetry/indexpoet.htm). And

to find an excerpt from A Real Farm Girl, try

http://home.ican.net/susioan/novel.html.

Kati Rekai has information about a con-

ference, "Budapest Universities celebrate 2 0 th

anniversary of Canadian Studies," 13-16 May

1999, which she has been invited to attend, in

Taurus Castle, 70km. southwest of Budapest. The

Writers' Union of Canada would appreciate it if

the writers of the Arts & Letters Club would

donate some of their works to the Hungarian

exhibition of Canadian books, which Rekai is

organizing. All are welcome at the conference.

For more information, please call her at 922-5481

or fax:921 8322.

And What the Club Has Been Up To

Margaret Crawford Maloney, curator,

reports that the Club has recently received a

splendid and generous gift from Johanna and

Leon Katz of Toronto: an oil painting on canvas

(24"X20"), depicting the facade of 14 Elm Street.

The painting was done by Armand Tatossian

R.C.A. in 1979.Tatossian, born in Egypt, lives in

Montreal and has been a member of the Arts and

Letters Club. The painting, signed, dated and

inscribed to Leon Katz, is hanging on the west

wall of the main-floor corridor. The gift also

included a large pictorial art book Tatossian by

Malcolm S.Spicer (also inscribed).

Safer and Sounder

Because of three recent thefts in the Club, we

are in the process of reviewing our security. If

you are concerned about your coat, there are

security chains with locks available at the bar on

request. Four lockers are on order and will be

placed in the cloakroom. Keys for these lockers

will also be kept at the bar. Please always be sure

when admitting strangers to the building that they

have a legitimate reason for entering-but do so,

of course, with courtesy. Peter and Jason are

always on hand and willing to help.

LA SPS WEEK
FEB. 22 to 26

LITERA TYVRE, ARCHITECTVRE
MVSIC, PAINTING ft STAGE

AT THEIR DEST
-FOR YOV-

SEE THE FEBRUARY ISSUE
OF LAMPSLETTER

FOR DETAILS

LAST TIME THIS MILLENNIUM !!
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People of the Club
There appears to be another category of Club membership

besides Professional and Member-those that have been profiled by

Fergus Cronin! The tally of this group is now 66. So it seems

fitting that Fergus should be initiated into this select body in a

unique way, by being interviewed by a subject whom he inter-

viewed.

Fergus was born in Montreal and was writing even before he

began his war career. The Montreal Daily Star's Margaret Currie

ran a Saturday column of little essays. Fergus entered frequently

and was accepted so often that he had to adopt pen names so that it

did not appear that Currie was playing favourites. In those days,

you might have read an essay by "Dapper Dan," "Desert Sun," or--

would you believe it?--"Morning Glory." In 1942 Fergus joined

the Royal Canadian Air Force, where he served for the rest of the

, war. On discharge, he became a court reporter for the Montreal

Star. (He had to learn French to cover that territory.) That started a

Photograph by Alan Carrie long and varied, but never dull, career in journalism-Rouyn,
Quebec, as editor of a semi-weekly paper; at Sir George Williams

College as divisional editor of The Georgian; on the desk at the Globe from 6pm to 2am (when they turned down

his request for a raise-he quit); then a long career in free-lance writing. A major user of his services was Time

Magazine and he would arrange to send his copy via Montreal to New York on the telegraph-by Morse code. His

list of clients reads like a who's who of the printed media: The Toronto Star, Saturday Night, Canadian Business,

The Slug (Montreal Star's employee magazine), Explosive Engineer (!), The Globe and Mail, New Liberty,

Macleans, CIL Oval, Imperial Oil Review, Chatelaine, Weekend Magazine, Varsity Graduate, Catholic Digest,

Star Weekly Magazine, Financial Post, Toronto Sun, TD Scene, Canadian Geographic, Chicago Tribune, Reader's

Digest, Sports Illustrated-and on and on for a total of 276 bylines, not to mention the Club profiles.

Fergus is married to Grace as a second marriage. He himself has five grown children and about a dozen

grandchildren. A few years ago, Grace broke her hip and Fergus more or less retired so that he could help her with

her disability. He has one lingering ambition. He has written a biography of Sir Arthur Currie, commander of the

Canadian forces during the latter part of the first World War. (Sir Arthur, a noble soldier, fell out of government

favour when he refused to give Sir Sam Hughes' son the command of a regiment, on the grounds that he was not

competent. Sir Sam, under the protection of parliamentary immunity, lost no opportunities to slander Sir Arthur in

the House of Commons.) The book has never been published and Fergus thinks this is a shame.

At the Club, Fergus started the Writers' Group, which meets monthly. However, he and Grace now live in

Peterborough, so he does not get down to the Club very often-except when he is called on for another PEOPLE

OF THE CLUB profile.
Lyman Henderson

NEW YEAR'S EVE GALA

Thursday, 31 December

with Rod Staples and The Queen City Jazz Band

7.30-Cash bar for cocktails with free hot canapes

8.30 Four-course dinner with wine included.

Dancing and Entertainment

At midnight:: Champagne, Balloons, Funny hats
and Hoohing equipment

The whole evening is only

$55.00 per person.

Would this a hooher be? Ed.
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A.E. Housman

Mostly Theatre

As you must know by this time, there will be

two performances of Sir Tom Stoppard's The

Invention of Love, on Sunday,. 17 January and ' "V i

Tuesday, 19 January. ; ' f

However, we [meaning, me. Ed.] have
received a worrisome notice:

WANTED!!! / . , ..

For short term use as props

for The Invention of Love, " , / "

1 park bench

1 Victorian lady's or gentleman's chair .

Please call John Rammell if you can help i-• . ' i|

at 905-731-7257 , f

", ,- -j V .: ' '-. , . .

.....,, ..... ............. . .. . .. .. New M em bers for O ld

Members to Meet

___________________________ Jean Crawford, proposed by John Pepin, interested

in painting, art history, opera, plays and stage-craft.

Come Out, Come Out, Wherever You Are! Tel. 977-2913

Once Again It Is Spring-Show Time Catherine Nasmith(P), proposed by R. Scott James,

interested in urban advocacy, heritage preservation,

We are looking for members (particularly new quality of the physical environment. Tel. 703-3880.

members) [Eyes right! Ed.] who have expressed an

interest in any and all aspects of the Club's stage Leonid Rozenberg(P), proposed by Rod Austin,

endeavours. And all means all. Dance, music, interested in performance arts, photography, paint-

choreography, performing, writingset designing, ing, film & music. Tel.923-5823.

The list is endless.

Your talents are needed. George Stephenson, proposed by W.W. Buchanan,

Please plan to attend the Spring Show rallying- interested in drawing & painting, film, landscape,

of-the-troops on Tuesday, 26 January at 7.00pm. architecture, literature, archaeology and opera.

Any questions? Betty Trott (422-0372) or John Tel.922-2951.

Rammell (905-731-7257) will provide answers.
Margaret Stephenson, proposed by Ruth Morawetz

interested in all the arts, particularly, art, music, and
the theatre. Tel. 481-0252.
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Looks Like A Happy New Year

Members' Dinner 13 January 1999

"Review of Spring Revues"

by Pat Hume and Jack Yocom

This evening of songs, sketches, and nostalgia is

dedicated to the memory ofMorna Wales Daniel,

who graced the Arts & Letters Spring Revues by her

talent as an actor and her gracious personality for

over 25 shows.

Assisting Jack and Pat in their review of Spring

Revues are veteran performers from many shows:

Jean Edwards, Elmer Phillips, Ted Brock, Anne-

Maria Spear, Don Pounsett, Beth Firstbrook and

John Rammell, plus newcomers Martha Spence

and Rob Prince.

This is a members only dinner. The cost of $24

includes the dinner and this fabulous line-up of

talent but not the cash bar* which opens at 5.30pm.

Dinner at 7.00pm. Show at 8.30pm.

*The fabulous talent will be lit by Mike Spence and

Jack Carr. [In contrast to the rest of us who will

be lit by the bar? Ed.]

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

Last bids on the 8" X 10" Seasonal Poster Show

must be in by 1.30pm Friday, 8 January 1999.

AND LISTEN UP!

Directing Members to the Members' Directory

If you have not, please pick up your copy of the 1998

Members' Directory. from Molly's office. It is

expensive to mail them out, so we would appreciate

your picking them up. An extra copy costs only $2.00.

Another Letter-to-the-Editor!

Dear Madame Editor! [Sounds like class to me. Ed.]

My biennial Member Directory arrives as I was

rereading Lovat Dickson's fascinating Museum Makers.

In the index, all the Canadian knights are in brackets but

not the English. In our directory, our two presidential

knights-E.W. Grier and Ernest MacMillan-are in

brackets.
Are colonial knights less genuine than English?

Yours etc.,
.E.R. Hunter (Esq)

Ken Purvis dropped off

[Well, I do not mean he dropped off, I mean Ed.] he

dropped off a most attractive postcard of A.Y. Jackson

Lake. On the back is a brief description: "New name

on Canada's map, A.Y.JACKSON LAKE lies amid crystaline

La Cloche Mountains, Killarney Park, Georgian Bay,

favored painting country of Group of Seven, via Route

69 and Highway 637. Official naming proposed by Arts

and Letters Club, Toronto, where Group formed in

1920. A.Y. Jackson celebrated his 90th birthday in

1972, painted landscapes of his lake in 1933, 1934,

1939, 1940 and 1953" [No way could I edit this bit of

Canadiana. Ed.] Can anyone tell us more?

Call for submissions for Photography Exhibition

11 January-5 February

All themes and photographic techniques are

welcome. There is no size limitation, but

photographs must be framed and ready to hang.

The work can be for sale and the Club keeps 20%.

Please bring a maximum of three prints to the

LAMPS Room on Saturday, 9 January, 9-11.00am.

The photographs will be juried by the members of

the Photography Committee.
The opening will be Monday, 11 January at

5.00pm. See Club Nights (p.7) for more details.

REMINDER

Following the Photography Show, prepare your

paintings (3 maximum) for the Members' Juried

Show, which will open on Monday, 8 February

1999. Please bring them on Saturday, 6 February.
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Photograph by Alan Carrie

The Genesis of Genius

Given the great honour of creating The Award Medal of the Arts and Letters Club of Toronto, I felt it should
respect and relate to what our distinguished Club has stood for. I desired that it pay tribute to the perseverance,
strength and beauty of the men who initiated the Club and later maintained this distinguished organization for
nigh on a hundred years. As well, it had to respond to the major change in the Club's composition and the spirit
of that change. With these thoughts uppermost in my mind, I appealed to the fantasy side of me. I have always
been in love with trees and think of them as having spirits, from the twisted trunks of olive trees in Tuscany to
the great oak in Canada. I felt my purpose was best served by creating two trees, a male tree and a female tree,
the male tree mature with visible roots, the female tree symbolizing the change. The mature male tree signifies
the roots of our Club, the vibrant female tree the new spirit. Together may we go into the millenium from
strength to strength.

Thank you again for the great honour

Anne Lazare-Mirvish

BURNS' SUPPER
Monday, 25 January 1999

The pipes, they are a-callin'! It's HAGGIS time
again. Celebrate RABBIE BURNS' birthday in the
traditional way. A Grrr... eat Scottish Supper with

wines and Drambuie. Haggis too, wi' a dram o' scotch
tae wet yer whustle. Songs, poetry, stories, toasts and
the skirl of the bagpipes with host Malcolm Sinclair
and David McKane, Reg Wallace and Zora
Buchanan.

Cost: $50 per person includes all of the above!
Cash bar at 5.30pm with a large selection of Malts.

Dinner 7.00pm.
This event is extremely popular and fills up quickly.

As the seating capacity of the Great Hall is limited to
100, reservations are absolutely essential. In order to
accommodate members first, reservations will be
restricted to one member with only one guest until
Monday, 4 January, after which members may reserve
for additional guests, if there are seats still available.

New! Book Club

Marta Dusmet asks if anyone else
in the Club is interested in forming a
small group, with regular bi-monthly or
monthly meetings, to discuss a specific
work of fiction, history or biography.

If you are, please give Marta a call
at 482-5660 or fax :her at 482 3005.

Poetry Groupers and Potential Groupers

Your leader Alisa Satchel announces a new
time and day, which it is hoped will make it
easier for poets to wax poetic:

The second Tuesday of the month

at 6.00pm.
This month the second Tuesday is 12 January.
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What's On in January

Members' Dinner Music Tables

13 January "Review of Spring Revues" by and with

Pat Hume and Jack Yocom.

Club Nights

7 January No music table; committee still recovering

from New Year's Eve.

14 January The Glen Gould Professional School brings

us more of their outstanding talent.

4 January Herb and Friend, distinguished U ofT

scholar, Prof. Alexander Leggatt (aka Sandy) meet

for a broad-ranging discussion of Tom Stoppard's new

play The Invention of Love, having its first North

American reading at the Club 17 & 19 January.

11 January An Evening of Photography. On exhibition

will be original photographs by Club members

(continues to 6 February). The opening is at 5.00pm.

After dinner the speaker will be James McCrorie,

academic co-ordinator for the School of Image Arts at

Ryerson Polytechnic University.

18 January Poulenc's Dialogue of the Carmelites with

lain Scott and students from the University of

Toronto's Opera School.

25 January Bums' Supper

Literary Tables

21 January Ellen Jung, violin. You will not want to

miss this exciting young performer

28 January From Rochester New York comes pianist

Ron Morgan. After a successful recital at Hart House

in December, Morgan brings his fmine talent to the Club.

Writers' Table

8 January Hugh Morrison, retired columnist for the

Toronto Star will speak on "Shakespeare, his daughters

and his Tempest." Hugh has written a book on this

topic.

Poetry Group

12 January The Poetry Group will meet at its new time

of 6.00pm.

5 January Jay Macpherson's discussion-ef

Schikaneder's libretto for the Magic Flute and its

treatment by Mozart explores the sources-- literary,

theatrical and other.

12 January "Postcolonial Writing from the

Philippines." Chelra Kanaganayakam will talk about

the tensions produced by the combination of

indebtedness to the colonial traditions of England and

the U.S.A.. and the rebellion against them.

19 January Alexander Leggatt will discuss the work

of A.E.Housman and its relation to Housman's life.

26 January Linda Hutcheon's "An Attitude

Appropriate to the Millenium: Nostalgia or Irony?" is

an illustrated talk about attitudes at this fin de siecle

towards our "postmodern" culture.

Genealogical Table

25 January We shall be meeting at the Mormon facility

in Etobicoke at 10.00am and shall have lunch in that

neighbourhood about noon. Bill Buchanan and John

Hore are offering rides. Please let Bob Gerrard or

John know if you want one. Maps and directions will

be made available.
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A.E. Housman

Mostly Theatre

As you must know by this time, there will be

two performances of Sir Tom Stoppard's The

Invention of Love, on Sunday, 17 January and ! :

Tuesday, 19 January.

However, we [meaning, me. Ed.] have

received a worrisome notice:

WANTED!!! , / . , .!

For short term use as props 
!

for The Invention of Love, i

1 park bench

1 Victorian lady's or gentleman's chair

Please call John Rammell if you can help ,'

at 905-731-7257

... ,, ..... ,........... . . ... .. .' New M embers for Old

Members to Meet

Jean Crawford, proposed by John Pepin, interested

in painting, art history, opera, plays and stage-craft.

Come Out, Come Out, Wherever You Are! Tel. 977-2913

Once Again It Is Spring-Show Time Catherine Nasmith(P), proposed by R. Scott James,

interested in urban advocacy, heritage preservation,

We are looking for members (particularly new quality of the physical environment. Tel. 703-3880.

members) [Eyes right! Ed.] who have expressed an

interest in any and all aspects of the Club's stage Leonid Rozenberg(P), proposed by Rod Austin,

endeavours. And all means all_ Dance, music, interested in performance arts, photography, paint-

choreography, performing, writingset designing, ing, film & music. Tel.923-5823.

The list is endless.

Your talents are needed. George Stephenson, proposed by W.W. Buchanan,

Please plan to attend the Spring Show rallying- interested in drawing & painting, film, landscape,

of-the-troops on Tuesday, 26 January at 7.00pm. architecture, literature, archaeology and opera.

Any questions? Betty Trott (422-0372) or John Tel.922-2951.

Rammell (905-731-7257) will provide answers.

Margaret Stephenson, proposed by Ruth Morawetz

interested in all the arts, particularly, art, music, and

the theatre. Tel. 481-0252.
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I Notes/" In many respects, 1998 was
i ,, 1^ • a very good year. The Club

±1 received a variety of gifts and

bequests, among them four

/ fascinating pictures from the

estate of the late Hart Massey,

thanks to the kindness of his

\ widow, Melodie. All have

been reframed and rematted

and will be seen on various walls throughout the Club.

Ian Montagnes also gave us a bit of Massey memor-

abilia-a copy of Euripides' Medea published in Greek

by Macmillan & Co. in 1906 and bearing the bookplate

of past-president Vincent Massey.

Another past-president, John Irwin, and his wife

Norah, generously donated twenty or so beautiful and

valuable books on art (most signed by the authors),

along with several limited-edition prints and lithographs.

Some have been placed in our library, while those that

were duplicates were sold in our recent book sale. It

netted the Club close to $2500. Another charming book

arrived unexpectedly from former member Jack Michell

(now living in Belleville)--a history of the Boar's Head

Feast published in Oxford circa 1900, when Jack's

father was a student there. To see it, check with our

archivist, Scott James.

Just recently we received generous bequests from

Bernard Radley and past-president Cleeve Horner,

both of whom died last summer. Cleeve, who resigned

from the Club shortly after women were admitted to

membership, has left us an astonishing $10,000 to be

"used under the auspices of the President to provide each

member... with a bar chit for one drink of liquor...

PROVIDED THAT the President, in honour of his [sic]

position, shall be entitled to two bar chits and any excess

funds may be similarly applied in the discretion of the

President...." Your Executive Committee, diligent to a

fault, is studying the bequest assiduously to determine

how best to proceed once the cheque arrives. Rest

assured of one thing--1999 is likely to be a very good

year for this president!
Margaret McBurney

LAMPS WEEK '99
1Februrni 22 to 26

'Elop kts the enclosed subserlptioes fora

and deliver it to Melly ASAP - spaces go quickly!!
NTOTr that a speelal disceuo it of $12 Is offered

if you subscribe for all the events.

Stage Monday 22nd
"The Progress of Love" adapted and directed by G. Bernardi..

A one-act play produced by the Alumnae Theatre and based on a
short story by Alice Munro. "A poignant tale of family loves and

legends -a powerful and disturbing text".
Ch Bem.60 0pm. Dinner : 7anOpm. Stage:8 fl0 p.n. PRa $S

Stage plus Dessert & Coffee following. Price $15

i Jtratu Tuesday 23rd
WrItes ~o e Clab -The Writers' Group presents a programme of
readings by Pamela Cluff, Beth Flrstbrook, Peter Hart, Jim

Morris and Jullanr Muock from the works of Club authors such as

Allan, Pratt, Davies; Sullivan, Coulter, et al.
Cash Bar 60 pun. Dinner 700 p.n Readings 80 pan. Price $24

t-. ..I .. /Wefl4dnAanv 29df4th

Dundas Square Development - Robert Govr, Director of

Urban Design tor the City of Toronto, will take us through the

process of preparing this major project on our doorstep. A

public/private space intended to revitalize our downtown that has
sparked controversy.
Cash Bar and Luncheon - 12 noon Price $14

Paintina Thursday 25th

Matthew Teltelbaum - The New Director of the Art Gallery of

Ontario will speak to us about the present condition and future

prospects of the Gallery and will lead us on a guided "backstage"
tour on the site.

Cash Bar and Luncheon - 12 noon Price $14

MusiG Friday 26th
The Yorkminstreis Show Choir - An evening of Broadway show

selections both modern and classical, folk songs and contemporary
popular music with choreography and costumes.

Cash B.Ia 6,m0 ,m. Dinner: 7il pm. Performance: 80. p.m Pr'ce

QiicrR!_Ae NOMW - RESERVATIONS ARE A AMUST

AND DON'T FORGE THE $12 DISCOUNT PACKAGEr!

LAST C4ANCE THIS CENTVRV I!
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Congratulations to the Howard-Outram Combination

A copy, designed by Barbara Howard, of the

full text of fifty-nine poems of South of North by

Richard Outram (from which Srul Irving Glick

selected the eight poems set for the Club's 90th

Anniversary Song Cycle) has been placed in the

Club library for the pleasure of interested

members. Destined for the Club Archives, it is

requested that this copy not be removed from the

library.

More Interesting News of Interesting Members

Architect lan McGillivray, a specialist in 19'th
century buildings, is planning much-needed
renovations to the Club. Top priority is relocating
the second-floor washroom, to enlarge our
archives and provide increased storage space
wherever possible.

Harriet "Sis" Weld and John Pepall, the
Club's legal counsel, were recently named to the
board of the Ontario Heritage Foundation.

Pamela Cluff, a member of the selection board
of the Terry Fox Hall of Fame and of our House
Committee, is providing her expertise on access
for the handicapped to help the Club solve its
problem.

The Club thanks Stephen Quinlan's wife
Cathy for skilfully preparing for framing two lists
of scholarship winners: the Cumine Scholarship
in honour of Robin Cumine (father of Patricia
Wardrop) and presented to a student in Com-
mercial Illustration and Design'at O.C.A.D., and
the Arts and Letters Club Scholarship, funded by
the late Richard Blue and awarded annually to a
student by the School of Music, U.ofT. in
memory of Mrs. A.P. Hamilton

Don Sutherland slipped me this notice: "One

of the most distinguished collections of poetry

was, for me [Alberto Manguel], Benedict

Abroad by Richard Outram, published

almost secretly in the St. Thomas Poetry Series

(383 Huron Street, Toronto, Canada M5S

2G5). Wise, witty, moving, Outram's work is

consistently extraordinary. [TLS 4 December

1998.]

Club Archives

"Of all national assets, archives are the most

precious.... They are the gift of one generation
to another and the extent of our care of them
marks the extent of our civilization." (Arthur G.
Doughty, Dominion Archivist 1904-1935.)

My short acquaintance with the Club's
archives has refreshed my appreciation of

Doughty's wise words. The extensive record of
A&L members and activities is a unique and
valuable resource on Canadian cultural history
and attracts the frequent attention of researchers
from many fields. The collection will continue to
grow, both through the routine accumulation of
administrative records and the regular gifts of
members.

There is no shortage of dedicated volunteers to

organize the material and serve users. There is a
drastic shortage of space and appropriate storage
equipment.

Hopes are high that some minor structural

changes on the 2nd floor can remedy this critical
situation and encourage a new pride in our

legacy. R.Scott James, archivist.

Gerry Sevier, having recovered from the Boar's Head, says,
"Thank you to all the members who gave their time and expertise
to make my task a pleasure and the 90th Boar's Head a great suc-
cess, especially "The Puddle Prancers" of the Spring Revue. Great!

Best wishes for a Happy New Year!
Your Jester"
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People of the Club
Alan Carrie is a quiet, unassuming chap who would seem

Sto be more at home with a camera or a scalpel in his hand than a

..... • - social cocktail. A scalpel?!
That's right. For about 32 years, until he retired in 1983,

Alan was a surgeon and a Fellow of the Royal College of

Physicians and Surgeons. During that time he met and married

Jean Oldreide, a real estate lawyer with the prestigious firm of

McCarthy & McCarthy. They had two children, Robert, who is a

project manager with Honeywell in Toronto, and Janis, with

Revenue Canada in Peterboro. Since he retired, Alan has been
able to pursue his interest in photography, building a darkroom

and buying enlarging equipment that allows him to produce 16 X
20 prints.

Although born in Toronto, Alan grew up in St. Thomas,

Ontario, where his surgeon father, Douglas Scott Carrie, settled,

his forebears having staked out that town after leaving Scotland.

Photograph by Jean Carrie But after high school in St. Thomas, Alan returned to thePhotograph by Jean Carrie
University of Toronto "because that's where my father had

graduated." He says, "It was the loneliest time of my life because all my friends went to Western or Queen's."

But he persevered, and after graduating with an MD degree in 1946, he enrolled in the James Surgical

Course, named after Dr. Robert James, professor of surgery at the U.ofT. In another five years he was a surgeon.

He interned in various hospitals, finally becoming a fixture at the Northwestern General Hospital. Now he and

two other surgeons are writing the history of the James Surgical Society, consisting of about 75 alumni of the

course, many of whom Alan has photographed. "Every year we get together for a dinner, which includes the

wives," Alan explains. "And although we now meet only in Toronto, we used to hold the dinner in places like Los

Angeles, Vancouver, Glasgow and London, England."
Alan joined us in 1986; his wife, Jean, also joined recently. He is a member of the Club's Photography

Committee and enters a few pictorial photos in the annual photography exhibition, now gracing our walls. He has

also "put a few things into the Toronto Camera Club; the best I ever got was an honorable mention for a street

scene." He does not normally offer his pictures for sale, but he did sell one, a shot of the Castle Eileen Donan in

Scotland. "I had it in a show at City Hall in Etobicoke and a lady who came from Scotland bought it."

The former and long-time Club archivist, Raymond Peringer, is enthusiastic about Alan's many

contributions to the Club's scrap books. "He has been following in the footsteps of the late, beloved Ron

Vickers," says Raymond, "particularly in photographing new members and the Spring Revue performers."

Alan is convinced that the Club is "a very useful and enjoyable organization," and manages to take part in

several activities, including the Literary Table, Club Nights and the occasional Friday luncheon.

He sums up his life: I feel very fortunate that I had parents that I loved and admired, and a wife that I'm

very happy with since we married in 1950; and we have two lovely children." What more could a man wish for?

Even if he has sold only one photo.
Fergus Cronin

Dinner with "Archie"

/ ~ . Members and guests are invited, nay urged,

S/'to attend the dinner at the Club on

//. j) < - '--. Wednesday, 17 February 1999

S, to celebrate
S-, - -Franklin "Archie" Arbuckle's

,• A--~ 9 0 th Birthday

SThe cost is $24.00 and the hour is 6.00 for 7.00pm.
/ >l RESERVE WITH MOLLY.olease!
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Ways To Get Through The Shortest Month Of The Winter

Marta Dusmet, sommelier, will present a WINE
TASTING on 15 March at 5.00pm. Taste 5 wines
from different grapes, regions and soils--all priced
under $20.00. Tough to do these days. Come and
learn how to work the market, how to get on the ,
LCBO mailing list and how to find your own
bargains. Marta will tell you how to get the LCBO
booklet of featured wines and tell you how to tell - f l-f KH / lK... .
good wines from bad. Please give your name to
Molly so Marta will know how much wine to buy.
There will be a $10.00 supplement to cover the cost h \ ! j
of the wine.

JUST LIKE LOVE......

Friday, 12 February 1999) \

Valentine's Dinner at Jason's

Special Friends
Special Delights INSOMNIAC
Special Surprises

Jason promises a menu from the heart. He should have gone to LAMPSWEEK

Choose from two sittings: 5.30 or 7pm
Book with Molly now!

Attention Members! Here's Another Way
What do the following have in common?

i1. Paint the Club with a huge Canadian flag!
2. Host a New Year's Levee with fireworks from the

THE LAST SPRING SHOW OF THE 2 0 th
rooftops!

CENTURY 3. Redesign the sidewalk in front of the Club and
install heritage plaques to commemorate notable

Spring Show 1999 will truly be the last Club events and personages throughout Canada!
one of the century. Come and be a part of 4. Sponsor a Canada-wide competition in each of the
it. Regardless of your talents--or lack of LAMPS disciplines!
them--please plan to bring your enthusiasm The answer is that they are all suggestions for the Club
to the kick-off Spring Show get-together on to celebrate the year 2000. Do you agree with any of

Tuesday, 26 January at 7.00pm. them? Or do you have a better idea?

-. \ Phone John McKellar (b)947-5018 or (h)487-1094.
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More Ways To Shorten February Even More

Ezra Schabas thought members would like to
have a little information about his guest before
coming to the Club Night on Monday, 8 February to

hear their highly informed chat. Jukka-Pekka
Saraste has been musical director and conductor of

the Toronto Symphony Orchestra for five seasons
and is, this year, the Club's Sir Ernest MacMillan's
Honorary Member for Music.

Jukka-Pekka Saraste was born in Finland in
1956. First a violinist, he turned to conducting in
1979 and eight years later became conductor of the
Finnish Radio Symphony, a position he still holds.
He has also been conductor of the Scottish Chamber

Orchestra, and between the two groups has made
over 40 recordings. Shortly after his appointment to
the TSO, he negotiated a recording contract with
Finlandia Records, for whom the orchestra has
already made several discs.

He has been a guest conductor with the New
York Philharmonic, the Boston Symphony, and the
Cleveland, Detroit and Minnesota orchestras in the

United States as well as the Montreal Symphony
here at home and several major European
orchestras. In addition the TSO has had two
Carnegie Hall appearances and has just completed a

US tour under his baton. .. ,

Special Event-Sunday, 7 February 1999

The Arts & Letters Club of Toronto
and

The St. George's Society of Toronto
present

James Sommerville-French horn

and

Annette Betanski--Soprano

Brunch at 12 noon Concert at 2.00pm.

Canadian musician James Sommerville has

recently been appointed Principal Horn of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra. A former member

of the Montreal Symphony Orchestra, Mr.
Sommerville has enjoyed a solo career that has

seen him appear with all the major Canadian
orchestras and several European orchestras to

great critical acclaim. His recent recording of the

Mozart Horn Concerti with the CBC Vancouver

Orchestra won the 1998 Juno Award for Best

Instrumental Classical Recording in Canada.
Annette Betanski began her singing career with

the Canadian Children's Opera Chorus, graduated
from the RCM's Glenn Gould Professional
School and earned an Artist's Diploma degree

from McGill. She has won numerous awards,
including the RCMT Alumni Association Award.

She currently resides in Boston where she has
performed with the Cambridge Lieder and Opera

Society. Future projects include a recording of
lieder by Polish composers.

Reserve with Molly
Seating limited; member and one guest only

until 4 Feb

Brunch & concert-$25.00. Concert only $10.00.

V

Listen Up Out There! Co-operate!

Get the Lead Out!

More than 100 members have still not picked up

the New Telephone Directory after four months.
It is expensive to mail them so please get your copy
from Molly next time you drop in to the Club.

There have been many changes since the last

one, so you need this new 1998 directory.
Please save the Club money and Molly time,

Pick up your A& L Directory, please.

~·4· ""-·-- "'i:
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The Shows in the Snows of February

Hummingbird Art Show

Remember, remember to prepare your paintings

(3 maximum) for the Members' Juried Show, which

opens on Monday, 8 February 1999. Please bring

your prepared paintings on Saturday, 6 February.

Request

Outdoor Sketching Group Meetings start in

May, and continue with one outing each month. If

you can host a potluck lunch within a one hour's

drive of Toronto, please call Ellen Frei at 369-9564

Art from the Archives

Decoration by J.E.H. McD.

WHEN we've conquered the air and have

harnessed the winds,
And have waterfalls robbed of their looks,

When we've hunted the birds and the animals

wild

Till they're nothing but names in old books.

When the seven great seas have been probed to

the deeps
And the tale of the stars has been told;

When we've tunnelled right through this old

earth and have made

A machine to locate all its gold.

When we've civilized earth's most uncivilized

tribes,

And have made of its languages one,

When the knowledge we've gained is so through

and vast,

That there's nothing new under the sun.

When the ladder of progress we've raised to the

skies

And can worship the goddess of ease,

Some old grouch who looks back to the present

may sigh

For "old days" that "were better than these."

Would all the participants who have

registered please deliver their three works

of art on
Monday, 8 February

between 9.15 & 10.30am.

to the Lower Level of the Hummingbird

Centre, on Yonge Street south of Front.

Cover design by MacDonald for a booklet about

the meeting to form the Arts & Letters Club on

23 March 1908 entitled A Gathering of the Arts.

Reminder

"You don't look like a hummingbird!"
"No, I don't hum. I'm here because

of my coiffitre. It's a work of art."
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What's On in February

Music Tables

17 February A celebratory dinner to honour Franklin

Arbuckle's 9 0 th Birthday.

Club Nights

1 February. New Club member, Marion Fowler, will
reveal some of her "Adventures as a Biographer".
Marion, a distinguished author and a colourful,
dynamic public speaker, was awarded the Governor-
General's Gold Medal in English and was the recipient
of the Canadian Biography Award in 1979.

8 February Ezra's guest will be Jukka-Pekka Saraste
musical director and conductor of the TSO and our Sir
Ernest MacMillan Honorary Member for Music. (See
page 5 for a short biography.)

15 February "Ms. O Greets Karen Kain." Following

a documentary film on Miss Kain, two distinguished
Canadians discuss the world of dance. Don't miss!

22 February Progress of Love. Please see programme
for LAMPS Week

4 February Accomplished and polished students from

the voice studio of Lorna MacDonald at the Faculty of

Music, U.ofT. Come and hear Ms. MacDonald's

finest young students as they are starting their careers.

11 February Another selection of outstanding talent
from the Glenn Gould Professional School.

18 February Two exciting sopranos from the RCM:
Brigitte Boegal and Sarah Gartshort singing solos and
duets.

25 February NO Music Table during LAMPS week.

Writers' Table

5 February How enhanced will your writing career or

image become from writing for literary journals?
Should your byline keep company with other Canadian
writers, both new and established? Join members
interested in the literary art at their monthly luncheon
on the first Friday in February (and every other first
Friday).

Poetry Group
Literary Tables

2 February "Ciaocito Baby: The Contradictory

Discourse of Teen Magazines. " Anne Urbancic

examines how teen magazines use text and image in
their editorial content to promote self-confidence in

teenage women.

9 February "Popular Culture in English Depart-
ments " in which David Galbraith looks at recent

attempts to include material on contemporary popular
culture in the curriculum at the university.

16 February Kildare Dobbs will read from his

unpublished poems.

9 February Poetry meeting at 6.00pm.

Genealogical Table

25 January. A reminder, probably too late, of the

meeting at the Family History Library of the Mormon
Church. Check last month's LAMPSletter for details

or phone John Hore 921-5950.

23 February is the date of the next meeting but the
programme remains a surprise.

23 February NO Literary Table during LAMPS week

Special Dinner

r=: ~..-- ·

······1··· :·:·)
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RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.
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tfd The deadline for the March LAMPSletter is 12 Febrary.

Dear Readers,

Did you know there are two full moons in January? Did you know the second moon of such a
rare event is called a blue moon. You will, thus, be receiving this your January LAMPSletter once in
a blue moon. The stuffing elves find it hard to believe that the amount of fun they have together
comes only once in a blue moon. You should join them on the third Friday of the month after lunch
and experience the hilarity of stuffers. If you do so next month, it will again be once in a blue
moon-an even rarer occurrence to have two in two months. Come and make history.

A&L Club

E-mail: artslets@interlog.com
Web: www.interlog.com/-artslets

Ann Robson, Ed
Fax 921 7573

Email arobson@inforamp.net

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.

GHR short for Great Hall Rented.

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4 5 6
Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table Writers' Group
Anne Urbancic Singers from the

Club Night 4.30 Choir Faculty of Music

Marion Fowler Jason's Restaurant

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table
GHR David Galbraith Students from GHR

Club Night 4.30 Choir 31enn Gould School GHR
Ezra and Saraste 6.00 Poetry Group Jason's Restaurant

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table
Kildare Dobbs Exciting sopranos

GHR Club Night 4.30 Choir Dinner for GHR GHR
Miss "O" greets GHR Archie Jason's Restaurant

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Studio Painting Studio Painting

GHR L A M P S W E E K
Please take a second look at he programme on page one or on the flyer.

28 4.30 Choir

Studio Painting GHR Jason's Restaurant
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Prof. Ann Robson
28 McMaster Avenue

Toronto Ontario
M4V 1A9

The newsletter of The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto

President's

Notes

.. - After nine months as your

!,• • "^ h president I can report that:/ a) I am enjoying thejob;

b) Parkinson's Law is still valid-
, / i.e. "Work expands so as to fill the

time available for its completion;"

c) I am blessed with a splendid
Executive Committee whose

officers are nothing short of terrific.

Vice-president, Don Pounsett, singer, saxophonist, and

recently-retired lawyer, chairs two sub-committees; has

recently put together a comprehensive policy dealing with

book and painting sales; another dealing with honoraria; and

for the second year running he has organized LAMPS Week.

Lorna Kelly, Vice-president (House) somehow manages

to juggle her demanding position as chair of Ryerson's

School of Interior Design with the never-ending claims on her

time at the Club. She is supervising our renovations (about to

begin on the second floor), updating our security system,

ensuring that food and beverages maintain their consistently

high quality, and chairing monthly meetings of the House

Committee-all with efficiency and unfailing good humour.

(She's even a star on stage-remember "Puddle Prance" at

the Boar's Head?)

We're incredibly fortunate in having Bill Buchanan as our

Treasurer. He devotes hours to the Club, has his finger on

every dollar, and manages to walk us through financial

reports so skilfully that even the numerically-challenged

among us can understand them.

John Pepall, our Counsel, chairs the nominating committee

and writes occasional book reviews for the Literary Review of

Canada. He has not (I'm happy to say) had many legal

problems to deal with in recent months, but when they occur,

they are handled promptly and with unruffled competence.

And finally there's Ann Schabas, the quintessentially

efficient Secretary, whose minutes-always accurate and

succinct-land on my desk within hours of our meetings.

And she manages somehow quietly to keep the president

from trampling, rough-shod, over Robert's Rules of Order.

I consider myself fortunate to work with these people. We

are all indebted to them.
Margaret McBurney

DINAH CHRISTIE & TOM KNEEBONE

Celebrate the Words & Music

of

NOEL COWARD
for.

The 100th Anniversary of His Birth

in
A MARVELLOUS PARTY

14 Elm Street, Toronto,

Ontario, M5G 1G7

(416) 597-0223

Fax 597-9544

March 1999

Vol. 58 No.3

The Arts & Letters Club

14 Elm Street

Reservations 599-8440

All Proceeds to The Smile Theatre Company



Another Night at the Opera
Some of you were with us when we went to the

Opera School performance in the Fall. We're hoping
for an even bigger party when we go to see their

Dialogue of the Carmelites

Friday, 12 March at 8.00pm
^ at the MacMillan Theatre

Tickets are available now from Molly
at the fantastic, low price of $15.00 each.

The Invention of Love

I thought this production was one of the
best things I have seen at the Club in the last few
years. Making it a staged reading was an
inspired idea of the director Herbert Whittaker.

Outstanding in this production were John
Neville as the mature aesthete poet A.E.
Housman, John Rammell as Ruskin, Tom
Kneebone as Jowett (the famous Master of
Balliol), and Julian Mulock as Oscar Wilde.
There were excellent performances by several
others including those by some graduate students
from Ryerson's Drama Department, including
Jason Stephens as the young Housman when an
Oxford undergraduate.

The aesthetes and swells have long since
passed away from Oxford (and, may I add,
Cambridge) as well as the ethos in which they
flourished. On a recent visit to Cambridge, my
alma mater, I found over half of the students in
some major colleges were women, thereby
eradicating a prime feature of aesthetic Oxford-
the all male society. Moreover, the atmosphere
had become more "red brick," in that it is now
respectable, even essential, to work hard, and to
be seen to work hard, to get a good degree.

Fifty years ago, when I "went up," some of
the senior dons and even heads of some colleges
had been young men during the final years of
aestheticism during the Edwardian period and
elements of the ethos were still important. You
were expected to be brilliant in essays or
conversation, but you must never be seen to be
doing intense bouts of work. It was still
considered important to lard one's conversation
with the names of cultural icons one may or may
not have read. In Housman's day, the references
were more to Greek and Roman authors and
poets whom, it was assumed, one had read in the
original Latin or Greek.

Second Annual Beaux Art Ball

5 June 1999
Dixie and Swing Music

with
TYLER YAREMA

and his
Rhythm Band

More details later
Mark your calendar now!

Fun! Food! Dancing! Buffoonery!

In this inhibited hot house, people often

sought out their erotic life in the writings of the

classical writers. Hence Stoppard's title The

Invention of Love,

In the all-male society of late Victorian
Oxbridge, it was inevitable that some of the

relationships would become emotionally tinged,

though probably not frequently carried as far as by

the swells like Oscar Wilde. Stoppard suggests a

lot of the emotional relationships were rather shy

and covert, like Housman's. It is interesting that
the intellectual and emotional web of close

relationships led to conversations that were quite

different in this all-male society from the
conversations with those who were not involved-
for example women. [There were women at Girton

College (1869), Newnham (1871), Lady Margaret

Hall and Somerville (both 1879) perhaps not to be

spoken of or to. Ed.] Women and girls tended to
be written about as Alice and Zuleika Dobson;

though Beerbohm's world was the Edwardian
university and by that time there were, of course,

groups elsewhere like Bloomsbury, where Virginia

Woolf and Lady Morell were intrinsic parts of the

group. But Stoppard is speaking about the rather
more precious late Victorian Oxford.

Stoppard's brilliance is that he gently satirizes

this type of society by accurate description, rather

than by exaggeration, suggesting he may have

gone to Oxford when some of the later aesthetes

were still there. But surely he is also suggesting
that this now long gone society was to be
extraordinarily productive in a literary and cultural

sense. This seemingly eccentric group produced

classics such as Alice in Wonderland, The

Importance of Being Earnest, Three Men in a

Boat and A Shropshire Lad Will the present
Oxford be as productive?

John E. Hore

[A brave man, what? Ed]

2
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People of the Club

Barbara Howard is a painter, but there is much more to her than

that label implies. True, she has been painting most of her life, but she

is also a wood engraver and graphic designer, and she and her husband

Richard Outram have in their home a flatbed press on which they

have produced many books, pamphlets and so on over the years. They

call it The Gauntlet Press.
Apart from just liking the word "gauntlet," says Barbara. it has a

connection with her mother's Mackintosh Clan whose motto is "Touch

not the cat but a glove," meaning, do not touch a wildcat without a

gauntlet. Sound advice. And for material produced by the press,

Barbara has done all the designing and book binding.

But Barbara is first a painter, as proven by the many public and

private collections in which she is represented (for example, the

National Gallery of Canada, the Art Gallery of Ontario, the British

Museum, several universities) and the 22 solo exhibitions she has

mounted. "My paintings," she says, "are based on the natural world,

semi-abstract, an organic kind of thing. People have trouble describing

my painting, but I do too."

Photograph by Richard Outram Her other talents and interests have led to her having wood

engravings and book designs represented in the National Library of

Canada, the British Museum, the Bodleian Library in Oxford, the American Library of Congress, the U.ofT. Rare

Books Collection, and on and on.

During the past nine years she has developed a small specialty in a big subject: painting whales, and it all

started with an experience. "If you've ever seen a whale in the wild," says Barbara, "it changes your life. When I

saw my first whale, back in the '50s, I was standing on Long Beach on the west coast of Vancouver Island and the

California grey whales were migrating south, and I saw whales passing right in front of me. The water there is

deep near the shore, so they were quite close. I was just staggered by the size. It did something to me that made

me want to see more, and learn more, and the more I learned, the more I wanted to do something about it."

So she started to seek them out and paint them. She has done about 30 paintings of whales, and delivered two

illustrated lectures on them at the Club. She is especially impressed by the blue whale, the largest mammal this

world has ever seen, 100 feet and more in length.

At the Club-"a wonderful place, there's nothing like it and I think we're fortunate to have it"-she has spent

about three years in charge of exhibitions and just now she is in charge of the showcases in the lower hall. She

strives to make them an attractive and changing record of Club interests.

"We try to come up with topical displays and show members what the Club has done in the past." Husband

Richard is also involved, his most recent contribution being his poetry for the Club's Song Cycle South of North,

performed at the Club in December. It was, says Barbara, "an absolute sellout."

A busy pair, both boosters for the Club and each other.

Fergus Cronin

No new invention for the way to a man's heart!

[person's heart? Your politically correct Ed.]

The special Valentine's Day Dinner held at Jason's Restaurant this

month featured surprise gifts Harlequin novels (at the Arts and Letters

Club???) [Your president's comment not mine. Ed.] and pens brightly

wrapped in red tissue! Rosemary Aubert and Tom Dowell had arranged

with Harlequin Enterprises Ltd., for the gifts.

Thank you to two enterprising members.
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How The Club Foots It Through March

Marta Dusmet, sommelier, will present a
WINE TASTING on 15 March at 5.00pm.
Taste five wines from different grapes, regions
and soils-all priced under $20.00. Tough to do
these days. Come and learn how to work the market,
how to get on the LCBO mailing list and how to

find your own bargains. Marta will tell you how to

get the LCBO booklet of featured wines and tell you
how to tell good wines from bad. Please give your
name to Molly so Marta will know how much wine
to buy. There will be a $10.00 supplement to cover
the cost of the wine.

Ken Hagerman has arranged for a 15% discount
for Club members for tickets to Three Plays in A

Day, a unique event to celebrate Necessary Angel's

2 0 th Anniversary. The production on 1 April at 7.00pm

in the Royal York Hotel's Imperial Room coincides
with the closing of that venerable room before major
renovations change its structure and history perma-
nently. Tickets are only $85 for Arts & Letters Club
members for the entire evening of three plays, food
(cash bar) and outstanding fun and enjoyment.

Ken's number is 498-7701.

4U7C e~^

Club Security

Archives Notes

The Club's archival collection continues to be
enriched by generous donations from members
and friends. Here are some recent examples:

Noni Sampson McLelland, daughter of

past-president Ernest Sampson, has donated
material from her father's papers, including very

early photographs, playbills of the Spring Revue

and other printed material not already in the
Archives.

Ernest Corner, son of Horace Corner (a
former editor of Lampsletter) [God help him! No

wonder he's the late Horace Corner. Ed.] has
donated slides of the 1955 Spring Revue.

Larry McLean, from the collection of his

father Mac, has donated four issues of a very rare

1930's magazine Etcetera devoted to arts and
letters in Toronto. No art historian I have

contacted has come across this publication.
Paul Noble, a doctoral student at U.ofT.,

researching in the Club Archives has donated a
copy of his Master's thesis, which makes

extensive reference to Gus Bridle, Club founder.

Lela Wilson, from the estate of her late

husband Maxwell Henderson, has donated the
gavel presented by the Audit Council of Thailand
to Mr. Henderson when he was chair of the Board
of Auditors of the United Nations.

Thanks to all,
Scott James archivist

As many members know, the buzzer system at our front door

was out of commission for over two weeks, because of a power
surge that "fried" the circuit board. Thank you for your patience
while we waited for a new system to be installed--and you waited
outside in the cold for someone to open the door. Our new

computerized system is now operative. Keys will be issued in
accordance with the decision of the Executive Committee, which
voted on 14 December 1998 "to limit keys to Club officers,
committee heads, [and] programme chairs"--a policy which was

recommended by the police Crime Prevention Officer who toured
our building in early January. Because the keys are expensive, we
will be requiring a $25 deposit on each. The deposit will be

4 refunded when the key is returned.
While on the subject of security, new lockers have been installed

in the cloakroom. Please ask at the bar for locks. Chains and locks

for coats are also available at the bar.
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Marching With a Spring in Our Step

Members' Night, 10 March, brings to the head-

table a speaker well-known to us all, Bob Rae,

former premier of Ontario. After attending public

schools in Ottawa, Washington, D.C., and Geneva,

where his father, Saul Rae, was a member of

Canada's Department of External Affairs, Mr. Rae,

a long-time Toronto resident, was a student at

University College, graduating from the University

of Toronto in 1969,. He was called to the Bar in

1980 and was the leaderof the Ontario NDP from

1982 until 1995. He was also a Member of

Parliament 1978 to 1982. Now in private practice,

Mr. Rae lectures on a variety of subjects to do with

labour and constitutional law, political theory,

Canadian politics and industrial relations, and is an

occasional columnist for The Globe and Mail.

Meet Four Incredible Women

at the

Tarragon Theatre Extra Space

on

Tuesday, 6 April at 8.00pm.

Beggarly Productions introduces The Bush

Ladies-four spirited and courageous literary

women in the backwoods of Upper Canada.

Susanna Moodie, Catharine Parr Traill, Anna

Jameson and Anne Langton. Recently on the stage

of the National Arts Centre in Ottawa, this play

drew rave reviews. Carol Shields wrote< "The Bush

Ladies is pure joy."
Special price: $13.50

Please book with Molly and join us at the Club

before the show for FREE sandwiches.

Dear Editor,
I am responding to Jane Champagne's suggestion for

accounts of artists' challenging, hilarious and interesting

sketching adventures.
I was sketching a few years ago in Tienanmen Square

(Beijing, China). I was not only a rare occidental, at that

time, but a bleached blond as well. Needless to say I

became the focus of a multitude of curious onlookers. The

same thing happened while sketching on the Great Wall of

China, before hordes of tourists were allowed in.

Yours, Loi Hathaway

The Arts and Letters Club and the Internet

Did you know that the Arts & Letters Club has a web

site? Its URL is:
www.interlog.com/~artslets/

The idea of a web site was presented to the Executive

Committee a year ago by John Sullivan with the

technical assistance of Pat MacCulloch. John's

daughter Fran Sullivan designed a very professional

layout and various members contributed information to

supply the words. It is exciting to pull up our A&L site

on the internet and see the many images and colours plus

the pulsating A&L logo on the introductory page. The

site's purpose is to inform members, prospective

members and arts organizations in general about our

Club. There are sixteen pages of information within five

categories: viz.-general information about who we are,

why we exist, operational data, and a list of affiliated

clubs. It contains a brief history of the Club and talks

about members of early influence. There is a section on

LAMPS, describing in detail the five arts disciplines

which form the nucleus of Club activities. Then there is

a page of membership information defining categories of

membership and our fee structure. Finally an activities

& calendar component highlights the Club's main events

throughout the year and includes a copy of the current

month's calendar for those of us who have misplaced

Lampsletter and are desperate to know what's going on.

Give it a try. Surf our web site. You may be surprised at

what you learn about your Club. And there is an extra

enticement. Members' personal web pages are available

e.g. for painters to display selected works, in colour.

Members interested in having a page, call Dean Becker

(after 1 April) of the Communications Committee.
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Art on the March

"Seasons," an exhibition of watercolours by

Jane Champagne, runs from 8 February to 20

March at the Gallery in the Garden at Sherway

Gardens in Etobicoke. An informal meet-the-artist

afternoon is planned for Thursday 21 February,

from 1 to 4pm, with tea and stuff-and a painting

demonstration as well. A warm invitation to all Arts

and Letterati [Jane and I worked on that together.

Ed.] and friends to come any time, but particularly

the 21 t.[I fear this invitation comes too late; the

elves do not stuff and mail until the 19 th. Ed.]

Lois Dierlam will exhibit working sketches and

finished works at the Club from 28 March to 22

April. Opening reception is Sunday, 28 March,

noon until 5.00pm. All are welcome. On Monday,

5 April, for Club Night, Lois will give a talk and

presentation "Adventure & Challenges as an Artist."

On 26 February Anne Meredith Barry will be

one of four artists opening a three-week exhibition

entitled "Residences," at the Art Gallery of

Newfoundland & Labrador, in St. John's. On 24

April her solo exhibition entitled "The Gros Mome

Series," opens at Gallery One, 121 Scollard Street,;

Anne will be flying in for the event. She invites all

interested to come to say "hello" from 2.00-5.00pm.

A show featuring works of George Pepper and
his wife, Kathleen Daly, will be on view at the
McMichael Canadian Art Collection at Kleinburg
from 14 March to 19 April. George was a member

of the Club from 1935 until his death in 1963.

Kathleen, who died in the early 1990's, was an aunt

of our Life Member, Dick Daly, and his Montreal

brother Tom Daly. Married in 1929, George and
Kathleen developed "their mature, individual styles
in the decades before World War II."

Art Exhibition

Friday and Sunday Studio Painters will exhibit

their working and experimental canvases at the Club

from 27 February to 26 March

It's worth the drive to Grafton!

Art at the Inn: An exhibition of paintings and

prints by Chris Adeney, Zora Buchanan, John

Joy, James Lumbers, Tom McNeely, Jean

Nasmith, Gerry Sevier and Murray Stewart. The

exhibition's opening on 28 March is by invitation

only; call one of the artists or call the Grafton

Village Inn, which is located in the charming village

of Grafton [Where else? Ed.], one hour's drive east

of Toronto. Viewing is from 27 March to 4 April,

10.00am-3.00pm and Friday and Saturday evenings.

Lois Dierlam reports that 68 Club artists are

representing the Club at the Hummingbird Centre

Winter Art Show sponsored by the National Ballet

of Canada. Over 175 works will be exhibited until

7 March. The opening reception of 9 February was

well attended by members and guests of the Arts

and Letters Club, and within an hour six works had

been sold. A special thank you is due to Andrew

Sookrah, as well as my committee, Sandra

Henderson and Murray Oliver, and helpers on the

day of delivery Stephen Quinlan, Art Steven,

Doug Purdon, Jean Nasmith, Gary Stark, Jim

Webster, Vern Mould. With much appreciation to

the jurors, Tom McNeely, Wendy Boyd & Moya

Gillett, we were able to complete the selection from

an abundance of good work. Thank you to all who

registered for the show.

Pretty Pleases

Outdoor Sketching Group Meetings
start in May, and continue once each month. If you
can host a potluck lunch within a one hour's drive
of Toronto, please call Ellen Frei at 369-9564

Hummingbird Art Show

Would the participants please pick up their art

works from the Hummingbird Centre on Sunday, 8

March before 11.00am. on the Lower Level just

south of Front St., on Yonge St?
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What's On in March

Members' Dinner 16 March Mary Ann Duffy has entitled her talk

"Reading as a Woman; Women Reading."

10 March Bob Rae, former premier of Ontario, speaks

his mind.

f. t

1 March. The United Nations has declared 1999 the

International Year of Older Persons. Join Canadian

representative, Don Harron to celebrate the occasion.

8 March "Ms. O Greets Martine Lamy & Johan

Persson" who perform the pas de deux fromThe

Taming of the Shrew

15 March At 5.00pm sommelier Marta Dusmet

presents a wine tasting. And then in preparation for St.

Patrick's Day, actor and director Sean Mulcahy

discusses "How Ireland 'Occasionally' Saved

Civilization."

22 March Distinguished Canadian cellist Shauna

Rolston brings her cello ensemble of 10 to 15

University of Toronto students for a demonstration/

masterclass. Her first teacher Claude Kenneson,

professor emeritus of the University of Alberta, will

join her and speak about his book, Musical Prodigies:

Previous Journeys, Remarkable Lives. Shauna is one

of the prodigies.

29 March After too long an absence, we welcome back

the Royal Conservatory of Music Opera Ensemble and

their exciting production of Mozart's Don Giovanni,

directed by Brahm Goldhamer. Let's match their

tremen-dous effort in bringing this to us with an equally

tremendous turnout

Club Nights

23 March John Terpstra will read from his 1998

published collections of poetry, The Devil's Punchbowl

and The Church Not Made With Hands.

30 March Norbert Kentrup, actor, director and teacher

will describe his experience in a talk entitled "Acting in

the New Globe Theatre in London."

Music Tables

4 March More outstanding senior students from the

University of Toronto voice studio of Lorna

MacDonald. These students are preparing for their

graduation recitals and the music is superb.

11 March Violinist Sarah Pratt comes to us for an

afternoon recital accompanied by pianist Peter

Longworth.

18 March The last opportunity this season to hear

some fine music students from the Glenn Gould

Professional School.

25 March Don't miss Daniel Moss, french horn!

Daniel is a student at the Glenn Gould Professional

School and this year's winner of the Arts & Letters

Club Scholarship.

Writers' Table

5 March Well, that's the first Friday so there should be

a meeting.

Poetry Group
Literary Tables

2 March Harry Campbell, former head librarian of

the TPL, will speak about "Some Historical Links

Between the Toronto Public Library and the Arts and

Letters Club."

9 March ElizabetlrAbbottrwill discuss her book, The"

History of Celibacy, to be published in March.

9 March In the Library, at 6.00pm. with a poem.

Genealogical Table

29 March We shall meet at noon in the LAMPS Room

to hear Marion Press of OISE speak on "Using the

Internet for Genealogy,"
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A&L Club

E-mail: artslets@interlog.com

Web: www.interlog.com/~-artslets

Ann Robson, Ed

Fax 921 7573

Email arobson@inforamp.net

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.

MARCH 1999

Sunday Monday Tuesday yWednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4 5 6
Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table Writers' Group

Harry Campbell Singers from the

Club Night 4.30 Choir Faculty of Music GHR

Don Harron GHR Jason's Restaurant

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table

Elizabeth Abbott Sarah Pratt

Club Night 4.30 Choir Members' Dinne

Ms O greets 6.00 Poetry Group Bob Rae Jason's Restaurant

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Studio Painting GHR Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table

5.00 Dusmet-win e Mary Ann Duffy Glenn Gould

Club Night 4.30 Choir music students GHR

Sean Mulcahy _______ Jason's Restaurant GHR

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table

John Terpstra Daniel Moss

Club Night 4.30 Choir GHR

Shauna Rolston GHR GHR Jason's Restaurant GHR

28 29 30 31
Studio Painting

Genealogy Table Literary Table
GHR Marion Press Norbert Kentrup

Club Night 4.30 Choir

Don Giovanni GHR

GHR short for Great Hall Rented.

The deadline for the April LAMPSletter is 12 March.

Dear Readers,

Did you know that I was talking moonshine last month? In the sense of nonsense. Raymond

Peringer straightened out my thoughts. Blue moons are an atmospheric phenomenon. They can

occur as many times as there are dust-ups. It is small, if any, consolation that 90% of people shared

my ignorance; make that 90.999999% after the Lampsletter came out.
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The newsletter of The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto

I Notes/ Perhaps it was the cider. Until

f > • ^ recently, anything I had read about

±1 the Club's World War I farming
venture suggested that it was all for

a noble cause--our loyal members
labouring long in the fields,
sacrificing their weekends to

\/F produce fresh vegetables for the
Club's tables. Now, however, I find

that while the work was hard, so indeed was the cider!
The Arts and Letters' farm at Yonge and York Mills

(near C.W.Jefferys' home) came into being in 1915

when fresh produce was scarce and expensive. Members

"who knew a hoe from a hand spike" were, according to

Augustus Bridle, "drafted into Club farm labour... and

for three summers, painters, musicians, [and] newspaper-

men, put on old shirts every Saturday... making the Club
farm look like a movie-camera enlargement of Millet's

Gleaners." Members' wives handled the canning
chores. Of course.

In the 1919 issue of The LAMPS, M.O. Hammond in

"Down on the Old Farm" recalled that Herb Palmer and

Billy Alexander "would bring out sketching pads and
end the war work for that day." Palmer produced three

pictures of the farm. One is in Ottawa, part of the Can-

adian War Memorials Fund collection. The other two,

an oil and a pastel, were for sale last month at Ritchie's

Auctions. Our curator, Margaret Maloney, and

archivist Scott James, attended the preview and agreed

that the pastel was the one to purchase. Moya Gillett

handled the bidding and we are now proud owners of a

delightful work by Herbert Palmer ARCA (whom

"Archie" Arbuckle recalls with affection), a pictorial

record of this special moment in our Club's history.

According to Hammond, the Club decided that "the

summer revels must continue through the winter, and the

glorious work of filling the kegs went on for hours... but

something went wrong.... Soon, what had been a

pleasant 'kick' became a battering ram... and the best of

all the farm products-because it was at once so

diverting and so legal--became only a memory."
Margaret McBurney

- --

The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto

1 f Presents

C---4-l The 1999 Spring Revue 5 .,

April 27 to May 1, 1999

inner and Show -$24.00 Show Only -$16.00

Cocktails at 6:00 PM Dinner at 7:00 PM

Curtain Up at 8:00 PM
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Now is the time to mark your book for

SECOND ANNUAL BEAUX ARTS BALL

5 June 1999

Dixie and Swing Music

with

TYLER YAREMA

and his

Rhythm Band

And
THE ARTS AND LETTERS ANNUAL

GARDEN PARTY

Wednesday 2 3 rd June

with

ANN HENDERSON

and her

Rhythm (Ly)man

Bits and Pieces from the Executive Committee

Bill Buchanan is pleased to report [and we
are ecstatic, Ed.] that the Executive Committee
recently approved his recommendation that there
be NO INCREASE IN ANNUAL FEES. [Is he
not a Treasurer worth his weight in loonies? Ed.]
This is the seventh year of no fee increase!
Notices of the fees are being mailed to members
with the reminder that fees due 1 April 1999 can
be paid in full by cheque or credit card. If pre-
ferred, fees can be paid in 3 or 12 instalments by
making arrangements through the office.

After due deliberation, your Executive
Committee decided to deal with the late Cleeve
Home's generous bequest--to be known at
Cleeve's request as Home's Bar Legacy-in a
financially prudent manner. The $10,000 [Gulp!
Ed] bequest has been invested and the interest
will be spent yearly to provide "each member
... with a bar chit for one drink of liquor with or
without mix at the member's discretion) PRO-

VIDED THAT the President ... shall be entitled

to two bar chits and any excess funds may be
similarly applied at the discretion of the
President" at each year's Annual General
Meeting. This year's AGM will be held on
Wednesday 19 May. We expect a large turnout.

Members are reminded of the Club's guest
book at the front door. Please remember to have
our guest speakers sign the book-too often our
distinguished guests have left the building before
we think to ask for their signatures [which in
years to come may help pay the mortgage, Ed.].

Art committee chair Steve Quinlan and our
Curator Margaret Maloney were thanked by the
Executive Committee for removing from storage
many of our hitherto unseen paintings and hang-
ing them for all to enjoy on the walls of the third
floor. [The Literary Table is very grateful, Ed.]

You Guys Are Sooooo Nice
Last month, after I'd had some surgery, a

lovely basket of blooms arrived at my house.
This was from "Friends at the Club" and it
cheered me up considerably!

Many thanks for the flowers and the kind
thoughts.

Di Hore

'4
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People of the Club

Lela Wilson leaned back in her comfortable livingroom, holding

.___ _ the result of five years' work in her hands. It is called York Wilson, His

Life And Work, 1907- 1984, and while it should be considered a

triumph, the book has only caused her concern: it has had so little

circulation since published more than a year ago.
"It had an excellent reception at the Club," she said, "but the

Carleton University Press left very few copies in Toronto and then went

out of business." So Lela took it upon herself to promote the book,
which in turn was intended to publicize the work of her first husband of

51 years.
Michael Bell, director of the Carleton University Art Gallery, says

in the book's foreword that Lela had become the steward of York

Wilson's legacy and "maintained the records and the archives and

dedicated herself to telling the story" of York and his work.

In this she was encouraged by another member of the Club,
Maxwell Henderson, whom she married in 1994 and who died just
three years later. "But we had a wonderful time together. He had the

theory that we do everything together, and it was a lovely thing. I do
Photograph by Alan Carrie miss that companionship tremendously."

Lela believes, at the age of 88, in "keeping your mind active,

having a definite hobby of some sort." As York's Girl Friday in the past, she taught herself to become the curator

of York's vast artistic output, studying, writing and mounting exhibitions. For a time she also created annual

exhibitions of other artists' work for the Toronto Symphony Orchestra.

She has managed to take part in the life of the Club. She was the second woman to join in 1985. and for

several years has attended the Literary Table, the Friday lunch-"a favourite of the art group"-and recently the
Club Nights on Mondays at which she will speak about her book and show slides on 28 June assisted by Gary
Stark. Lela suggests that many Club members have a hearing problem and "It might be helpful if we all wore

nametags."
Maxwell, a former auditor-general in Ottawa and chairman of the board of auditors for the United Nations,

"had been all over the world, as York and I had been, so we had that in common." York, she says, felt the need of

other enviromnents to enlarge his artistic vision, and a nomadic way of life began in 1949 with a trip to Mexico.

The chapter headings in her book suggest the varied lives they lived: "Our First Three Years in Paris," "From

Hawaii to Japan." "From Egypt to Cyprus." And so on.

Kay Kritzwiser, a member of the Club and long the art columnist for The Globe and Mail in a report of a

1966 show in Toronto, carried a comment by York that suggested the result, and perhaps the purpose, of the

couple's wanderlust. York spoke of"the constant adjustment to colours, from the wild gamut of Japan to the

dazzling whites and blacks of Greece." In an earlier column Kay wrote that the "wonderful bursting vitality of

York Wilson's color began its real hold on him in Italy-what a love affair he had for the reds of Italy!" Paul

Duval's 1978 book, York Wilson (in our library) concludes, "His role has been greater than is generally

recognized. The future, I am sure, will place him among the preeminent national artists of his era."

Apart from her mission to promote recognition for York, Lela points out that the heavy promotion of the

Group of Seven has caused the group following it (of which York was a member) to be overlooked. "And all the

galleries I'm working with across Canada say the same thing."
But Lela does more than talk. She has created the York Wilson Endowmnent Awards, conducted by the

Canada Council, involving an arrangement in perpetuity through which, each year, one deserving art gallery in

Canada is given $10,000 to buy paintings. "So I spend no money on myself; I just work for art."

Fergus Cronin
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April is a Time of Sadness and Gladness

In memoriam

Ruby Mercer, former member and dear
friend of the Arts & Letters Club and (among
a host of other credits) founder of the Cana-
dian Children's Opera Chorus, died in March
at the age of 92. A memorial is planned for

the afternoon of Sunday, 11 April 1999 at the
Westin Harbour Castle Hotel, Pier 4-5.

Presentations and performances will take
place from 2.30-3.30pm, with refreshments to
follow. Please join her family and friends in
celebrating the life of this remarkable woman.

Jean Hume, a talented artist and wife of

sculptor Bob Hume, died on Friday, 5 February,

after a lengthy illness. At a memorial service

held in the Great Hall on 19 February, Jim

Morris spoke briefly about Jean and read a

poem, The Rose Still Grows Beyond the Wall, by

A.L. Frinck.

Bob and Jean used to visit me when I lived

out in the country. We'd usually have lunch, talk
about their trips out west, the state of our
families, and what was going on at the Club. At
some point during the visit Jean would get up
and wander around looking at the various plants 1
was growing or attempting to restore. I always
got the feeling she wasn't doing this in a critical
fashion, but in a helpful way, trimming dead
leaves and checking the pot soil. This is what
gardeners do. Jim Morris

Near a shady wall a rose once grew,
Budded and blossomed in God's free light,

Watered and fed by morning dew.
Shedding its sweetness day and night.

Shall claim of death cause us to grieve
And make our courage faint or fail?
Nay! Let us faith and hope receive:

The rose still grows beyond the wall.

Scattering fragrance far and wide,
Just as it did in days of yore,

Just as it did on the other side,
Just as it will for evermore.

Rod Carruthers and Carol McGirr will

tell the tale of"Oisin, the Irish Bard" at St.
Andrew's United Church, 117 Bloor Street East

(Bloor/Yonge subway), on Saturday, 27 March
at 8:00pm.. They will be accompanied by

harpist Eithne Heffernan Admission $10. For
information call 421-3877. Last month Rod and

Burton Patkau told tales from the Kalevala,

"Love and War in the Finnish Northland" at the
21 st Toronto Festival of Storytelling.

Barbara Howard and Richard Outram

at the Gauntlet Press (1960--Y2K & beyond) are
having a retrospective exhibition of their

productions together with the launch of DA 44, a
special issue of DA *A Journal of the Printing

Arts devoted to the Gauntlet Press and its
ounders at the Robarts Library, U. ofT., 130 St.

George Street The opening is on 6 April,
5.30pm. The exhibition continues till 7 May.
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A reminder that you can

Meet Four Incredible Women

at the
Tarragon Theatre Extra Space

Tuesday, 6 April at 8.00pm. Beggarly
Productions introduces The Bush Ladies, four
spirited and courageous literary women in the
backwoods of Upper Canada in the 1830's:
Susanna Moodie, Catharine Parr Traill, Anna
Jameson and Anne Langton. Recently on the
stage of the National Arts Centre in Ottawa,
this play drew rave reviews. Carol Shields
wrote, "The Bush Ladies is pure joy."

Special price: $13.50
Please book with Molly and join us at the

Club beforehand for FREE sandwiches.It
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Members of the Club have Things to Say

Dear Editor,

A recent Lampsletter mentioned George Pepper
and his wife Kathleen Daly Pepper (aunt of current
member Dick Daly).

It could have been added that Kay Daly (Pepper) for
several (many?) years rented the entire 3

rd floor of our
building as her studio. She had previously shared a
studio with A.Y.Jackson in the Studio Building off
Yonge Street.

W.R.Joyce

Lois Darroch writes in honour of the
hippotamian collection of Ken Purvis:

There once was a man named Ken Purvis
Who decided he'd offer a service:

He'd rent out a hippo
To any old dippo

Who wanted to ride in a circus. .

Camilla and Chester Gryski write in honour
of Jason's Restaurant. In the past months. since
dinner has been available at the Club on Friday
nights, we have become devotees of Jason's
Restaurant. Conversation at the round table in the
bar, selections that are always interesting,

imaginatively presented and, without fail, delicious,
attentive service, and the friendly ambience of a
private dining room at a reasonable cost... who
could ask for more? We've met fellow members
for dinner before a concert, invited friends to join
us, or just chosen to have a leisurely meal and catch
up on the week. At the risk of starting a stampede
to the Club on Friday nights, we have to give
Jason's Restaurant a rave review with many stars
-and thank Jason, Alan, Peter and company.

Yes, We Have Two Pianos, We Have Two

Pianos Today

In January '99, Margaret McBurney
created a sub-committee with representation from
both the Executive and Music Committees to
undertake the restoration of the Club's two grand
and beloved pianos. There was concern ex-

pressed by the Club's playing members that "the

grands" might be starting to fall from grace.
Malcolm McGrath and I (Chris Cavanagh)
undertook the task of restoring the pianos to stage
and professional performance quality (including
both interior mechanical repairs and exterior
finishes), and of creating an annual maintenance

programme for the pianos to protect this expense.
The Executive Committee would approve our

proposals before providing the funds.
With encouragement from the Executive we

proceeded to develop a detailed proposal on the
work needed, including quotes on items to be

repaired, refurbished or replaced, the costs of

parts and labour, and guarantees and warranties.
We selected two finns skilled in restoring pianos,
of whom we had personal knowledge, to bid on

the proposal. We further asked our bidders to
recommend an annual maintenance programme.

The bids were reviewed and approved by the
Executive in early March and we expect the work
will begin almost immediately. Read your next

Lampsletter [always read your next Lampsletter

Ed.] for the second instalment of Pianos.

Christina Cavanagh

Rupert Schieder would appreciate hearing from
anyone who has papers, or knowledge, of the writer
Alan Sullivan (president of the Club from 1914 to
1915) especially any material relating to the years
1895-1905. Rupert's phone is 921-5281.
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April Show(er)s

Lois Dierlam's art show,

"Sketches and Finished Works,"'
will open at the Club on Sunday 28

March. All are invited from 1.00-

5.00pm.

Sylvia Kirkpatrick is having a

solo exhibition of contemporary
and traditional watercolour
paintings and photographs at the

Gallery Hittite, 107 Scollard
Street, from 9 to 24 April.

Opening night, Friday 9 April, is

from 6-9p

Hummingbird Centre Art Show

The final count of the works sold by Club

artists was 28, which was outstanding for a

show in early spring. The total value in sales

was $16,680.00. The National Ballet of Canada

wrote: "Thank you for all your organization for

this art show. Without it Monday's take-in

would not have gone so smoothly. Thank you

to the Arts and Letters Club and especially

yourself for helping to arrange such a varied and

high-quality art show."

Always on Saturdays

29 May--John and M.E. Weatherseed, courtesy

J. and C. Weatherseed, Cheltenham, Ontario.

19 June--Bill Wingfield, Palgrave.

20 July--Zora and Bill Buchanan, in town.

28 August--Bob and Cathie Ament Hyland, with

Arthur Ament, just west of Creemore.

25 September--Janet Rough Young, Hockley

near Orangeville.

October--Sketchless

6 November--lan and Mary McGillivray at their

farm, west of Newmarket.

Members and partners who do not sketch are

always warmly welcome to this potluck outing [as

long as you bring a lucky pot with you. Ed.]

Not every hoster has a microwave oven. Maps will

be ready at the A&L bar on 1 May. Our indispens-

able telephone group will remind you each month.

More information: Ellen Frei 369-9564.

Gerry Sevier AOCAD,

OSA, RCA, is having a one-

man show at the Canadian

Heritage Art Gallery, 10516

Islington Avenue in Kleinburg

from 17 April to 1 May. The

hours are Tuesday to Friday

from 10-5.00: Saturday 11-

5.00; Sunday 12-5.00.

Arts & Letters Spring Get-Away

All Welcome

BARK LAKE LODGE, 7, 8, & 9 MAX

This is the place we have been searching fi

Lounges with fireplaces for reading.

Remote scenic beauty for inspiration.

Wooded trails for walking.

And landscapes unlimited for artists.

The Lodge is close and the price is right.

More information at the bar.

Sign with Molly as soon as you can.
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What's On in April

Club Nights Music Tables

5 April. Lois Dierlam speaks on "Adventures

and Challenges as an Artist."

12 April Women Composers. This event is

becoming a spring highlight at the Club,

presenting music by some of the best women

composers working in Canada today. This year

their programme will include two works by Club

member Lusiana Lukman.

19 April "Inside the Castle Walls." Author Rod

McQueen discusses his non-fiction best-seller,

The Eatons: The Rise and Fall of Canada's

Royal Family."

Literary Tables

6 April Brian Parker will discuss Michel

Tremblay's play Les Belles Soeurs which

Canadian Stage will be running at the time.

13 April Rod Carruthers will read selected

passages from The Divine Comedy.

20 April Maggie Redekop, Professor of English

at Victoria College, U.ofT., author of a book on

Alice Munro, will talk about "Alice Munro and

the Scottish connection."

27 April Jill Levinson's talk is entitled "Romeo

and Juliet: love, death and adolescence."

Spring Revue

1 April The outstanding young violinist,

Raphael Harrador, makes his A & L Club solo

debut. Mr. Harrador is currently studying with

David Zafer at the RCM and has played here

before with the RCM Chamber Orchestra.

8 April A wonderful light-hearted programme

by Two's Company: the vocal interpretations of

Christina Ariss-Birch, soprano and Dwane

Webster, baritone, accompanied by Edith

Gardiner, piano. Their recital includes Scottish

folk songs, music by Stephen Foster and Irving

Berlin.

15 April Our annual date with prize winners of

the Canadian Music Competitions. The quality

of the performers is always extremely high and

we're lucky to have them.

22 April Young voices from the studio of

Donna Sherman at the R.C.M. Promising

singers at the beginning of their careers give us a

sampling from their year-end repertoire.

Genealogical Table

29 March We shall meet at noon in the LAMPS

Room to hear Marion Press of OISE speak on

"Using the Internet for Genealogy."

26 April Lunch at noon in the LAMPS Room;

speaker to be announced.

Poetry Group

13 April In the Library, at 6.00pm. with a poem

Writers' Table

Meets on the first Friday of the month

27,28,29,30 April, IMay
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The deadline for the May LAMPSletter is 9 April.

Dear Readers,

Last Stuffing Day we had twelve hands (that comes up to twenty-four palms or one hundred
and twenty fingers) working round the table and we finished in a record-breaking -there's not a
whole lot of competition-50 minutes. Why not join in the fun and see if you can lead us to another
record-breaker? Our thanks as always to Chief Stuffer, Elmer Phillips; One-and-Only Stamper,

Betty Postill, and the myriad indian elves (in the sense of all chiefs and no...) Peter Hart, Zora &
Bill Buchanan, John Weatherseed, Freda Fyles, Margaret Stevenson, Doug Purdon......oh,
dear, I should not have started this list because I cannot remember all the people who were there.
Many apologies to the elves I have left out. Write me a letter.

A&L Club Ann Robson, Ed
E-mail: artslets@interlog.com Fax 921 7573

Web: www.interlog.com/~-artslets Email arobson@inforamp.net

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.

APRIL 1999

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3
Studio Painting

Music Table Writers' Group

Raphael Harradol
Jason's Restaurant

4 5 6" 7 8 9 0
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table

Brian Parker GHR Two's Company

Club Night 4.30 Choir

Lois Dierlam 6.00 Poetry Group GHR Jason's Restaurant GHR

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Studio Painting GHR Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table

Rod Carruthers Canadian Winners

Club Night 4.30 Choir

GHR Nomen Compose1 s GHR GHR Jason's Restaurant

18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table

GHR Maggie Redekop Young Voices

Club Night 4.30 Choir

Rod McQueen _____ Jason's Restaurant GHR

25 26 27 28 29 30
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Genealogy Table Literary Table
Jill Levinson 1"t May

4.30 Choir

Spring Revue Spring Revue Spring Revue Spring Revue Spring Revue
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14 Elm Street, Toronto,

Ontario, M5G 1 G7
(416) 597-0223 cr

Fax 597-9544

May 1999 The newsletter of The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto

Vol. 58 No.5

President's

Notes/A.,- i Last summer, Val Ross wrote in <7"
The Globe and Mail: "St. Anne's s

needs a miracle." Now, nine months Q

later, that miracle is unfolding

/ slowly, thanks to a group of people

who care about the church and its -rTy, FR s•v• fRc'iA

priceless heritage.
When the Club was founded in

1908, one of its charter members

was W.Ford Howland, the architect for St. Anne's, which - _-

opened its doors that same year. But in 1923, when

alterations at the church were required, another architect 6

(and A&LC charter member), William Rae, was retained.

This may explain why Howland, soon after, resigned from

the Club. Or perhaps he disapproved of the proposed

interior ornamentation favoured by Lawrence Skey, the c

rector of the day who commissioned eight brilliant, I '

iconoclastic artists to paint the brilliant, iconic murals that j

grace the church today. Of those artists, five were

members of our Club: J.E.H. MacDonald, Frank

Carmichael, Fred Varley, H.S. Stansfield, and H.S.

Palmer. The others were Arthur Martin, Neil

Mackechnie, and MacDonald's son, Thoreau. Their

murals, completed in 1926, were stunning and, because of

them, St. Anne's has been named a National Historic Site.

When we learned that these unique works of art were in

imminent danger due to lack of funds available for their

maintenance, the Club offered to help. A small committee

has met twice at the Club and is now planning a major

fund raising campaign. Chaired by Bryce Douglas, Vice-

Chairman of RBC-Dominion Securities, the committee

includes among others, Allan Gotlieb of the Ontario bL ,

Heritage Foundation, Terence Finlay, Anglican Bishop of

Toronto, and Rev. Peter Orme, rector of St. Anne's. I re-

present the Club. St. Anne's needs at least $2.5 million.

So far Parks Canada has provided $400,000, the Govern- BEAUX ARTS BALL

ment of Ontario another $100,000-and repairs to the 5 June 1999

leaking roof have already begun. But much more is Tickets $40.00

required. As its contribution, the Club is planning a major

event next year to help finance the restoration of the

murals. John Sullivan is in charge. We'll keep you posted. LNotice of Annual General Meeting on page 5.
Margaret McBurney I
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What Does the Spring Bring? It Brings New Members

Indira Badhwar, proposed by Joan

Holben, interested in theatre, ballet, all things

creative. Tel. 493-8136.

Shireen Badhwar(J), proposed by Joan

Holben, interested in painting, sketching, creative

writing, graphic design, theatre, music and

photography. Tel. 415-9103.

Surya Badhwar, proposed by Joan

Holben, interested in theatre and ballet, golf and

travel. Tel. 493-8136.

John Brdar(P), proposed by W.A.McCoy,

interested in watercolour and oil landscape

painting and teaching same. Tel. 705-764-1381.

Gillian Burton, proposed by Jean

Nasmith, interested in graphics, music, weaving,

early Canadian glass and furniture, African art,

masks. Tel. 964-7993.

Roger (Rod) Carruthers, proposed by M.

McBurney, interested in storytelling, music, knit-

wear design, harp and word play. Tel. 351-8603.

Susan Cooper, proposed by Loi Hatha-

way, interested in portrait and figure painting,

interior design, antiques, quilting. Tel.924-0296.

Moira Cowan(J), proposed by Michaela

Morrison, interested in art history, music (piano),

its history and theory. Tel. 967-3338

Aaron Gaouette(P), proposed by Andrew

Sookrah, interested in writing, guitar (music),

painting, drawing, lots more, etc. Tel. 921-1421.

Helen Kennedy, proposed by Jean

Edwards, interested in theatre and art apprecia-

tion. Tel. 922-0985.

Rose Anna Newlove, proposed by Tina

Newlove, interested in acting, theatre manage-

ment, producing, arts, music. Tel. 905-854-0238.

Patricia Peacock-Evans(P), proposed by

Scott James, interested in drama, photography,

architecture, music, art, glass, and ceramics.

Tel. 905-529-6363.

Mark Stephen Peros(J), proposed by

Elizabeth Trott, interested in fashion design, art,

piano, guitar, writing, fencing. Tel. 422-1637.

Nana Robinson, proposed by Tom

Kneebone, interested in lace making, vintage

lace, collage, and stained glass. Tel. 926-9276.

Dennis G. Rose (P), proposed by Arthur

Steven, interested in theatrical productions,

graphic design and illustrating. Tel. 481-3755.
r ' -

Sadly it also brought the loss of old members

Odric Henry Smith, 1911-1999, a Life

Member, was born in Toronto. When he was 10

his father, J.Harry Smith, a charter member of

the A&LC, moved the family to Montreal. Odric

graduated from McGill University, where he

excelled in rowing and skiing, with a degree in

mechanical and electrical engineering. He

worked with the Dominion Textile Company and

the J. Walter Armstrong firms in Montreal and in

Toronto with Karyl Rybka and became president

of the firm of Rybka, Smith and Ginsler. He was

a consultant for the re-planning of Piccadilly

Circus, for the building of several London hotels

(e.g., the Inn on the Park and the Four Seasons in

Kensington) and for the Four Seasons in Toronto.

In 1947 he married Gladys Carvolth, forming

a happy lifelong union. Glad is a painter and

member of the Club and known to all those

graduates of the OCA of the early '50s. They

spent many summers on their island in Georgian

Bay, sailing, swimming and entertaining their

friends.

After a leg amputation, the last years of his

life were spent in the Veterans' wing of Sunny-

brook Hospital. Throughout this difficult time,

his courage, cheerfulness and many interests

never faltered. He is survived by his wife Glad

and his sister, Adelaide Smith, London, England.

Mildred Anna Tibbles suffered a stroke in the

Club just before Easter and slipped quietly away

on Easter Sunday, at the age of 86. Mildred

touched many lives in a long teaching career

which took her from a country schoolhouse

(SS#16 Garafraxa), via Newfoundland and

Ottawa, to Northmount Jr. High. She was a

member of the North York University Women's

Club and author of Mildred's Memories. Our

sympathy goes out to her husband Les and

daughter Penny,

John Arthur Cozens died peacefully, aged

92, in Port Hope on 5 April. Long a member of

the Club, he will be remembered warmly by

many, although ill-health had in his later years

prevented his attending often.



People of the Club

John Rammell is the associate producer of this year's
ambitious Spring Revue (if you haven't got your tickets yet, it may
be too late). John has reversed the usual father-to-offspring
routine: he is following his daughter Karina, who was associate

producer last year. Karina came logically to her interest in theatre,
her father having spent most of his life in one or another aspect of

that medium, primarily writing or producing film.

John was born in 1930 in St. Albans, just outside London, in
-E the same town in which, many years later, he married Sophie, an

American girl he met in Canada. After school and two years doing
.. National Service in the British Army (including a period in

S blockaded Berlin where "we dug a lot of trenches and that sort of

thing," John decided he wanted to become a farmer. So in 1950
S he went to New Zealand ("I had my 21st' birthday on the boat") and

spent three years at Massey College (now the University of New
Zealand) and learned a lot about dairy and sheep fanning. But he

accepted an invitation to take part in a Chekov play and "I got on

S the stage and really felt at home. It was one of the most exciting

moments in my life." Then he put on an American play in a drama
festival in Auckland, for which "we won all sorts of awards."

Photograph by Jim Parr Fanning receded into the background.

He returned to England but soon came to Canada because "rationing had only recently ended; it
was pretty bleak," and went to live in Ottawa where he acted with the famed Ottawa Little Theatre.
"But writing was beginning to occupy my time." He moved to Toronto and became a film editor for
the CBC, "all the time trying to get into camera work and play writing." Later he went back to
England where his father had been ill, and there he began to work for British Pathe, a film company.
He also sold a drama to the BBC-and his career was launched.

After about four years, with a baby on the way, he and Sophie returned to Canada and he
concentrated on corporate communications, becoming a free-lance film writer with clients like Alcan,
Ford Motors and the Toronto Stock Exchange. "I had a stint with the Ontario Government in
communications, then went back into films." Where he still is.

He joined the Club in '82 and became involved with the Spring Revue in 1986. Karina joined
him there and this year, apart from being co-chair of the theatre committee, she is one of the
'grannies' in a skit her Dad wrote about the Raging Grannies.

John finds that the Club has become "a real centre for creative activity," demonstrated by the

recently staged reading, directed by Herb Whittaker, of Tom Stoppard's Invention of Love, its first

performance in North America. "There's usually a surprisingly good turn out for such events. In

fact, Invention of Love played to two sold-out houses."
As paid work has inevitable diminished over the years, John has been able to give more time to

the Club and to theatre generally. "It's just amazing to see how theatre has grown in Canada, and in
Ontario, during the last 30 or 40 years, which is very exciting." No more so than John finds the Club,
which he sees as "unique-a vibrant, interesting place, and I think it's growing."

Fergus Cronin

Jason's Restaurant

Fear not! Jason's Restaurant will

open again next November to provide

elegant dining every Friday evening

for the Club's elegant connoisseurs.
I
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Take Notice of these Notices

6
Smilel

Sadly it will be the last photography

committee meeting of the season on Wednesday,

19 May, at Bill Harris's country home. Details

of time and directions will follow. At this

meeting Elizabeth Siegfried will pass on the

chair to Brian Summers.

A message from Elizabeth Siegfried:

"Thank you to the Club members for your

enthusiastic welcome of photography as an art

form into the Club and thank you all for your

support during our three successful Photo

exhibitions. Most of all, thank you to my terrific

committee members who have made the last

three years a rewarding, educational and fun

experience. I hope the Photography Committee

will thrive in the years to come."

L

4

IIT I (~t~~~

"2000" CELEBRATION

December 31
Lift off: 1900 hours

gourmet dinner with wines

Spectacular entertainment

Incredible prizes and surprises

Swing and sway to the heavenly music of ten decades
with TWO great bands

$75. per person
8 One guest per member

Book NOW with Millennium Committee Agent Doug Purdon

Phone: 759-3126 Fax: 759-9116
Email: DPurdon@compuserv'e.com

<^ -Or^r'^-

Don't Forget

The Arts and Letters

Annual

GARDEN PARTY
Wednesday June 23, 4.00pm.

at

Windborne,*

home of

Ann and Lyman Henderson

Woodbridge.

(Anyone interested in having the Club arrange a bus

for the round trip, please call David Fry 927-8526.)

*Directions: Highway #427 north to the end at #7.

Left or west Ikm to #50 (stop light). Right or north

for 4.3kms, to next stop light at Rutherford Road.

Right or east for 2kms to 6421. South side of road,

Canadian flag, sign WINDBORNE

Encore! Encore! Encore!

For those Club members who missed the

previous Library Book Sale, and those who

would like another chance, there will be a

"Remainder Sale" of books retired from the

Club Library-duplicates and books which

do not fall within the guidelines of the

Library collection. Open to all Club mem-

bers and their friends, the times will be on

Sunday, 9 May 1-4pm. and on Monday, 10

May 5-10pm. (except during the programme

on Club Night). The sale will be in the

Club's boardroom on the second floor. This

is the last call [ladies and gentlemen, so

charge your shelves! Ed.].

Margaret Spence
Librarian

Elizabeth
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Notice of Annual General Meeting

The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto

Wednesday, 19 May 1999

Please take notice that the Annual General Meeting of the Club will be held on Wednesday, 19 May 1999

at 5.30pm. in the Great Hall. The bar will open at 4.30pm. Members may attend the meeting only or reserve

for dinner which follows at 7.00pm.

The business of the meeting will include:

Recognitions, Club fanfare, Singing of the Constitution

Adoption of the minutes of the meeting held on 20 May 1998

Reports from the President and the Treasurer

Other Reports

Appointment of Auditors

Election of Officers and other members of the Executive Committee

Dated this 5th day of April 1999

Ann Schabas, Secretary

Contact '99

Toronto's 3rdAnnual

Photography Festival

The festival takes place during the entire

month of May. The opening gala event will be

on 29 April at the new Hyatt (formerly the Park

Plaza) at Bloor and Avenue Rd. There will be

exhibitions, lectures, a photo fair, workshops,

and many other events throughout the month.

The Contact's guides to events are available at

the Stephen Bulger Gallery and other venues.

The Best Kept Secret in the Club

The amazing, delicious and entertaining

combo of lunch and a recital for just $11.00!

This remarkable event takes place every

Thursday at 12.15 and we're all finished by

2.00pm. What a way to refresh body and

spirit! What a way to entertain your friends!

Gary Stark

presents

PALETTE TALK

Monday, 28 June 1999

"PAINT TO CANVAS"

A slide presentation on 40 years of visual

art by York Wilson (1907-1984).

Speaker: Lela Wilson

The Book Club

on

Tuesday, 18 May,

will meet at the home of Marta Dusmet,

457 Oriole Parkway. The book for this

meeting is Pat Barker's Regeneration.

Lots of people make for good discussion,

so please come with your book and your

ideas and enjoy a glass of wine and some

fun. Rides, if needed, can be arranged.

COUNTDOWN: CIRCA 250 DAYS TO GO!



May Exhibitors Be Blessed

"An Hour of the Wolf', a dream sequence of

platinum prints by Elizabeth Siegfried will be

exhibited in the street level windows at Kiva, 260

Richmond Street West from 27 April to 31 May.

This exhibition is part of Contact '99. [If you have

been reading assiduously, you will know all about

Contact '99 from p.5. Ed.]

Barbara McGivern is having an opening on

Saturday, 22 May 1999 at the Teodora Art Gallery,

45 Avenue Rd., Toronto. Tel. 515-0450

Frances Gage is having a "mini exhibition" (of

10 pieces) at the Winchester Galleries, Victoria,

B.C. from 17 April to 4 May.

Eleanor Besen will present a melange of

watercolour paintings, reflecting her joyful use of

colour in landscape and still life, painted in Florida,

Mexico and Toronto. The exhibition will run from

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! -"i

The Call /

for entries for a Members' Juried Show that opens

Tuesday, 25 May and runs to Friday, 18 June '99.

Drawing, Painting, Sculpture,

Original Printmaking and Photography

Works will be accepted at the Club on Friday, 21 May

or before 10.00am. on Saturday, 22 May. Judging by

Jane Champagne, Oswald Schenk and Les Tibbles will

commence at 10.15am.

Works in all media must be framed to hang. Please

remember that the centre of the wire for hanging a work

must be at least 3 inches below the frame when hung.

Any further questions should be directed to Jim

Webster at 445-4784.

3 May to 21 May at the Club

.b1:

Outdoor Sketching (always on Saturdays)

Summer 1999

29 May--The Weatherseeds at Cheltenham, Ontario

(who suggest you bring folding seats/stools.)

19 June-Bill Wingfield, Palgrave.

20 July--Zora and Bill Buchanan, in town.

28 August--Bob and Cathie Ament Hyland, with

Arthur Ament, just west of Creemore.

25 September-Janet Rough Young, Hockley

near Orangeville.

October--Sketchless

6 November--Ian and Mary McGillivray at their

farm, east of Newmarket.

Members and partners who do not sketch are

always warmly welcome to this potluck outing. Not

every host has a microwave oven. Maps will be at

the A&L bar on 1 May. Our indispensable

telephone group will remind you each month. Your

contact for information is Ellen Frei, 369-9564.

Watercolours by Tom McNeely

from the four hour T.V documentary

about The Hudson's Bay Company.

Opening: June 21st, 1999, 7-9 p.m.

The Director George Kveton and the

Producer Johtr McGreevy will present a ten minute

video showing how the documentary was made.

Exhibition continues to July 16th, 1999.
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What's On in May

Members' Dinner Music Tables

19 May Annual General Meeting at 5.30;

dinner at 7.00; all important bar at 4.30.

Club Nights

3 May Leslie Yeo speaks of his career spanning

over sixty years on stage, television, film and

radio. His recent memoir A Thousand and One

First Nights will be available.

10 May Coloratura soprano, Alexandra Tait,

presents songs for a spring evening, accom-

panied by pianist, Brahm Goldhamer. She will

sing Johannes and Richard Strauss, Rodrigo and

Quiller. Her recent successful debut was in

Vancouver in Mozart's Marriage of Figaro..

17 May Penny Cookson, accompanied by

pianist Brahm Goldhamer, presents a vocal

recital.

25 May Tuesday* Herbert Whittaker with

guest, the renowned director/actor John Neville,

who has recently joined the Club. *Tuesday

31 May Actress Nonnie Griffin (you heard her

first at the Burns' Dinner) presents an evening of

Characters and Poems Remembered.

Literary Tables

4 May Bill Blissett will discuss Ben Jonson's

The Alchemist, which is to be performed at

Stratford.

11 May Patricia Irwin will talk about her days /
at Tamarack Review.

18 May Herbert Whittaker will lead a

discussion of the recent film Shakespeare In

Love.

25 May Alison M. Keith, Department of

Classics, Victoria College, U.ofT. gives her talk

the intriguing title, "Literary Transformations:

Ovid's Metamorphoses on the Eve of the

Millennium."

6 May II Profundi-a musical entity which

brings together Simon Fryer (cello), Lydia Wong

(piano), Paul Meyer and Carol Fujino (violins),

and Daniel Blackman (viola), to play a piano

quintet by Elgar and Djanjo Bates' "Pond Life,"

which seems particularly appropriate for May.

13 May If you heard Ramona Carmelly in the

RCM's, Don Giovanni, you will want to hear her

again in recital. If you missed that outstanding

April Club Night, don't miss this opportunity to

hear this young soprano's rich voice.

20 May Another star from the RCM's Don

Giovanni, Robert Pamakov, returns to the Club.

Be sure to come, as he is off to the Curtis

Institute on a full scholarship next year.

27 May Pianist and composer, Wendy Lee,

presents a Franck prelude, chorale and fugue,

and the Beethoven 'Appassionata' Sonata.

Miss Lee has studied at the Royal Conservatory

and Trinity College, London.

Genealogical Table

26 April Pat MacCulloch, Ted Brock and Bob

Gerrard will talk about computer-aided research

over lunch at noon in the LAMPS Room.

7 June For the garden party at noon our kind

hosts are Jan Davis and Jack Muir at 141

Lawton Blvd. Please bring wine or salad,

checking with Jan at 483-6003 after 31 May for

type of salad.

Poetry Group

11 May Meets in the Library at 6.00pm.

Writers' Table

Meets on the first Friday of the month.

• i 4i 4 *4 .. " i :; *i4i4i : :;: 4' *i'i i i 5 N * *



RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.
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Members' Dinner $24; Club Night $12; Music Table $11; Literary Table $8.

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1
Spring Revue

2 3' 4 ' 5 ' 6 7 8

Studio Painting GHR GHR Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table Writers' Group

GHR Bill Blissett II Profundi

Club Night 4.30 Choir

Leslie Yeo GHR

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table

GHR Patricia Irwin Ramona Carmelly

Club Night GHR 4.30 Choir

Alexandra Tait 6.00 Poetry Group GHR GHR GHR

16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table

Terbert Whittaker 5.30 AGM Robert Pamakov

GHR Club Night 4.30 Choir 7.00 Members'

Penny Cookson _ Dinner GHR GHR

23 24 25 26 27 28 29
Studio Painting Studio Painting

CLUB CLOSED Literary Table Music Table

Alison M. Keith Wendy Lee

4.30 Choir
Club Night

Whittaker/Neville GHR GHR GHR GHR

30 31
Club Night

GHR Nonnie Griffin

GHR short for Great Hall Rented.

The deadline for the June LAMPSletter is 14 May.

Dear Readers,

For the last twenty-two months I have had the last word. But now the day you thought-and I

feared- would never come has arrived and you finally have my last word. Welcome to the

LAMPSletter 's next editor, Duggan Melhuish. May he receive from you as much support as I have

and for which I sincerely thank you.

A&L Club Ann Robson, Ed

E-mail: artslets@interlog.com Fax 921 7573

Web: www.interlog.com/~artslets Email arobson@inforamp.net

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!
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President's Notes

The Arts and Letters Award,

inaugurated in 1997, is presented

Sannually by the Club to a deserving

individual who has served the arts

community in a significant and

distinctive way. It is a worthy

affirmation of the Club's

constitutional objective "to advance

\v arts and letters." The prize includes

a cash award of $1000 and a one-year honorary

membership in the Club. Anne Mirvish has designed a

magnificent bronze medallion to accompany the cash

award. Our first winner (1997-98) was

soprano/comedienne Mary Lou Fallis; the second

(1998-99) was actor/writer/director/producer Tom

Kneebone.

Past-president John KcKellar is heading the selection
committee for this year's award. He requests that nominations
reach him no later than June 15. (Please refer to instructions
regarding nominations listed elsewhere in this issue of
LAMPSletter). And plan on meeting this year's winner at the
Members' Dinner on Wednesday, September 22.

Because of difficulties involved in raising the cash
component of the award, this fine initiative was in danger
of lapsing when, fortuitously, out from the wings galloped a
white knight in the person of Julian Mulock-actor,

director, artist, and member of our Executive Committee.
Julian has made a donation of $10,000 which, when
invested, will fund the award for the next twelve years or
more. The gift was made in memory of his father, Cawthra
Mulock, who, throughout his life, was an ardent supporter
of the arts. Our sincere thanks to Julian and to his wife,
Andrea Risk, for this exceptionally generous gift.

Julian's roots in the Arts and Letters Club go back a long
way. His great-grandfather Sir William Mulock was a
member from 1910 until his death in 1944. Described by
Prime Minister Sir Wilfrid Laurier as "a man of ability,
perseverance and zeal," Sir William was Chief Justice of
Ontario from 1923 to 1936 and was, according to one
writer, "still twinkling when he died... at the age of ninety-
nine years." Our Julian carries on this splendid heritage.

Margaret McBurney

Our cover sketch was recently given to the Club by Melodie
Massey. It is from the estate of her husband, Hart Massey,
who, we assume, inherited it fromn his father, Vincent. The
sketch, however, is unsigned. It might well have originated
during Vincent's tenure as Club President (1920-22), given
the halo formed by the smoke rings above his head. (Are not
all presidents saintly?) But the bottle suggests that the sketch
was not done at the Club, since our records show that we did
not obtain a beer license until 1934-and liquor, it seems,
was not allowed on the premises until much later. If you have
any idea of who the artist might be, please give me a call.

Margaret McBurney
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Member News and Views

Early in April Louis Applebaum Duggan Melhuish
became the 13th recipient of and Zora Buchanan

the 1999 Roy Thomson Hall .. have collaborated
Award, in recognition of his _J__4 __ ' L-on publishing a
outstanding contribution , - book titled A
to the musical life of Bay for All

Toronto. Previous winners • •/• Seasons. Duggan
have included contralto refers to the
Maureen Forrester, Elmer Iseler and reminiscences contained in this 50-
the Mendelssohn Choir, conductor page work as an autobiography of his
Victor Feldbrill, jazz pianist Oscar vacationing on Georgian Bay, set in
Peterson, clarinetist James Campbell, the context of the four seasons of the
music critic William Littler, soprano year. Zora, who visits each year, has
Lois Marshall, and Jean Ashworth- complemented the text with whimsical
Bartle, founder of the Toronto sketches.

Children's Chorus. Lou has received In a recent issue of Broadcast Week,
earlier awards for his contribution to stand-up comic, writer and songwriter
the arts, including the Order of Lisa Lambert, was featured in a
Ontario (1989) and Companion, column called What They Watch. She's
Order of Canada (1995). The award, a a big fan of Twitch City and big musical
bronze plaque, commissioned from epics of the late '60s and early '70s.
Dora de Pedery Hunt, depicts the Perhaps she'll be at the Club for John

mythological Greek poet and musician Twomey's Monday Club Nights
Orpheus with his lyre. In addition, a "golden oldies" films coming up in July.
seat in Roy Thomson Hall will be Architect Cathy Naismith, co-chair
endowed in Lou's name. We extend of the Gardiner Lakeshore Task Force,
our warmest congratulations. last month brought about ninety

Congratulations are also due to Toronto architects, journalists, and
Alexander "Sandy" Leggatt who was politicians to lunch. They discussed
presented with the Faculty Award (one reasons for demolishing the
of the University of Toronto's Awards "crumbling eyesore" that is the eastern
of Excellence). Sandy is also in the end of the Gardiner Expressway.
news as the judge for this year's Elmer Philips was featured in a
Nathan Cohen Award for excellence in documentary from the 1970's about
theatre criticism. The short criticism the Navy Show during the second
award, worth $500, went to the Globe World War, which was rebroadcast on
and Mail's Kate Taylor. In the long- CBC's Fresh Air recently.
review category, the winner was Pat Stewart
National Post critic, Robert Cushman.

Wentworth Walker has been New Members

named to the Dean's Committee of the Stephanie G.K. Aykroyd, proposed
Faculty of Music, University of by Peter W. Aykroyd, whose artistic
Toronto. experiences and pursuits include

The magical David Ben is co- painting, photography and writing:
producer (with Patrick Watson) of a 705-764-0541.
new documentary that recounts the Joan Dubros, proposed by Patrick
life of a fascinating, if little known, MacCulloch, with a range of interests
Ottawa magician who lived from 1894 in literature, architecture, music,
to 1992. Titled Dai Vernon, the Spirit painting and the stage: 416-920-1555.
ofMagic, it premiered on the History Patrick Conner, proposed by
channel last month to ecstatic reviews. Margaret McBurney, with an artistic
David will be showing it to us on a bent for music, poetry and drama:
Club Night next fall. 416-466-0439.
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Austin Conway, proposed by Jean
Webster, whose art interests include

music, Canadian art, oriental carpets,
and handicrafts: 416-922-7709.

John Grigsby Geiger, proposed by
Philip Mathias, whose involvement in
the arts is largely directed to non-fiction

and contemporary art: 416-781-1017.

Pam Grayson, proposed by
Katherine L. Morrison, who indulges
in music, literature and collection of

African artifacts: 416-489-2726.

Alistair Melhuish, sponsored by
Zora Buchanan, who is likely to
research genealogy and is determined

to see to it that the LAMPSletter editor

does a credible job: 416-925-1597

Lucie Simons, a returning member,
encouraged by Arthur Stevens, whose

occupation is that of an artist:

416-696-7217.

Marion Taylor, proposed by William

Wingfield, who is a painter and a visual
arts facilitator: 416-863-6889.

In Memoriam

Robert (Bob) Hume (1923-1999)
and his wife Jean loved the Arts and
Letters Club and particularly the
camaraderie of fellow artists and the

stimulus of the out-door sketch days.
Bob died May 5, just four months

after Jean. They met and married in
Halifax during the war when they were
both serving with the R.C.A.F. Robert

was born in Lethbridge, Alberta and
after war service was a chief curator at
The Art Gallery of Vancouver. The

Humes moved to Ottawa in 1959 to
the National Gallery, and in 1965 to
Toronto where he was a curator at the
Art Gallery of Ontario, and The

Science Centre. In addition to his

exquisite pastel work, Bob was a

superb sculptor and teacher. The
Humes will be fondly remembered by
many friends.

J. Rennie Graham, a member of the
club since 1994 passed away on April
22. Rennie had been a funeral director
for more than forty years.



People of the Club

For about half of his 73 years, Tom

Bjarnson has been an illustrator. He

was a regular contributor to several

magazines like the Reader's Digest and

Chatelaine, and he did a lot of covers

for the journal of the Canadian

Aviation Historical Society. Brochures,

annual reports, book covers, and

assignments for a variety of clients-

Unicover of Wyoming, DeHavilland,

NRC, Toyota, CP, Royal Trust, to

name a few-have filled his time. But

even with nine paintings hanging in

the Aviation War Museum in Ottawa,

Tom denies he's a painter. Though his

spacious studio in Port Hope is full of

hanging abstract creations, most of

them three-dimensional, he maintains

that since he'was recognized as an

illustrator for about 35 years, that's

what he is still. And he argues that

people like the 16th Century

Michelangelo who painted the ceiling

of the Sistine Chapel, and the 19th

Century Toulouse-Lautrec, famous for

his posters for the Val Tabourin, did

work very much like today's

illustrators.

"Good illustrators nowadays are

doing the same things that these

people did-working on a particular

job with a deadline-and generations

have decided they created works of

art." (Toulouse-Lautrec is described in

encyclopedias as "prolific as a painter,

poster artist and illustrator" which

further confuses the issue.) But when

cornered, Tom admits that his

argument that there is little difference

between an illustration and a work of

art, is "just for fun." He says, "It's just

to give the finger to the very close-

ranked world of art." What he is

producing would seem to be abstracts,

but he prefers to call them

"experimental work." "People ask me

what I'm doing and I just don't know.

Flying in space, for example, and using

ordinary things differently because life

changes so fast."

He still sells his work. One recent

mural was for the Nav Canada

Building in Ottawa-head office of

the Air Traffic Controllers-measuring

25 by 50 feet and curving around the

atrium. He also did a painting for their

Toronto building, and one on the

street floor of the new Toronto Stock

Exchange building.

Tom grew up in Winnipeg, the son

of an Icelandic father and

American-born mother. In the latter

part of World War II he served in

Canadian Army Signals overseas but

contracted pleurisy which kept him in

hospital for two years. While bed-

ridden, his mother, who was a painter,

got him interested in becoming one

too, as his sister had done. After his

illness he worked in England for

several years, with periods in

Stockholm and Paris, but most of his

professional life has been in Canada

and the U.S.A.

Having done the artwork for 21

Canadian stamps, when Diana and

Charles were married, he found

himself

producing
designs for sets of

wedding stamps
for 17 different

Commonwealth

countries, each

design different.

At the Club,

which he joined

in 1987, he

designed the

framed 1986-88

executive list and

is working today

on the list for 1996-98. He has taught
both in Iceland and at the Ontario

College of Art.

Tom surveys the many works

hanging on his studio walls, or from the

ceiling, and says: "Most of these

represent the new and the old, and the

reach for outer space; the old is

represented by canvas and oils, and the

new by computer parts and other junk."

"I figure I'm only half-way to
somewhere. And I don't know where:

I'm going because I don't understand

how I got to where I am. When asked I

say, 'I'm an illustrator,' more or less to

get a reaction to help me formulate in

my own mind if there's a great
difference between illustration and fine

art, or whether it's true that something

wonderfully good, no matter what it's

called, will be viable a hundred years

from now. It doesn't matter why it was

done. If it's good work, it will survive."

Fergus Cronin
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Archive Notes

Spring is upon us and, with it, signs of

hectic activity on the Archives front.

Impending renovations, regular

acquisitions and a steady stream of

research requests are happily

challenging the little band of Clio's

hand-maidens labouring on the second

floor.

The Executive Committee has

approved alterations which will

roughly double the space and

significantly improve working

conditions in the Archives. A new

storage system will allow order to be

created out of the charmingly

Dickensian clutter which now prevails.

Optimists are predicting that the

renovations will occur in July. In

preparation for this, all material in the

room will need to be boxed and

removed to temporary storage.

Volunteers to help with this when the

time comes will go down in history!

Let me know if you may be available.

Arranging the Archival collections

so that they are readily accessible is a

high priority. So is the creation of an

inventory of the Club's holdings-a

vital task begun by Hunter Bishop, but

which has not kept pace with the rapid

accumulation of records over many

years.

As members are well aware, the

Club has, for over 90 years, been

look at the content and significance of

the key collections with the hope of

inspiring greater use of them by

members as well as encouraging

donations to fill obvious gaps in our

history.

Enhancement of the Archives'

collections takes on even more

significance by virtue of the Club's

upcoming (remember we're talking

history here) Centennial in 2008. Plans

for a celebratory volume are well in hand

and very much dependent upon the

completeness of the available records.

Some recent examples of research

activity: in the members' file Harry

Campbell found much on George

Locke (Toronto Chief Librarian and

Club president), and Ritchie's

Auctions information on artist

Herbert Palmer and the Club's farm.

Junior member Michaela Morrison

used material on J.E.H. MacDonald

and Bertram Brooker for a U. of T.

paper for professor Dennis Reid (copy

in Archives), as did PhD. Student Paul

Noble (also of U. of T.) on Lawren

Harris. The photograph collection has

yielded pictures of: architect Eden

Smith for Rogers TV's Heritage

programme "Structures"; Lawren

Harris for an exhibition at the Bata

Shoe Museum; Vincent Massey both

for Karen Finley's PhD. thesis at the

University of Victoria, B.C, and for a

book on Hart House to be published

this fall.

Chuck Matthew's 1930's film

footage has allowed member Julian

Mulock to see for the first time live

footage of his great grandfather Sir

William Mulock, and art historian

Bob Stacey to see similar footage of his

grandfather, Club co-founder C.W.

Jefferys. Professor Dennis Duffy has

found film footage and much other

information for his work in progress

on member/city photographer Arthur

Goss and his influence on Michael

Ondaatje's "In The Skin of the Lion"

and the Homer Watson house and

gallery has acquired live footage of the

artist for use on site.

Organizing the Archives and

helping researchers is a group task.

Thanks are due to the indefatigable

Ginny Storr plus our encyclopedic

"Archivist Emeritus" Raymond

Peringer. These, with Jack Carr,

working on the audio tape collection,

plus computer whiz Ann Schabas,

updating the membership lists, make

the Archives an exciting and useful

place to be involved.

Scott James; Club Archivist

ODE TO POETRY

strongly associated with major currents

in Canada's cultural history. Records of

the Club's members and their activities

continue to be sought out by a wide

variety of researchers, locally and

internationally, who are pleased to find

the fabled Club still in vigorous

existence.

Some of the key record series

maintained include: Executive and

other Committee minutes; LAMPS

newsletters; alphabetical "member

files"; chronological "information

files"; photographs; audio and visual

recordings; artwork; and spring show

files.

Additions to these collections are

always welcome. In future editions of

this column I hope to provide a closer

Poetry is our style;

Yours might make it more worthwhile.

On the second floor, behind the

library door

Every second Tuesday in the month

We meet and mix, at exactly six,

Where, word- and poetry-smitten,

We read and listen

Ere into our first sandwich we have

bitten!

(~J g~1'j'.. AASL ai t-C~ a
LAgg~ ql~a-~.

CL-vg NS-k ,4Q1r;I (Ž,I~jff

Alisa Satchel

[Alisa is a member of the Poetry group,

which plans to continue meeting and

generating delightful verse like this

throughout the summer]
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Condolences

Life member Wentworth Walker was

recently struck by a car at Edward and

Yonge Streets after leaving a Literary

Table luncheon. He suffered a broken

arm, bruises and abrasions. We wish

him a speedy recovery.

Miscellany

Did you know that Club Members

and their guests get a special deal in

the underground garage at Minto

Place (38 Elm Street)? In the evening,

after 5.00 p.m., it's only $4.00. At

lunchtime, there's a special price of

$6.00 for the period between

11.45 a.m. and 2.15 p.m. Normal

charges during the day are $3.00 a

half-hour. Remember to get your

parking stub stamped at the bar.

Over the summer the

Communications Committee will be

updating the members' telephone

directory to include new members and

changes already reported to Molly. If

you have changed your telephone or

fax number since last summer-or

your name-and have not yet let

Molly know, please do so by August 31

so that the change is reflected in the

new directory sent to members.

Empire of the Bay

Watercolours by Tom McNeely

from the four hour T.V. documentary

about The Hudson's Bay Company

Opening: June 21st, 1999, 7-9 p.m.

Creative Director George Kveton and

Producer John McGreevy will present

a ten minute video showing how the

documentary was made.

Exhibition continues to July 16th, 1999.

J
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TRANSITION

Ann Robson has completed her tenure

as Editor of LAMPSletter. With

unfailing dedication she has devoted

one week a month to each issue's

preparation over a two-year period and

is now looking forward to more time

to come to terms with her handicap at

golf. Duggan Melhuish takes on the

editor role with this issue for the

upcoming year. Several others have

committed to making major

contributions on a regular basis.

Fergus Cronin will continue with his

popular People of the Club profile. Pat

Stewart, a former Editor of

LAMPSletter will assemble

information about achievements and

events under the heading of Member

News and Views. Club Archivist Scott

James will provide us with insights

into happenings in our past in a

column titled Historical Notes. What's

On, a regular feature each month, will

be the responsibility of Pat Harvie

who has collaborated with past Editors

in putting together this vital

component of the newsletter, with its

last page calendar to fix on our

bulletin boards and refrigerators. The

Communications Committee recently

refined guidelines for our newsletter

which call for all graphics to be

drawings by Club members. Zora

Buchanan has valiantly undertaken to

be our 'Art Gatherer' and to invite

artwork submissions from various

members for each issue. Alistair

Melhuish, equipped with The Globe

and Mail Style Book, will be our Copy

and Proof Editor. We will also work

with Fine Impressions, a design firm

with whom we have been associated

previously, to provide us with layout

and printing services. We hope that as

a result of all this members will find

the content interesting and the tone

professional. We invite you to tell us

what you think in the form of Letters

to the Editor.

Call For Nominations

The 1999 Arts and

Letters Award

The third annual Arts and Letters

Award will be announced in

September.

Nominations from Club members

will be welcomed by the selection

committee which this year is

composed of John McKellar

(chairman), Tom McNeely, Murray

Oliver, Pat Wardrop and Margaret

McBurney. Nominees should be

outstanding in the arts and/or letters,

well known or not, and serving our

arts community in a truly significant

way. Nominees must not be members

of the Club. Nominators should

submit a detailed curriculum vitae of

their nominee and other relevant

material, and explain in an

accompanying letter their reasons for

the nomination. Please submit your

nomination not later than June 15

and address it to John McKellar at the

Club.

Don't be late.

Book now for a

date.

2000 Celebration
Countdown: circa 214 days to go!

December 31, 1999 $75 p.p.

One guest per member

Reserve now. Pay later.

Call Millennium Committee Agent

Doug Purdon:

Tel: 759-3126 Fax: 759-9116

Email: DPurdon@compuserve.com



The Outdoor Sketching Group

Summer 1999

iL

Saturday

June 19:

July 24:

August 28:

September 25:

October:

November 6:

Bill Wingfield, Palgrave

Zora and Bill Buchanan, in town

Bob and Cathie Cathie Ament, with Arthur

Ament, Just west of Creemore

Janet Rough Young, Hockley, near

Orangeville

no sketching arranged

Ian and Mary McGillivray, farm WEST of

Newmarket. (Please note correction)

Members and partners who do not sketch are always warmly

welcome to this potluck outing. Not every host has a

microwave oven available. Maps will be ready at the A&L

bar. Our indispensable telephone group will give you a

reminder about a week before each event. Contact person:

Ellen Frei, 369-9564

Gary Stark will be part of the 11th ANNUAL STUDIO

TOUR '99 COLLINGWOOD IN AND OUT OF TOWN

sponsored by the BLUE MOUNTAIN FOUNDATION

FOR THE ARTS, June 5 & 6, 10.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.

Historical Note

From The Monthly Letter of The Arts and Letters Club of

October, 1960: Automation has come to the Club!

Instead of the procession of dishes to the kitchen borne by

willing members, The President advised members that that

task is no longer necessary. A gleaming, stainless steel cart has

been purchased and this more efficiently removes the debris.

To signalize this acquisition the President generously directed

the steward to pass out cigars to the members. -This from

legendary Club Archivist Raymond Peringer.

Artwork in this issue:

Madam President's sketch, page 1, Gerald Sevier; Photo of

Vincent Massey sketch, page 1, Alan Carrie; Jane

Champagne, page 2; photo of Tom Bjarnason, page 3,

Fergus Cronin; Paul Hughes, page 3; Zora Buchanan,

page 4; Tom McNeely, page 5; Zora Buchanan, page 6.
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Don't miss the Arts and Letters 1999

GARDEN PARTY
At "Windborne," the home of Lyman and Ann Henderson

On Wednesday, June 23, from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

A delicious repast will be served and the price is but $24.

Call Molly (597-0223) for reservations.

This is your chance to see the Henderson's

magnificent art collection.

Tuesday, June 1

ALEXANDER LEGGATT discusses...

School for Scandal
[to be performed this season at Stratford]

Tuesday, June 8

DENNIS DUFFY on...

Arthur Gosse and Modern Toronto
An examination of the work of Arthur Gosse

(former member and official Toronto photographer)
and

MICHAEL ONDAATJE's novel, In The Skin of the Lion

Tuesday, June 15

CBC Producer SARA WOLCH gives us...
Some ideas about "Ideas"

-OR-

Elitism for the Masses

Above three Literary Table meetings take place at Noon,

3rd floor Studio Soup/Sandwich Lunch, $8*

... And finally...

Tuesday, June 22

is the day of much-anticipated

ANNUAL LITERARY TABLE FETE!

How to reach Windborne - 6421 Rutherford Rd. Woodbridge

Take Highway 427 north to Highway 7. Turn left and proceed 1 km to

Highway 50. Turn right and proceed 4.3 km north to Rutherford Road

Turn right and proceed 2 km east. On south side of road look for

Canadian flag, sign "Windborne" and number "6421."

Or join us on the Arts and Letters bus.

The bus will leave 14 Elm Street at 4:00 and proceed to Windborne.

At the end of the party (approximately 7:30) the bus will return to 14

Elm Street. Please reserve your place by calling Molly at 597-0223 or

David Fry at 927-8526. The cost $18 return.



Monday, June 7

Film-maker, Actor, Producer

DON McKELLAR

On the making of the award-winning film
The Red Violin

[with samples from John Corigliano's score].

Monday, June 14

A Musical Club Night Event...
Pianists NICHOLAS RATHE and BORIS ZARANKIN

Chopin Piano Concerto #1

Dr Rathe is both a physician and a musician.

He enjoys giving recitals to help raise funds for Toronto's
musical and health communities.

He is joined by Mr Zarankin on the second piano.

Monday, June 21

ART SHOW OPENING

TOM McNEELY EXHIBITION, 7 P.M.

35 Watercolours used in the made-for-TV movie

Empire of the Bay
[Plan to enjoy Club Night dinner

as well as this outstanding show]

Monday, June 28

GARY STARK presents "PAINT TO CANVAS"
A slide presentation featuring 40 years of art by York Wilson

Speaker: LELA WILSON

Lela will be available to sign her book,
. York Wilson, His Life and Work

Club Nights

Bar 5:30 p.m., Dinner 6:30. Price $12*

Monday, June 7

An event both genial and genealogical!

GARDEN PARTY LUNCHEON

Hosts: Jan Davis and Jack Muir, 141 Lawton Blvd., Toronto

Please bring wine or salad;
if salad, check with Jan (483-6003) after May 31st

to arrange what kind to bring.

[Parking OK until 4 p.m.}

Thursday, June 3

CANCELLED

Thursday, June 10

THE ONYX WIND QUINTET
Formed in 1994, the ONYX is resident quintet at Domaine
Forget in Quebec, has participated in the Banff Festival of
Music and Sound and made many Toronto appearances.

They are newly returned from a tour of Japan..

Thursday, June 17

MICHAEL WESTWOOD, CLARINET
As we go to press, we still do not know Mr Westwood's

programme. What we do know is that this fine performer
will delight you.

Thursday, June 24

TINA NEWLOVE: "TUB OF ONE"

Club member Tina gives our season an exhilarating finale
with her multi-disciplined group (two dancers, four

musicians, two artists) creating an innovative

visual and musical experience.

Lunch, 12:15 p.m. Recital, 1-2 p.m. Cost $11"

Saturday, June 5

BEAUX ARTS BALL
from 7.30 p.m. you can dance or just listen to the Big Band

sound of TYLER YAREMA

Tickets, $40 each (juniors, just $20)

Reservations are a "MUST"

Friday, June 4

Writer, Producer and Director

LEAH CHERNIAK

The Processes of Playwriting

Noon, LAMPSroom. Lunch [from the buffet] $11*

* Food prices include all taxes
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June 1999
T

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 2 3 4 5

Literary Table GHR a.m. & p.m. Music Table Studio Painting Beaux Arts Ball

A. Leggatt Cancelled Writers' Group
Choir 4:30 Leah Cherniak

GHR a.m.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Studio Painting Genealogy Literary Table Music Table Studio Painting GHR day & eve.
Garden Party Dennis Duffy Onyx Wind 5

Choir 4:30
Club Night Poetry Group 6:30 GHR eve.

Don McKellar GHR eve.

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Studio Painting Club Night Literary Table Music Table GHR eve. Sketchers at

GHR eve. Music Event Sara Wolch M. Westwood Palgrave

Exec. Mtg 5:15 Choir 4:30 GHR eve.

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Studio Painting Club Night Literary Table Annual Garden Music Table Studio Painting GHR eve.

GHR aft. Art Opening Fete Party Tub of One

Choir 4:30 Woodbridge

GHR eve.

28

Club Night

G.Stark GHR means GREAT HALL RENTED

Studio Painting

29

Choir 4:30

GHR eve.

Please remember to reserve with Molly: 597-0223

MAY REMINDERS:

30

MEMBERS' JURIED ART SHOW MAY 25/JUNE 18

Exhibition of members' drawing, painting,

sculpture, printmaking and photography.

Next Issue Deadline: Friday, June 11 by 1 p.m.
In LAMPSletter mailbox or by e-mail, fax or dogsled to your Editors-addresses below.

EDITOR: Duggan Melhuish

Phone/Fax (416) 925-1597

E-Mail Teed@idirect.com

"WHAT'S ON" EDITOR: Pat Harvie

Phone/Fax (416) 322-0552

E-MAIL pathar@interlog.com

The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto 14 Elm Street, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1G7

Phone (416) 597-0223 Fax (416) 597-9544 E-mail artslets@interlog.com

Website www.interlog.com/~artslets/

SKETCHERS' SUMMER SCHEDULE

Details will be found elsewhere in this issue.

\
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President's Notes

Bob Gerrard, our Club Manager

for the past eight years has

decided to take early retirement
, and settle down to pursue his

genealogical interests, enjoy his

grandchildren and just generally

take it easy. At least, that's the

theory-but as Benjamin

Franklin once said, "There is

nothing wrong with retirement,

as long as it doesn't interfere with

one's work." Bob will be with us until the end of July. We
wish him many happy, productive years, and we'll miss

his calm, unflappable presence at the Club.

To no one's surprise, our new Club Manager will be
Jason Clarke. A "down home boy" from Cape Breton,

Jason attended the University of New Brunswick and

then headed west to Toronto and the rarefied atmosphere

at 14 Elm Street. He has been with us since 1991 and

knows the Club and its members well. Jason is bright,

enthusiastic, and handles his myriad responsibilities with

competence and unfailing good humour. To my mind his
most important attribute is that he loves the Club-an

attitude that is evident in everything he does. And

because I'm old enough to be his mother, I keep

thinking: "His parents must be very proud of him." I

know we are.

In fact, we are blessed with a remarkably fine staff,
each one of whom has come to seem like a member of a
warm, extended family. Our marvellous Molly Smith,

loved by everyone for her cheerful demeanour and

amazing efficiency, deals with the constant demands on
her time without missing a beat. Bartender Peter

Robertson (in his spare time he's writing the Great

Canadian Novel), works quietly and effectively-and has

as sweet a disposition as anyone I know. In the kitchen

our splendid chef, Allan Miller, ably assisted by

Samantha Muir-she of the sinful desserts-keeps

members happily well fed, as do our bevy of efficient

servers-Nicole and Barbara, along with Sherry,

Shannon, and Shauna. I hope they'll all be with us for a
long, long, time.

Margaret McBurney

LJ% - -~



Member News and Views

The central organizational structure of

the Arts and Letters Club is its

Executive Committee which is

comprised of eighteen members-six

are officers, five are chairs of standing

committees, and seven are members at

large. Each year six members-at-large

are elected to the Executive

Committee for a two-year term. This

year the following members were

selected at the Annual General

Meeting in May.

Rosemary Aubert is an

internationally published novelist, poet

and biographer. Rosemary has made a

particular study of the criminology

justice system and brings to the

Executive a particular interest in both

the physical and protocol dimensions

of safety and security systems for our

Club. She also has a special interest in

establishing a congenial environment

for younger members.

Graeme Page is an arts management

consultant by profession and joins the

Executive with a desire to gain a better

understanding of the range of Club

activities and their diversity. In a

contributory vein he hopes to build on

the history and traditions of our Club

to reflect the current interests of young

people. Graeme is a member of the

Music Committee.

Doug Purdon is the new Chair of

the Membership Committee. A major

item on his agenda during his term of

office is to increase participation by

existing members on all disciplines of

Club activities.

Dorene Seltzer is a regular attendee

at the Literary Table and a member of

the Music Committee. She plans to

represent these interests at Executive

meetings. Dorene is also a student and

practitioner in the fields of

archaeology, painting and sculpture.

Morna Wales brings to the

Executive extensive and varied business

experience acquired in the corporate

world. In a Club context she has spent

much time with theatre and the Spring

Show and is particularly interested in

initiatives in this area.
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Hugh Westren. A highlight of

Hugh's professional career as an

architect has been his Chairmanship of

the Board of the International Club of

Nepal and the expertise that he was

invited to bring to bear on that

organization at a time of major

organizational and physical change.

Hugh has been a member of the

Executive on two previous occasions

and will contribute a wealth of

knowledge of Club traditions and

proceedings to its deliberations.

In addition to these new members-at-

large architect Pamela Cluffhas become

our new Vice President-House. Pamela's

agenda includes an effort to make the

Club more accessible for disabled people.

She is also keen on fostering cross

generation of knowledge and experience

of long standing members with the

younger members of our Club.

New Members

The club is currently enjoying a steady

increase in its membership. This

month we welcome the following six

new members.

Ann T. Cunningham, sponsored

by Barbara Alien. Ann, a member of

the Women's Art Association of

Canada is a collector of Canadian art.

Her interests also embrace painting,

music and architecture.

G. Peter Cunningham, sponsored

by Margaret McBurney. Peter, a

chartered accountant by profession,

shares his wife's interests in the

collection of Canadian art, and in

music and painting.

Mary Davies, sponsored by Kay

Murray-Weber. Mary is a printmaker

and painter who teaches drawing in

the Ontario school system. Her

interests in the arts extend to music,

film, literature and textiles.

Heather Oxley-Hill, sponsored by

John F. Irwin. Heather is a researcher,

writer and story editor for

documentary films. In her leisure time

she also enjoys non-fiction literature,

theatre, classical music, and, no

surprise, documentary film.

Iain Arthur Hill, sponsored by

John F. Irwin. Iain has a formal

educational background in English,

Theatre Arts and Dramatic Literature.

He is interested in pursuits in a similar

vein at the Arts and Letters Club.

Richard Iorweth Thorman,

sponsored by Alisa Satchel. Richard, a
member of the Canadian Authors

Association, Canadian Poetry
Association and Toronto Musicians

Association has been published in both

non fiction and poetry fields.

Freda Fyles, Chair of the

Communications Committee has a

new phone and fax number:

416-944-3854

In Memoriam

Zoe Girling (1924-1999) died on

June 7 after a brief illness. Her

principal interests were literary. Her

scholarship and participation at the

Literary Table are legend. Zoe was also

keenly interested in music and the

visual arts. For two years she served the

Club ably on the Executive. Her

charm, knowledge, and insight, her

empathy for others, and her

conversation-all will be sorely missed

and long remembered. Our hearts go
out to her husband, member Harry

Girling.



People of the Club

Jane Champagne first entered the

Club in 1973 to interview a member

about Sir Ernest MacMillan who had

just died. She was reporting for

"Canadian Composer," and was told

to wait until after lunch and to enter

by the back door. Now she's been a

member herself since 1986, one of our

first female members, and the welcome

mat greets her at the "front door." But

don't let her fool you. Jane has earned

a living for many years as a writer and

editor, and is the author of her own

book, launched at the Club eight years

ago and still selling well. Its title,

"Painting the Ontario Landscape"

holds a clue as to her real profession.

For Jane, ever since the age of eight,

has been at heart a painter and has

wielded her brush in countries such as

England, France,Greece, Spain, Italy

and Australia. She is a member of the

Society of Canadian Artists and a

founding member of the Toronto

Watercolour Society. Before marriage

and travelling, she attended Trinity

College, U. ofT., where she earned her

Bachelor of Fine Arts degree and wrote

for the college magazines. "Art and

writing," she says, "have gone through

my entire life." Jane worked for several

magazines, such as Maclean's,

Homemaker's, City Woman and

Quest. Her husband was an architect

and she has two accomplished

daughters born in

France: Anne, now in

B.C., is an

environmentalist,

writer and

editor. Sophie

is a Toronto

reflexologist \\
and _- •"

addiction counsellor. All

has not been smooth sailing for Jane.

Once in Paris, where she was on a

scholarship, her cheque was late and "I

wound up in hospital with

malnutrition." Her travels and

struggles have taught her two principal

lessons: "I appreciate Canada more

than if I had never left it; and having

had a few brushes with death, I

appreciate life more than I would ever

have believed possible." Although at

69 Jane finds she is slowing down, she

will have a modest exhibition this

One warm Sunday afternoon last

month many of our members were on

hand in the Great Hall at Hart House

to hear the Galiano Quartet perform

at the fourth annual Rupert Scheider

Concert. The concert series is held to

honour Rupert for "his enormous

contribution ... not only as a teacher

and scholar at Trinity College, but also

through his involvement at Hart

House" ... an involvement that began

when he arrived at the university

in1934. It is hoped that "these

concerts will ignite in others the love

summer in Southampton,

on Lake Huron, near her

cottage and summer

studio. She is also

Splanning a

- major

S 1exhibition

.. al ~ ofher

work in

Toronto for 2001. Besides her busy

painting activity (watercolour or

acrylic), she teaches at various art

groups in Toronto, but mainly at the

art school in Southampton. The

Niagara Escarpment up that way is

one of her favourite painting places.

After years in France, Jane is still

bilingual and, having once reported for

a bilingual automotive magazine, "I

can still tell you what a double

overhead camshaft is in French."

Fergus Cronin

of music and the commitment to

excellence which Rupert has brought

to the Music Committee and to the

House, for over sixty years."

The May issue of the York University

Magazine saluted York's 40th

anniversary. The occasion was marked

by a special ceremony at Veri Hall led

by York's first president, Murray Ross.

Former acting president Dick Storr

was on hand, as were current President

Lorna Marsden and Chancellor Avie

Bennett.
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Historical Notes

-Toronto will be a fine town when it's

finished" said Brendan Behan (on

being arrested in Toronto in 1970).

That's how I'm feeling about the Club

Archives these days as the planned

renovations appear tantalizingly close.

Thanks to all those who have

offered to help with packing and

moving. I will have been in touch with

you in advance of the scheduled

demolition starting July 5. Meanwhile

the work of the organization,

acquisition and research goes on.

Organization:
Arguably the most important set of

records the Club possesses is the

minutes of the Executive Committee,

beginning in 1913. Here are preserved

all the key corporate and policy

decisions of the Club. Jinny Storr has

been concentrating on this collection

recently, trying to ensure that a full set

exists. If any member has copies of

minutes, or reports which were

presented to the Executive, the Archives

would be pleased to receive them in

order to fill any gaps in the series. This

applies equally to the minutes and

papers of any Club Committee.

Similarly Ray Peringer has been

working hard to ensure that a full set

of monthly Newsletters is available for

research.

Acquisitions:
Margaret McBurney has deposited

poems by late member Manuel

Almudevar; Clare and Alma

Titcombe have donated a 1959 photo

by John Fleetwood Morrow; Noni

McClelland has added to her previous

gift photos of E. J. Sampson and

Sinclair Lewis; and Herbert Whittaker

has deposited his papers relating to his

production/direction of Sir Tom

Stoppard's "The Invention of Love."

N.B. Donations are always welcome,

but please identify yourself, the source,

subject, date, or anything which would

help to establish an item's significance.

Research:

Robert Denham of Roanoke College,

Virginia is working on files about

interior designer Bill Howard

(member: 1938-80); Stephen Borys of

the National Gallery is collecting

material on L.A.C. Panton; and

Leneke Knipscheer of Holland is

writing a thesis on the Group of Seven.

Programming:
Look for Archival Films to be shown

on Club nights in August. We have

footage of Club members and

activities from as early as 1920. Come

and see how rich the Club's history is.

Scott James

~Boar~' J-1e-acl ~hut

Vce Prcr. rer. St. r fe .Soc.

Our Affiliated Clubs
Samuel Johnson, that consummate c

as "an assembly of good fellows meel

conditions." One of those condition

conversation, of which Dr. Johnson

excellence. Many contemporary Lon

spiritual descendants of Johnson's far

As members of the Arts and Lette;

to visit affiliated clubs in London, as

and the United States. Members retu

almost unanimous in praise of their r
4

er--9S53 they have made. The common bond of kindred spirits is

interest in the arts and, of course, enlightened conversation.

Before setting out on your trip, get a Letter of

Introduction from Molly. Ask to see our files on affiliated

clubs. They contain brochures, newsletters and other useful

information. Each file also shows the names of your fellow

members who have been there. Ask them about their visit;

the best times to drop in; club specialties; and the names of

people they met. Then browse through the unique club

section of our library. It's on a lower shelf by the fireplace.

You will find great reading on some of our affiliates, other

clubs, and club life in general. Well worth the read is "The

Club" by Andrew Graham. It's a cautionary tale of what may

happen to your club if members do not exercise constant

vigilance. Read it and you'll see why.
While you are visiting an affiliate, please collect and bring

lt-c 7.tve ,Jcnie ,crcld home all available printed material. Doing so keeps our files

rp. rpadri up to date. Be sure to invite anyone you meet there to visit us

when in Toronto. On your return, you may wish to do a

Sshort write-up on your experience for The LAMPSletter.

Our London clubs (and dates of affiliation) are: The
;lubman, described a club Chelsea Arts Club (1969), The Savage Club (1912), and in
ting under certain the works, The Arts Club. In Scotland you may visit The
s would be informed Glasgow Arts Club (1974) and The Scottish Arts Club of
was the exponent par Edinburgh (1967). In Ireland there is The United Arts Club
Idon clubs are the of Dublin (1970). And in the United States visit The
vourite hangouts. Salmagundi Club of New York (1917) and the Cliffdwellers
rs Club, we have the right of Chicago (1967). If you know of other worthy clubs, drop
well as Scotland, Ireland a note to our President.
rning from such visits are

reception and friendships
Raymond Peringer



June's Cover

The sketch on the cover page of last

month's LAMPSletter brought forth

several suggestions:

Mike Spence feels that the Vincent

Massey cartoon was done at the Club

because a similar candelabra still exists

and is kept with our stage props. Non

resident member, William Dale of

London, (former Chairman of the Fine

Art Department, U.W.O. and, before

that, Assistant Director of the National

Gallery of Canada) phoned to offer his

opinion. He is quite sure that the artist

was Arthur Lismer. Bill's father, an

early member of the Club, told of

Vincent Massey admonishing bun-

throwing students at Burwash Hall:

"Gentlemen;" he said sternly, "it is not

what you eat but how you eat that

matters." Recently, Ernest Sirluck has

been talking with John Fraser, Master

of Massey College, about a similar

picture that hangs in the college. He

claims that Robertson Davies told

him the painting was by Frederick

Varley. Our investigations continue.

Sensible attire for a

hot June Club night!

In August Pat Fairhead will make her

PAT FAIRHEAD
EXHIBITION

"Labrador by Freighter"

Gallery One

121 Scollard St. Toronto

M5R 1G4 929-3103

September 2 to 22, 1999

Opening:

Thursday, September 2 at 7:00 p.m.

The artist will be present.

Pat will give an illustrated lecture,

"Imagination and the Labrador

Freighter" about her work on

Thursday September 9, at 7:00 p.m.

at Gallery One

Former members are: Fred Brigden,

Leonard Brooks, Franklin

Carmichael, A.J Casson, Alan Collier,

Charles Comfort, R.F.E Gagen, Will

Ogilvie, George Reid and York

Wilson. The exhibition closes June 30.

SUMMER HOURS !!!

TV debut on a CBC five-program TAKE NOTE: The Club will remain

series called Sexuality. Pat will appear open during July AND August, week

on a segment titled Sex Forever, with days from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

urologist Dr. Jack Barkin, director of Club Nights on Mondays will

the Male Health Centre in Toronto, continue throughout the summer-

and Dr. Gail Weber who runs a course check your calendar for a listing of

on Midlife/Older Women at the events. And remember-if we don't

Regional Women's Health Centre. use it, we'll lose it. Try to drop in at

Host for all five programs will be least once a week so that things will

Ralph Benmergui. The discussions will keep humming!

focus on why society thinks

that aging means an end to -.

one's sexuality, what happens _ "-

physiologically to make things -

better or worse, and what's to

be gained by learning more

about sexuality and aging. -
Plans are to air the series on ,Cz 6/o Sj 3 / •

Fridays at 7:30 p.m.
Check your program guide. -,---- . ,F .

BREAK IN !

On Sunday evening, June 6, thieves

broke into the Club and stole five

paintings from the Great Hall, part of the

current Members' Show. The paintings

were by Os Schenk, Julian Mulock (2),

Les Tibbles and Doug Purdon. Entry

was gained through a kitchen window

after the intruder pulled back the wire

mesh that (supposedly) protected it. The

paintings were covered by insurance.

Page 1: sketch-Lesley Fairfield.

Page 2: sketch-Paul Hughes. Page 3:

photo-Alan Carrie: sketches-Jane

Champagne, from Painting The

Ontario Landscape, University of

Toronto Press. Page 4: Archives sketch.

Page 5: sketch-John Joy; sketch-

Zora Buchanan. Page 6: photo by

Alex Bailey for Gramercy Pictures.
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20th Century Water Colours is the

title of the current exhibition at the

Roberts Gallery. It's a retrospective

which might as well be called Water

Colours by Members of the Arts and

Letters Club and Their Friends. About

half of the works are by current and

former Club members. Current

members are: Geoffrey Armstrong,

Archie Arbuckle, Pat Fairhead and

Mac Houston.

Elizabeth Siegfried's new body of

platinum photographs called

LIFELINES will open at

the Stephen Bulger Gallery on

Thursday, July 22, 1999.

The opening is from 5 p.m.-7 p.m.

and all Arts and Letters Club

members are invited to attend.



An Introduction
Just a quick note to introduce you to the members of the
Theatre Committee:

Julian Mulock-Chair-778-8176

Penny Cookson-534-8069

John Rammell-(905) 731-7257

Karina Rammell-960-5625

Morna Wales-504-6790

Although these people are the official members of the

Theatre Committee, they are, by no means, the only people

to have a say about what happens during the season. Please

feel free to call any of them with your opinions, ideas or

comments. We are always looking for people who wish to get

involved, either on stage or behind scenes, not to mention

writers for the Spring Show. Don't worry about how much

experience you have had. All we are looking for is enthusiasm

! So please feel free to come to any of our general meetings or
call anyone on the Theatre Committee for more information.

Millennium Celebration
Countdown: circa 185 days to go!

December 31, 1999 $75 p.p.

One guest per member

Reserve now. Pay later

Call Millennium Committee Agent

Doug Purdon

Tel: 759-3126 Fax: 759-9116

E-mail:DPpurdon@compuserve.com

Tickets are going, going, going

A juried show of works by older Canadian Artists was recently

exhibited in BCE Place Galleria. Club members whose art was

displayed on this occasion include Christopher

Adeney,Wendy Boyd, James MacDougall, George Sanders,

Arthur Steven, Jessica Steven and Les Tibbles.

Ian McGillivray, architect, recently flew to Vancouver where

he was named a Fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute of

Canada RAIC's annual meeting

See five Elizabeths on the July 5 Club night.
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For those of you bussing to the
ANNUAL GARDEN PARTY on June 23,

here's a reminder that the bus leaves from
14 Elm Street at 4 p.m.

MUSIC TABLE, Thursday June 24

Tina Newlove and her "Tribe of One" Show

CLUB NIGHT, Monday June 28

Gary Stark presents Lela Wilson and a slide

presentation of the work of York Wilson

TOM MCNEELY ART EXHIBITION
Watercolours from "Empire of the Bay"

Runs until July 16

An opportunity for Club Members to hear our
recent Club Award Winner

MARY LOU FALLIS

in the title role of the
Canadian Stage Theatre production of

"PRIMADONNA"

Wednesday, July 28 at 8 p.m.
at the Canadian Stage Theatre, 26 Berkeley Street

This is a critically-acclaimed concert-comedy

performance,for which the Club has been offered
a block of tickets at the greatly reduced price of $28.

This offer is only good until July 19
so please call Molly ASAP

to order your tickets.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE:

FRIDAY AUGUST 13.

Could this be an omen?

TIME: 1 p.m. PLACE: LAMPSletter mailbox

[or by fax or E-mail direct to Editors]

EDITOR: DUGGAN MELHUISH,
Phone/Fax (416) 925-1597

E-mail Teed@idirect.com

"WHAT'S ON" EDITOR: PAT HARVIE
Phone/Fax (416) 322-0552

E-mail pathar@interlog.com



The Club will be open from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.for you to enjoy throughout the summer (except, of course, for
statutory holidays, see calendars).
In summertime, we have a lighter-than-usual list of planned events; however, as you will see below, the
quality is as high as ever.

Some groups will continue, mostly on an informal basis. Consult the calendars for general info and look for
postings of details at the Club. We hope to see you there often!

This is a call for submissions of art works by
Club Architects and Designers of

Buildings and their Environs
(including students)

"Art by Architects"
September 7 to 24, 1999

A chance to exhibit your design concepts, graphics,
renderings, paintings, sketches and photographs. Subjects
not necessarily confined to buildings; in fact, we ask that

photo subjects be other than buildings.

Criteria

* 1 to 3 submissions

* Max. size 22 x 30"

* Framed ready to hang

* Produced since 1990

If you would like to enter works,
or require further information,

please contact HUGH WESTREN 594-9464
or CATHERINE NASMITH 703-3880

before July 30th

IN JULY...

A feast of films from Hollywood's "Golden Age"
presented by John Twomey

Monday, July 5-"Elizabeth 1st on Film"

Monday, July 12- "The Making of Film Classics"

Monday, July 19-"Great Films of 1939"

Monday, July 26-"Norman Jewison, Film-maker"

Discussion follows, led by John Twomey.

Please reserve with Molly for July.

IN AUGUST...
Monday, August 9, 16, 23 and 30

A series of programs of particular interest
will be presented by Scott James and John Twomey

Showings of rare Archival Films,
some of unique historic interest.

If you miss these, you may never have
another chance to see them.

Reserve by calling the Club.

Bar 5:30 p.m., Dinner 6:30. Price, $12 [taxes incl.]

LITERARY TABLE

Meets informally; no set programs

SKETCHERS

July 24
to Zora and Bill Buchanan's house (in town)...

August 28
Chez Bob, Cathie and Arthur Ament, near Creemore.

STUDIO PAINTING

Fridays only until Sept.

POETRY GROUP
2nd Tuesdays, 6 p.m.

MUSIC TABLE

takes a two-bar rest.
Its season will recommence in September,

moving to Wednesdays

CHOIR

Resumes in September

WRITERS GROUP
Next meeting will be on Friday, 3rd September with

Rosemary Aubert speaking about her book, "The Feast of
Stephen." Full details forthcoming in next issue.
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Monday

July 1999

Friday Saturday'Wednesday ThursdayTuesdayfSunday

1 2 3

Canada Day Studio Painters
Club closed

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Club Night: Film Lit. Table, noon Studio Painters
Poetry Group, 6p.m.

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Exec. Mtg 5:15 Lit. Table, noon Studio Painters GHR eve.
Club Night: Film

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Club Night: Film Lit. Table, noon Studio Painters GHR day
Sketchers at
Buchanan's

25 26 27 28 29 30 31
Club Night: Film Lit. Table, noon GHR eve. GHR eve. Studio Painters GHR eve.

"Art by Arch."
submissions due

GHR means GREAT HALL RENTED

August 1999

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Civic Hol. Lit. Table, noon Studio Painters

Club Closed

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Club Night: Lit. Table, noon Studio Painters

Archival film Poetry Group, 6p.m. deadline 1 tterp.m.

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Club Night: Lit. Table, noon Studio Painters GHR eve.
Archival film

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Club Night: Lit. Table, noon Studio Painters Sketchers at

Archival film Creemore

30
Club Night:
Archival film

31
Lit. Table, noon

GHR means GREAT HALL RENTED

In August, she's away: reserve by calling the Club.

29

REMINDER: Reserve with Molly in July.
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President's Notes

"Summertime, and the livin' is easy..."

Well, not exactly. Here, to bring you

up to speed, are a few of the things that

are going on at the Club:

Al• * Extensive renovations are in progress

under the watchful eye of architect

Ian McGillvray. They include an

enlarged archives and library office

on the second floor, a new

washroom adjacent to the

boardroom, and a larger and more accessible cloakroom

downstairs. These improvements should be completed by

September.

* Next, a long-overdue upgrading of the basement. Our

grungy, dank dressing rooms are finally being refurbished.

We're adding more and better storage space for theatrical

flats and props, improved lighting, and new, safer stairs at

the rear west corner. The men's washroom will be tackled

when funds permit.

* Nine new motion detectors have been installed to tighten

our security system.

* Jason Clarke has been conferring with our neighbours at

the Chelsea Delta Inn. As a result, the Club has been

offered very attractive corporate rates. Check with Jason if

you or your guests wish to take advantage of them.

* Last month a few enthusiastic junior members met for the

first time to talk about the Club, their limited use of it,

and what we might do to attract more juniors. Julian

Mulock led a spirited, free-wheeling discussion. The

result? Dozens of bright, creative ideas. The group met

again in August and plans to meet on a regular basis in the

future.

* Two amateur theatrical groups are rehearsing in the blast

furnace oven heat of the third floor.

* Under the chairmanship of John McKellar, the winner of

this year's Arts and Letters Award has been chosen by a

committee comprised of Pat Wardrop, Peter Oliphant

and Mary Lou Fallis (recipient of our 1997 award). Be

sure to reserve with Molly for our next Members' Dinner

on Wednesday, 22 September, to meet this year's very

deserving winner.

Margaret McBurney

Among the many delights of Club

membership for me has been a flow of

fascinating material relating to my great

grandfather, a member of the Club from

1910 until his death in 1944. From Doug

Purdon a tape of Sir William Mulock

speaking on the radio; from Scott James a

viewing of the "Grand Old Man of Canada"

on film and, from Marg McBurney, a

wealth of wonderful archival material.

The Oxford Book of Political Anecdotes

refers to Sir William's death at the age of 99.

The fact is that he lived to celebrate his one

hundred and first birthday and is shown in

this photograph taken in 1944, about to

make the first cut in the vast cake marking

that occasion. Although he looks a little

glum here he went on to finish the day in

characteristic style enjoying drinks with a

select eight hundred guests.

Julian Mulock



Member News

At our June Garden Party, held at Ann

and Lyman Henderson's Woodbridge

home last June, we said goodbye to

Bob Gerrard, Club manager for the

past eight years. Bob was given an

Honorary Life Membership in the

Club and presented with a portrait of

himself painted by Violet Thresher.

We look forward to seeing Bob at

meetings of the Genealogy Group in

the months ahead.

Let it never be said that the help we

call on is not classy. On two hot and

sticky days in June, our Clean Up-

Clean Out crew filled two dumpsters

with the accumulated detritus of the

past (probably) 91 years, to make

ready for this summer's renovations.

This distinguished, hard-working team

included: an electrical engineer, a

mechanical engineer, a surgeon, an

economist, an academic interior

designer, her ever-helpful husband, a

banker, a dancing philosopher (or

philosophic dancer?), a math teacher, a

lawyer, his artist wife, another lawyer, a

writer of mysteries, a civil servant, an

editor, a librarian, an artist, and a

social historian. Our new general

manager, Jason Clarke, rode herd on

us all.

In July Susan Ioannou read from

her most recent poems at the Imperial

Pub Library. I.n August she will read

from her children's novel A Real Farm

Girl at Chapters in Bayview Village.

Rudi Stussi has kindly donated to

the Club library a copy of the recently-

published Rudolph Stussi: Painter, by

Paul Duval. Rudi and his family are

currently living in Switzerland.

Our thanks as well to Greg

Gatenby, our E.J. Pratt Honorary

Member for Literature, for a copy of

his fascinating Toronto: A Literary

Guide. It includes dozens of past and

present A&LC literary lights, among

them current members Rosemary

Aubert, Lois Darroch, Richard

Outram, Herbert Whittaker and

David Skene-Melvin.

In a recent letter to Friends of the

University of Toronto, Arvin Hariri, a
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student of biological chemistry at

Victoria College, writes: "Like all

students... I have met administrative

staff and professors who dedicate

themselves to enriching the students'

university experience, and igniting in

us an unquenchable passion for

learning. One of these many people is

Professor Alexander Leggatt, who

teaches Shakespeare in the English

department. Any number of words

would never adequately capture my

respect for him, but I hope that I can

find something I love as much as

Professor Leggatt loves Shakespeare,

and share it with others as he has

shared it with me."

John Neville was honoured with a

doctoral degree from Ryerson

Polytechnic University on June 14,

1999. Mr. Neville has achieved

international renown in theatre, film

and television over a period of 50

years. At a wonderful celebratory

dinner he was joined by his wife

Carolyne, their six children and

partners, and grandchildren. Members

of Canada's theatre community came

in abundance from all parts of Canada

with good wishes. Ryerson faculty

members Lorna Kelly and Eugen

Bannerman added their accolades to

John's many achievements.

David Ben and Patrick Watson

recently completed a splendid TV

documentary, Dai Vernon: The Spirit

of Magic. Vernon (1894-1992) was a

brilliant Ottawa magician-long

forgotten until David "discovered"

him. The documentary which ran on

the History Channel garnered rave

reviews.

And speaking of rave reviews,

Rosemary Aubert's recently published

thriller, The Feast of Stephen, prompted

The Globe and Mail's Margaret

Cannon to describe it as "witty, smart

and beautifully written. All that and a

terrific whodunnit to boot." The New

York Times in its review also gave the

book an enthusiastic thumbs up.

Thanks to Virginia Trieloff, works

by several Club artists are on display at

a new Cabbagetown eatery, the

Winchester Cafe, owned by Virginia's

brother. The featured artists are Chris

Adeney, Zora Buchanan, Lois

Dierlan, Sandra Henderson, Les

Tibbles and Jim Webster.



People of the Club

When Scott James took over the Club

Archives in 1997 he was no neophyte.

He had been with the Toronto City

Archives since 1967, from '75 to '84 as

director, and he had been managing

director of the Toronto Historical

Board for 12 years. Moreover, in the

collecting and organizing of the Club's

voluminous files and historical records

he has had the benefit of working with

both the late Hunter Bishop and our

Archivist emeritus Raymond

Peringer. Bishop was a member of the

Toronto Area Archivist Group which

Scott founded in '73-the first

association of local archivists in North

America.

Scott is impressed with the history

of the Club, founded in 1908. "It was

an essential place in the first half of the

century" he says. "If you visited

Toronto, and you were a cultural

figure, you almost invariably ended up

coming to the Arts and Letters Club,

for lunch or some event."

Now, with about five years'

membership in the Club (three of

them back in the late '70s) Scott is

chafing at the bit while the space

occupied by the Archives is expanded

on the second floor. But he keeps busy

by sampling various Club activities,

such as the Spring Revue, where he was

part of the stage gang, and had a small

acting part in the performance in

January of The Invention of Love. "I was

persuaded, mainly because of my

English accent, to play the part of an

obnoxious classical scholar at Oxford."

He even agreed to be a model for the

artists a couple of weeks ago "just to see

what it was like. You have to sit still for

two hours-it's not in my nature."

Oxford, incidentally, is where Scott

was born in 1943. "I was an 'army

brat,' my father was in the army and I

was in the Far East for several years,

dragged off to Malaysia as a child." He

was sent back to boarding school in

England, attended the University of

Wales, then London University for a

degree in education. After that he

came to Canada to study history at

Dalhousie. "I never finished my MA at

Dalhousie. I came to Toronto, got a

job in the City Archives, and never

looked back."

Scott wants to impress on members

that "this Club has played a central

role in promoting the arts in Canada.

We should be proud of that and keep

up the tradition so far as we are able."

Fergus Cronin

More Member News
One-year guest memberships have

been awarded to Marcos Chin and

Judith Willemsma, the winner and

runner-up of the Arts and Letters

Scholarship at the Ontario College of

Art and Design, a scholarship funded

by Doreen Cumine, widow of late

member Robin Cumine.

Ezra Schabas and Carl Morey are

currently working on a soon to be

published history of the Canadian Opera

Company. As yet untitled, the book will

celebrate the COC's 50th anniversary.

And speaking of opera, our 1997

Arts and Letters Award winner, Mary

Lou Fallis, attracted sold-out houses at

Canadian Stage's Berkley Street

premises during July. Her Primadonna,

with Peter Tiefenbach at the piano,

drew rave reviews-and a visit from

the legendary Anna Russell. A profile

of Mary Lou in the summer issue of

Opera Canada magazine mentions her

Ans and Letters Award.

Jamie Mainprize played the part of

Frith, the butler, in Rebecca at the

Shaw Theatre, presumably at short

notice since his bio and photo were an

insert in the program. The program

also noted that this was Jamie's first

season at Shaw. Roz and Peter Hart,

who saw the production said that he

was the quintessential butler.

The June/July issue of the Beaver

magazine includes an illustrated article

on the history of steamboating on

Lakes Simcoe and Couchiching, by

Rae Fleming. Stephen Leacock was

right-the sinkings and risings of all

those steamboats, with no loss of life,

was high comedy.

Anne Meredith Barry is presently

exhibiting her woodblock prints in

two galleries in Atlantic Canada.

Three of these are being ..-

shown at the Art Gallery of

Newfoundland and Labrador in a

show entitled 'Wood: The Beauty of

Objects.' Six other pieces are on

display at the Art Gallery at Sir

Wilfred Grenfell College in an

exhibition entitled 'Merchants,

Mariners and the Northern Seas.'

Reading in

the Library
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Archive Notes
O.K. Summer's over. Now the

Archivist would like able-minded

members to assist in answering some

recent enquiries.

While the Club records have been

boxed-up all summer because of the

building renovations, (much gratitude

to Eve Yate's and Raymond Peringer's

major role in effecting the move)

research requests have continued to

pour in.

Here are some of the trickier ones,

and your direct or indirect memories

could be invaluable:

* Fred Jacob (member 1920-28)

wrote several short plays, including

Autumn Blooming produced by

Hart House in 1926. Does anyone

have the script? Fred also wrote the

words for the choral march used at

the Boar's Head Dinner-music by

Healey Willan.

* Does anyone know of the artist

James B. Schell? A charcoal drawing

by him of Winston Churchill on a
visit to Toronto in the 1930s has

surfaced. Churchill is purported to

have addressed the Club, but we

can find no record of this.

* Featherstone Robson (1880-1936)

exhibited at the AGO and Art

Gallery of Hamilton. He worked

for the Toronto Star from 1930 to

1936. Can anyone provide any

further information for a planned

exhibition of his life and work in

England?

* Dudley Ward (1879-1935) was the

creator of the "Dingbats." A work

relating to these "fantastic gnome-

like figures" appears in the 1970

catalogue-The AGO Canadian

Collection. Does anyone know any

more about Ward or the existence

of any of his work?

Scott James

Our Scrapbook
The Scrapbook is the repository of the

ephemera recording the ongoing lives
and activities of Club members. It is

composed of magazine and newspaper
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articles, profiles, and interviews of, on,
or about members; notices of theatrical

performances and art openings; death
notices; posters and publicity of events

at the Club or elsewhere involving
members; photographs of members at

Club events; all and everything else of a
transitory nature that would otherwise

escape posterity. Ann Rothery and
David Skene-Melvin keep their

collective eyes open for anything Club-

oriented to include, BUT, they can't

catch everything and the support of

Club members is vital if an ongoing
record of day-to-day activities is to be

maintained and preserved.

If you are organizing or co-ordinating
an activity or event, please put aside a

copy of all posters, programmes, and

publicity you produce and give them to
Ann and David for the Scrapbook (e.g
table cards for Club Nights; notices

from the glass-fronted easels) after the

event. Simply put copy in the right
hand drawer of the Scrapbook stand or
in either the "R" or "S" mail-slot, or the
outsize shelf.

Photographs are very welcome, with

conditions. Photographs of an event

must be clearly identified with the

name thereof, date, and place, if off-

premise. While Ann and David know

many members and can put narries to
most faces, a note as to who's who in

pictures would be appreciated. The

Scapbook will be maintained on a

monthly basis so please submit photos

within a month of the event.

We are also interested in having
notices of member performances,

openings, or book-launches off-

premises. So if a member reads

something about another member,

past or present, in a magazine or

newspaper, please photocopy the
information for the Scrapbook.

The Scrapbook has unlimited pages.
It represents a never-ending story. If

the story is to be complete we need

every piece of ephemera that records
an event involving a member. The

Scapbook is an integral part of Club
records along with the Archives, Art
collection and the Library. Thus its

comprehensiveness is critical to be of

interior decorating and interests in

glasswork, pottery, photography,

gourmet cooking, painting,

sculpture-and gardening. Wow!

real value to future Club members,
researchers, and scholars. It requires

the input of all members.

The new, i.e., latest, Scrapbook
covering from early 1995 to date is

now on display in the Main Lounge.
1995 and early 1996 activities, events,

and Club personalities are rather

sparsely covered due to lack of

material, but it gets better as time goes
by.

David Skene-Melvin

New Members
Hilary Alexander, sponsored by Peter

Garstang. Hilary is the author of an
acclaimed publication on the subject
of food and dining traditions. Her

interests in the arts also include music,
literature and art.

Mary George, sponsored by David
Skene-Melvin. Mary is the owner and
director of The Mary George Fine Art
Gallery.

Martin Hunter, sponsored by
Brian Parker. Martin is a playwright,
radio dramatist and broadcaster. He is
interested in theatre and music as a

participant and in the arts in general as
an observer.

John Krohnert, sponsored by
William Sherman. John has a

background in graphic design with

special interests in watercolour

painting, printmaking, photography
and computer graphics.

David Rea, sponsored by Paul

Hughes. David, an investment

counselor by profession and a gourmet
cook on the side, also indulges in

drawing and painting in the realm of
the arts.

Donald Stewart, sponsored by
Lyman Henderson. Donald, a former
member of The Arts and Letters Club

for fifteen years, joins us again to

pursue his interests in painting and
literature.

Rikki Timm, sponsored by Zora
Buchanan. Rikki has a background in



Fall Season Opens with a Bang!

Artwork Theatre is kicking off its fall season with a major

theatrical event. Under the leadership of internationally

renowned actor and director John Neville, a company of

distinguished Canadian actors is bringing a modern classic to

the stage. The play is Creditors, by August Strindberg,

directed by John Neville and featuring Brenda Bazinet, Alan

Jordan and Chuck Shamata. The production runs at the new

Artword Theatre from September 30 through October 17.

The theatre is located at 75 Portland St: 416-408-1146.

Strindberg is best known today for Miss Julie, a lacerating

study of power relationships played out in the sexual sphere.

Creditors was written the same year, a time when Strindberg

was enjoying enormous professional success while his

personal life was going to pieces. Miss Julie is performed

everywhere but its companion piece is rarely seen.

The York Wilson Annual Endowment Award of $10,000 has

been won by the McIntosh Gallery at the University of

Western Ontario. They will acquire a piece by sculptor Murray

Favro. A reception will take place for presentation of the Award

on August 29. Lila Wilson is pleased to announce that the

Award for the future will be $20,000, annually, in perpetuity.

A mini-exhibition of 15 of York Wilson's work was hung

at the Hummingbird Centre. Warner Bros. have asked

permission to use York Wilson's painting Sarnia: Oil Refining

Centre as background for their feature motion picture Shiny

New Enemies.
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"2000" CELEBRATION

ALL ABOARD!

FASTEN YOUR SEAT BELTS!

WE'LL BE FLYING HIGH ON

DECEMBER 31

The sky is NOT the limit

But reservations

ARE limited to 120.

ONLY 30 spaces are left!

$75.00 per person.

One guest per member.

No payment until October 15,

at which time,

space permitting,

members may invite more guests.

No refunds after October 15.

Book NOW with

Millennium Committee Agent

Doug Purdon

Phone: 759-3126 Fax 759-9116

Email: DPurdon@ compuserv.com

Circa: 135 DAYS TO THE MILLENNIUM
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For those who have decided to come aboard

The Arts and Letters Club SPACE CRAFT on

December 31 please note that

MILLENNIUM MILLINERY is optional

BUT WE think you just might want to make heads

turn at the turn of the millennium.

Circle November 27 and 28.

We're having two zany headdress

creating workshops.

Details in the next issue of LAMPSletter.
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In Memoriam

We regret to have learned of the death of two members.

William Arthur Irwin was a Life Member of the Club. As

Editor of Macleans he is credited with reshaping that

magazine into a truly national journal.

Loren Oxley, an architect passed away this July.

Notice to Members

At its June meeting, the Executive Committee enacted a

policy regarding members' guests. Beginning in September,

members may bring the same guest to the Club no more than

once each month. This policy reflects the philosophy behind

the establishment of The Arts and Letters Club-i.e. that it

exists primarily for the use and

enjoyment of its members. ,\A,/

Hot Enough For You?

Anyone who has experienced

the oppressive heat of the

Great Hall this summer will

welcome the very generous

offer of air-conditioning by

one of our members who

wishes to remain anonymous.

This member will pay half the

cost of installing the system which

is estimated at $25,000. Donations of

as little as $50 or $100-or anything up to

and including $1,000-would be appreciated. If you are so

inclined please call our treasurer Bill Buchanan.

Miscellany
The Club telephone directory will be updated next month. If

you are changing your address and/or telephone number (or

your name!) in the near future, please let Molly know when

she returns in September so that we may include it in the

directory changes.

Contributions to Lampsletter from members are always

welcome and we are delighted with the abundance that has

been forthcoming. We are having a struggle fitting all the

words into our finite space. Please join the struggle by

keeping article text to approximately 300 words. More by

request for really special things.

Erratum!

The name of Mike Spence was not included in the list of the

Theatre Group in the July/August issue of this Newsletter.

The leaver outer is chagrined at the oversight and is

experiencing great woe. The show could not go on without

Mike Spence!

Feedback

How are we doing? Your Editors would like to hear what

members think of the Newsletter. What do you like or not

like and what changes or additions would you like to see?
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Artwork
Page 1: Photo from the Mulock family album. Page 2:

Drawing by Peter Large. Page 3: Photo by Alan Carrie;

drawing by Peter Large. Page 5: Drawing by Chuck

Shamata. Page 6: Drawing by Tom McNeely.

September's Smile

Recently a guy in Paris nearly got away with stealing several

paintings from the Louvre. However, after planning the

crime, then breaking in, evading security, getting out and

escaping with the goods, he was captured only two blocks

away when his Ford Econoline van ran out of gas. When

asked how he could mastermind such a crime and then make

such an obvious error, he replied:

"I had no Monet to buy Degas to make the Van Gogh."

Members' Parking Deal

With stamped parking stub, members and guests get

special prices at Minto Place underground garage

(38 Elm Street):

11:45 a.m. to 2:15 p.m.-$6.

After 5 p.m.-$ 4 .

A doubly important event

Wednesday, Sept. 22--6 for 7 p.m.

Doubly... because we not only honour (and reveal the

identity of) our 1999 ARTS AND LETTERS AWARD Winner,

but enjoy a programme featuring baroque dances, music

and commentary from Opera Atelier artists Jeannette Zingg

and Marshall Pynkoski with Barbara Szablowski.

Menu to die for, too.

Smoked Salmon with

Herbed Cream Cheese & Toasted Focaccia

Rack of Lamb with Port Wine & Shiitake Mushroom Sauce

served with Scallion Rosti & Pattypan Squash

Chocolate Ice Cream Sopressa with

Belgian Chocolate Sauce

Tea or Coffee

Dinner price, $24*

n,



Tuesday, Sept. 7

We meet informally, with no set programme.

Tuesday, Sept. 14

Members will give brief reports on

some of their summer reading.

Tuesday, Sept. 21

William Blissett on Granville Barker's play The Madras House
(playing at this summer's Shaw Festival).

Tuesday, Sept. 28

Peter Allen takes us on a tour of

The Novels of Penelope Fitzgerald.

Noon, 3rd floor Studio Soup/Sandwich Lunch, $8*

Please note that the MUSIC TABLES
will henceforth take place on Wednesdays.

Times will be as usual.

Wednesday, Sept. 22

A rewarding start to our musical season!

MICHAEL WESTWOOD, CLARINET

Programme includes Poulenc's Sonata for Clarinet and
Schumann's Fantasia Opus 73.

Wednesday, Sept. 29

Artist and programme TBA.
Please watch Club bulletin boards.

As part of the club's Open House for Toronto Arts Week, the
public may attend this recital, so feel free to invite friends.

Lunch reservations are essential!

Lunch, 12:15 p.m. sharp Recital, 1-2 p.m.

Cost $11"

WRITERS' GROUP

Friday, Sept. 3

ROSEMARY AUBERT

On her new book The Feast of Stephen
Noon, LAMPSroom. Lunch (from the buffet) $11*

POETRY GROUP

Tuesday, Sept. 14.
If you have the time, come make it rhyme!

6 p.m., Library. Free sandwiches.

OUTDOOR SKETCHERS

Saturday, Sept. 25

Janet Rough Young welcomes us

(and non-sketching friends) at Hockley.
Maps available or call Ellen Frei, 369-9564.

CLUB OPEN HOUSE

Wednesday, Sept. 29-10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
To support TORONTO ARTS WEEK the Club welcomes

the public into our historic premises, to see us in action in

the Studio and/or to enjoy our noon MUSIC TABLE

(lunch reservations a "must").
Members who can help for an hour or two,

please call Jim Hubbard, 487-7263.

AN AUGUST DATE TO REMEMBER:

Friday, August 27-8 p.m.

TINA NEWLOVE'S "TRIBE OF ONE"

A repeat performance of this delightful entertainment,

this time a benefit concert with all proceeds to Warchild,
an international charity helping war-traumatized children.

Included is a silent art auction.

Cost is a donation to Warchild.

Tuesday, Sept. 7

OPENING: "ART BY ARCHITECTS" SHOW

Exhibition of works-including concepts, graphics,
paintings, photographs, renderings and sketches by

Club members and associated local architects.

Monday, Sept. 13

"IT'S A GRAND NIGHT FOR SINGING"

... and it will be, too,
with music by Soprano Jean Edwards,

Mezzo-Soprano Joan Hall,

Guest Tenor Tom Doherty and

Accompanist Ruth Morawetz.

Concert 8 p.m.

Monday, Sept. 20

A COLLECTOR'S VISION: THE J.S. MCLEAN COLLECTION

Dr. Anna Hudson, Curatorial Assistant

in the Department of Canadian Art (AGO)
gives us an illustrated lecture on this collection of works by

the Group of Seven and next-generation painters.

Monday, Sept. 27

MEMBERS' JURIED ART SHOW

Selected recent drawings, paintings, sculpture,

printmaking and photography.
(All submissions to the Club by

9:30 a.m. Saturday Sept. 25, please.)

ARTISTS TAKE NOTE: NO STORAGE IS AVAILABLE FOR ART,
SO PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU ARE A WARE OF, AND MEET,

POST-SHOW PICKUP DATES

Club Nights-Bar 5:30 p.m., Dinner 6:30.
Price $12*

* Food prices include all taxes

7
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September 1999
T I

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4

Writers' Group, GHR eve.

noon R. Aubert

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Labour Day Literary Table Photog. Group, Newsletter GHR eve.
CLOSED No pgm noon deadline 1 p.m.

Art Cttee, 5-ish
Club Night
Architects' Art

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Exec. Cttee 5:15 Literary Table GHR eve GHR eve

Club Night Summer reading

"Singing" Poetry Group

6p.m.

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Club Night Literary Table Music Table GHR eve GHR eve Sketchers
J.S. McLean The Madras M. Westwood Hockley

House Members' Dinner GHR eve

A&L Award Night

27

Club Night

Juried Show

28

Literary Table

P. Fitzgerald

29

Music Table TBA

Open House

10-3

30

GHR means GREAT HALL RENTED

Please remember to reserve with Molly: 597-0223

AUGUST REMINDERS:
AUG. 23 & 30:

AUG 27:

AUG 28:

Club Nights: Archival Film

Tribe of One

Sketchers at Creemore

Next Issue Deadline: Friday, September 10 at 1 p.m.
In LAMPSletter mailbox or by E-mail or fax to your Editors-addresses below.

EDITOR: Duggan Melhuish

Phone/Fax (416) 925-1597

E-mail Teed@idirect.com

"WHAT'S ON" EDITOR: Pat Harvie (In-Club Scheduled Events only)

Phone/Fax (416) 322-0552

E-mail pathar@interlog.com

The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto 14 Elm Street, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1G7
Phone (416)597-0223 Fax (416) 597-9544 E-mail artslets@interlog.com

Website www.interlog.com/~artslets/

Sunday
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14 Elm Street, Toronto,
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Fax 597-9544
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President's Notes

For many years I have carried

on a love affair with historic/ buildings. Because of this, I

Shave been watching one

particular house on Jarvis Street

with a wary eye. In front of it

looms a sign reading "Re-

Development Site. For Sale."

The house in question was the

hi boyhood home of our past-

president Vincent Massey and
his brother, actor Raymond Massey who was also for

a short time, a member of this Club.

You might think that the home of Canada's first

native-born governor-general would be at the top of our

"must save" list. Not so. The house (519 Jarvis Street)

stands empty and in disrepair, a target for vandalism and

the vagaries of another winter's rain and icy storms. It was

built between 1883 and 1885 by Vincent and Raymond's

father, Chester Massey, in the days when Jarvis Street was

a wide, tree-lined thoroughfare-the centre of Toronto's

fashionable society. Additions to the house in 1907 were

done by Henry Sproatt and Ernest Rolph, both charter

members of this Club. Next door (and safe for the

moment) is the mansion built by Chester's father, Hart

Massey. It is now occupied by the Keg Restaurant.

The Massey houses (and two houses at the rear) are

presently the focus of legal wrangling between two

developers. These buildings are owned by the Ontario

Realty Corporation, the agency responsible for selling

Crown-owned land. Early last June I wrote to Chris

Hodgson of the Ontario Management Board, to express

my concern, as did Dr. Marion Joppe, Chair, Heritage

Toronto. To date, neither Dr. Joppe nor I have had the

courtesy of a reply.

But there is some good news-in the person of

Michael McLelland, our Eric Arthur Honorary

Member for Architecture. Mike's firm, ERA Architects

Inc., has been retained by the ORC to conduct an

architectural assessment of the Chester Massey house.

Let's hope that, until its future is decided, measures will

be taken to ensure its safety.

Margaret McBimrney"

Photos of a model of the Canadian Opera Company's planned new

Opera House showing (a) the City Room elevation and (b) the section

through the Auditorium and the City Room

(Read What's On)



Member News

One of our new members, Gladys

Ward, is an editorial assistant at CARP

News, published by the Canadian

Association of Retired Persons. Their

August issue carried Glady's profile of

Tom Kneebone (last year's winner of

our Arts and Letters Award), praising

Tom's Smile Theatre Company which

every year brings professional theatre

to over seventy senior facilities in

Southern Ontario.

Lisa Lambert's recent show 'The

Drowsy Chaperone'was the hit of the

summer's Fringe Festival. Due to

demand from those of us who missed

its sold out performances, the show is

being remounted in November.

Former member Audrey Garwood,

who shared a trip to Labrador last

summer with Pat Fairhead, will be

exhibiting the work that resulted from

that trip at the Painted City Gallery,

234 Queen Street East. The show

opens on October 15th (4-8 p.m.)

and continues until November 25th.

She hopes to see Arts and Letters Club

friends there.

In the announcement ceremony at

Nathan Phillips Square on September 8,

Club member Richard Outram was

among the five finalists nominated for

the prestigious 1999 Toronto Book

Awards, now in its 25th year. Richard's

volume of poems, Benedict Abroad

(The St. Thomas Poetry Series), was

short-listed from among 76 book

considerations and thus he will be

awarded $1,000. The winner will be

announced at Word on the Street on

September 26th and will be presented

with a further $9,000.

In honour of the International Year

of the Older Person, Golden Phoenix

Players are presenting a double bill,

'Dance like a Butterfly' plus a scene

from Herb Gardner's Tony-Award

winning 'I'm not Rappaport'with our

own Peter Hart in the role of Nat.

This can be seen at Burnhamthorpe

Library Theatre, Mississauga, Sept. 29th

to Oct. 2nd inclusive. Tickets:

944-8943.

Using the Freedom of Information

Act Tom Dowell is exploring the

history of the Club's liquor license. Did

you know that we belong to a "high

class, exclusive" club? That's what the

LCBO inspector wrote in a May 1941

report. Standards must have declined

for in October 1955 an inspector

stated "dining room dusty-this is

supposed to be an artistic club?" Not

all was lost: for in June 1962 it was

reported that "we observed no minors

or intoxicated persons." When, in

1955 the Club daringly applied for

permission to serve liquor, a local

church objected that people might join

for the rare privilege of drinking rather

than to pursue the Club's stated

purpose of promoting intercourse! Tom

is presently writing the story about our

liquor license as his contribution to the

Club's centennial history.

New Members

Elspeth Murray, sponsored by

Margaret Maloney. Dr. Murray is a
collector of Canadian art. She is a major

supporter of the Thousand Islands

Playhouse and also a supporter of the

Toronto Symphony. A non-resident

member, living near Kingston, she is

interested in Club activities involving
music, theatre and the visual arts.

Peter Richardson, sponsored by
Peter Large. Dr. Richardson is a

collector of Canadian art. He is a past
President of the Kingston Symphony
Association and a keen supporter of

the Toronto Symphony. He has

authored a book and many articles of

an academic nature. A non-resident

member, living near Kingston, he is

interested in Club activities involving
music, theatre and the visual arts.

In Memoriam
Thomas Chatfield passed away on

July 19 in Oakville. A member since

1982 Mr. Chatfield was a painter and

will be missed by his many painting
colleagues at the Club.

Harold Day, a life member of the

Club, died on August 21 in his 90th

year. A lawyer by profession Mr. Day
had been a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford

and flew with the RCAF in Europe in
WW2.

Members making

music and musing

/
/
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People of the Club

Interviewing a poet is like trying to

catch a butterfly. Polly Fleck, a

member since 1995, is an example.

Interested, yes, anxious to get across

her story, but oh! so elusive. Take her

latest book, for example (available in

the Lounge). It's called 'The Chinese

Execution' in which she describes, in a

continuous series of segments,

interspersed with other poems, how

she was one of several occidental

witnesses to a political killing. Her

protagonist, a political prisoner, who

seemed drugged, was hustled out 'at a

shuffle run' by two guards. "It was a

theatre piece, a pageant." And when

it's over, I believed it. Then I changed

my mind. Finally I had to ask Polly if
it was true? No, it was a dream, but a

significant dream "that does not come

across in the book." It was a metaphor

for the approaching death of her

husband, Paul Fleck, 1934-92, long a
member of the Club. And it enforced

her conviction that she is psychic. She

knew, for example, about the time of

arrival and the sex of her two

grandchildren before the parents did.

Polly agrees that some poets are

deliberately ambiguous, but she is not.

"We all suspect poets of being obscure

when we can't understand them," she

says. What gives the impression of

camouflage is the fact that "we're

trying to express something that words

can't handle." Fair enough, and Polly's

book is full of pictures that words can

handle nicely, like: An egret's "gesture

of wings," her dog's "tail percussion" and

"the moon dim pewter of the lake."

She sold her first poem at ten to the

U.C. Observer for a dollar. She studied

English and Philosophy at Western, then
accompanied Paul as hostess when he

became president of the Banff Centre for

the Arts. She is a member of the League
of Canadian Poets.

The Chinese Execution, now in its

second printing, was nominated for a

Governor General's award.

And Polly has other pursuits. "I'd like

to save the country," and her next book

she hopes will "make us proud of the fact

that we're not 'Number One' in the

world. We should be quietly proud of

our inheritance." And, bordering again
on the dusky, she believes that "Poetry is
now being pillaged by the people who

write psychology." But after all, there is a

well established convention called poetic

license.

Fergus Cronin

Incredible prizes and surprises

ARTSl&LETTERSCLUB FINAL BOARDING CALL

"2000" CELEBRATION

Only 12 spaces are left!

I II $75.00 perperson

One guest per member

No payment until October 15, at

which time, space permitting,

members may invite more guests.

No refund after October 15

Book NOW with

Millennium Committee Agent Doug Purdon

Phone: 759-3126 Fax 759-9116

Email: DPurdon@ compuserv.com

Circa: 105 DAYS TO THE MILLENNIUM

V Stellar gourmet dinner with wines

rSpectacular entertainment

MMMMMMMMMMMM

MILLENNIUM MILLINERY WORKSHOPS

Members, male and female, who have decided to come
aboard the Arts and Letters Club SPACE CRAFT on

December 31 are invited to join the
Millennium Committee in one (or two)

crazy, cosmic headdress making days at the Club.

We ask that you start collecting and bring to the
workshop: buttons, scraps of lace, string, cloth, nets,

styrofoam, junk, old hats-all manner of bits and pieces
that we might use and we'll put our heads together and

create something 'out of this world' to wear at the
'2000' CELEBRATION.

There will be a prize for the
most creative, spaced-out head!

Saturday, 27th or Sunday, 28th November

10.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.
Bring a lunch and we'll provide the liquid refreshments.

If you have any questions

call Joan Holben 416-921-8671

SSwing and sway to heavenly music
3



The Library
Herewith a short history of the Club

Library and some comments on its

current state!

When I first came to the Club as a

guest of my husband Michael, the

Library was housed in a handsome set

of shelves which bracketed the 'waist'

of the lounge and bar. There was also a

trolley which displayed periodicals.

The earliest record of a set of

guidelines for the Library collection

date back to Hunter Bishop who

joined the Club in 1958. They

specified that the role of the Library

was to collect books written/edited/

illustrated by members and books

|about Club members. The Library

i was also to contain books about

::ii Toronto since the Club was

. i·· i .. - . . . view ed as a

major focus of cultural interest in the

city's past. Hunter also developed a

catalogue list of the Library's contents.

The collection is currently housed

in what was the living room of the

apartment which formerly

accommodated the Steward and later

the Chef of the Club. With the

purchase of the building and its

subsequent renovations, the Library

was relocated to its present small oasis

of quiet-a fireplace, a chess table-

never, to my knowledge a desk, and of

course-the books. Busts of former

prominent members survey the scene.

At the time of writing the Library is

the temporary depository of a myriad

of wearing apparel, technical

equipment and archival records, while

present renovations are underway, all

of which we hope will be restored to

their natural habitats by the time

members are reading the October

LAMPSletter. In the meantime we are

making progress on future

enhancements. About three-quarters of

the books have been inventoried,

though not yet labeled. A loose leaf

catalogue of the books will be

produced and put out for members'

use on the Library desk.

A locked cabinet has been installed

for the safekeeping of some of the

more rare and fragile Club reading

material. Molly or I will be

happy to arrange access upon ..:: •iig
request. Shelving has been :..

arranged according to the

LAMPS acronym in the

following categories-general i4
reference, literature, architecture, : :

music, painting (comprising all
visual arts) and stage (performing ..

..;::-. arts). T his is ...
.:.ii ! followed

.•••• ., by a section of

i books by Club

members, or

E ..... those referring
• to the Club, on

subjects other

S F LAMPS

Si • disciplines.

,There is also a

section on

Toronto and a

small space for

readings about

related clubs, in

some cases ones -i:

with which we are

affiliated and/or '.

have exchange

privileges.

The Library

collection has

been assembled i

almost wholly :

through

donations. .;

Members ..

have been most

librarian. The Library grows. It is

located in a small welcoming room in

the south east corner on the second

floor. Please come and enjoy!

Margaret Spence

A&

generous and this is

appreciated by your

4



A Little Exposure Never Hurt Anyone

The Photography Group extends invitations to everyone to

join them the first Wednesday of every month at noon.

Every other month, commencing in October, meetings

will take place at one of the many photography galleries

throughout the city. A schedule will be posted in the Club in

October and in the November issue of LAMPSletter.

A reminder for all members to participate in, and start

preparing their images for, the annual Photography Show

which takes place in January.

For additional information, contact Brian Summers at

416-324-9806.

The Tuesday Literary Club

Would you like to join a small group of interesting

individuals for discussions on literary subjects and current

events? The Tuesday Literary Club, founded in 1908, would

like to admit a few new members. If you are interested

contact Lawrence Coward at 416-221-2504.

Abracadabra and Hocus Pocus Magic

Coming Your Way!

David, 'The Conjuror' Ben has arranged for Club members to

attend a final dress rehearsal for his NEW show 'The Conjuror's

Suite' on Saturday November 20th at the ROM. Tickets are

$20 with proceeds going to the Club. So come one and all to an

unforgettable evening of delightful magic by David.

Junior Members
The Eagle has landed! It's finally here. A junior committee is

about to be formed. The next meeting will be held on

October 1st at 7.00 p.m. On this occasion 3-5 junior

members will be selected as committee members.

Nominations can be made with Michaela Morrison at

416-487-8173. Come one and all and join in the fun.

Society of Canadian Artists

Peter Large is the Exhibition Chair of the Society of

Canadian Artists (S.C.A.) The Club's Art Committee has

invited the S.C.A. to hold its annual members juried

exhibition at the Club to run from October 25th to

November 12th, 1999.

Two events will be .. .

highlighted. First the S.C.A. will

be featured at the October 25th

Club Night and will provide the

evening's program. Second the

S.C.A. will host an open house at

the Club on Sunday, October

31st from 1.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.

Arts and Letters Club members

are invited to attend to see the

exhibition, meet the artists and

relax in the insouciant ambience 1 t I:  -

of a late autumn afternoon. 14 Elm Street, Toronto

Photos of the model on page 1 are by Ian Douglas. The

whimsical renderings on page 2 are the work of Zora

Buchanan. The reprint of the photo at the top of page 3 is

by permission of Poetry Canada. The drawings on page 4 are

by Peter Large. The drawing on page 5 is by Norm

McMurrich. The originator of the 1975 photograph of Sid

and Vernon on page 5 is unknown. It appears by permission

of Pat Patterson.

Miscellany

Have you let Molly know of any changes in your

address/telephone/fax numbers or name for the upcoming

directory update?

Can you volunteer an hour or two for our Open House on

Wednesday, September 29th from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.?

Have you checked your mail slot recently? Some names on

envelopes require periodic dusting to discern the name of the

intended recipient.

Erratum!

September's LAMPSletter credits David Ben with

'discovering' the brilliant magician Dai Vernon.

David writes that Vernon was actually discovered in the

1920s. He also brings to our attention that Club member Sid

Johnson was a close friend of Vernon which the photograph

below seems to support.

David modestly claims only to be partly responsible for

introducing Vernon's legacy to a larger audience.

Artwork

J



October's Smile
A symphony orchestra was performing Beethoven's 9th.
There s a long passage therein when the bass violinists have
nothing to play. On one occasion the bassists quietly vacated
the orchestra pit and repaired to the tavern next door to wait
out the period of their uselessness. Many knock backs later
one bassist, looking at his watch, suggested it might be well
if they returned. A seasoned colleague remarked that there
was no panic since, during intermission, he had tied the last
few pages of the conductor's score together with string which
would take some time to untangle. Eventually the bassists,
now much befuddled, found their way back to the orchestra
pit and resumed their places there. A member of the
audience sitting in row AA noticed that the conductor was
more than somewhat edgy and shared this information with
her seatmate who had taken all this in from her proximity to
the conductor and the pit below her front row seat. Thus she
was able to remark:

"You can see that it's the bottom of the 9th, the score is
tied, and the bassists are loaded."

Courtesy of Brian Summers

ADVANCE NOTICES

"3 TENORS IN 3 MONTHS"
The Music Table proudly presents three outstanding young
professional tenors in three specially-arranged Music Table
Concerts.

WEDNESDAY October 6-ERIC SHAW

WEDNESDAY November 24-STEPHEN HARLAND

WEDNESDAY December 8-ROGER HONEYWELL

Each artist will be accompanied by the distinguished

BRAHM GOLDHAMER.

This is a rare opportunity to hear brilliant talents early in
their ascendancy to international acclaim. Even if you aren't a
regular at the Music Table, you will not want to miss this
memorable occasion (and later chance to say, "I heard him
when").

Guests from outside the club are welcome to attend this
unique series.

Best to book ASAP to assure your reservation.

Sunday, Nov. 7 at 11:30 a.m.

LAUNCH OF THE CLUB'S NEW CD-ROM
Created by our own Bobbi Wagner, this stunning interactive
~virtual tour" of club premises and history will absolutely
blow your mind. Mark it in your calendar now and watch
next month's issue for launch-party details.
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A VERY COOL OFFER...

BUT IT NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT!

IMAGINE WHAT A DIFFERENCE THIS COULD
MAKE IN OUR LIVES!
A member who chooses to remain anonymous-but will
earn our undying gratitude-has generously offered to pay
half the cost of air-conditioning both the Great Hall and the
Third Floor Studio.

NOW IT'S UP TO THE REST OF US TO COME
UP WITH THE OTHER HALF!
Please donate whatever you can, little or much, to help us all

enjoy a blessed coolness in the heat of summer.

To donate, simply call our Treasurer Bill Buchanan at

486-7450.

Friday/Sunday, Oct 15-17

FALL PAINTING WEEKEND AT BARK LAKE
Plenty of colourful subjects, we hope. Walking trails and
canoeing for non-painting guests. Maps on bar as usual.

Car pooling available; for this and all other info call
Sandra Henderson, 920-3258. Please reserve with Molly.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ARTISTS-
Put down your paintbrush and mark this in your calendar,
because you won't want to miss this special info session.

Friday, Oct. 22-12:30 p.m.

"ARTISTS AND THEIR ESTATES"
John McKellar and Chartered Accountants Peter Oliphant
and Bob White tell you what you need to know about the

two inevitabilities of death and taxes...
and their special impact upon the estates of artists.

Place: LAMPSroom.

Sunday, Oct 31-1 to 5 p.m.

OPEN HOUSE-SOCIETY OF CANADIAN ARTISTS
The Society invites members of the club and public at large

to meet Society artists, quaff and nibble nice things, and
admire this excellent show.

SPECIAL REMINDER to artists submitting work for next
month's Small Paintings Show: Please remember that

framed size of your work MUST NOT EXCEED 20" X 20". For
more info call Shawn Sevier (905) 852-5339.

OUTDOOR SKETCHERS-Hockley, Sept. 25.
Our hostess asks those bringing food

please to bring serving dishes and utensils.



Monday, Oct. 4

MICHAEL WESTWOOD, CLARINET VANESSA LEE, PIANO

A Musical Club Night in which we introduce

two sparkling musical talents! Programme will feature

Brahms' Sonata Op. 20 #2 in E Flat Major.

Tuesday, Oct. 12

... because Monday the 11th is Thanksgiving Day, and we

know you don't want to miss a Club Night!

GREG GATENBY

The Founder and Artistic Director of Harbourfront's

International Festival of Authors

takes us on a literary tour of the over 500 writers

who have lived in or visited Toronto since 1793.

Monday, Oct. 18

BENJAMIN BUTTERFIELD

An acclaimed Canadian tenor tells what's it's like to be an

operatic star-and, an added treat, gives a brief performance.

Monday, Oct. 25

THE SOCIETY OF CANADIAN ARTISTS

An evening with two pleasures: the opening of a special

exhibition of selected works by Society members ... plus a

convivial Club Night dinner.

Club Nights-Bar 5:30 p.m., Dinner 6:30. Price $12*

Tuesday, Oct. 5

Round Table discussion of the play OLEANNA

Tuesday, Oct. 12

"POETRY AND FANTASY"

John S. Porter discusses poetry reading with examples

from the poems of Dennis Lee.

Tuesday, Oct. 19

MAUREEN HARRIS gives us a reading of her poems.

Tuesday, Oct. 26

Programme TBA. Watch Club bulletin boards for details.

Noon, 3rd floor Studio. Soup/Sandwich Lunch, $8*

Wednesday, Oct. 20

ARCHITECTS JACK DIAMOND AND DONALD SCHMITT...

present an exciting new visual experience-a computer-

generated "virtual reality fly-through" of their design proposal

for the Canadian Opera Company's new Opera House. This

sophisticated technology makes the building come to life,

in motion, colour and 3-D, before your amazed eyes!

Time: 6 for 7. Price: $24* Please book early.

* Food prices include all taxes

WRITERS' GROUP

Friday, Oct 1-Noon

Speaker will be Yvonne Blackwood,

Director of Publicity for the Canadian Authors Association.

Her topic: How to Write and Market Short Stories.

Place: LAMPSroom. Lunch: from Buffet $11*

GENEALOGY GROUP

Sunday, Oct 3-Luncheon-1i 1.30 a.m.

A lovely invitation from Pat McCulloch and Maureen,

to lunch with them at their farm near Ospringe.

Please bring a bottle or salad

(if salad, please check with Maureen at 322-8333.)
Plan to arrive between 11 a.m. and noon-

and reserve with Molly so we can send you a map!

PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP

Wednesday, Oct 6-Noon, at the Tatar Alexander Gallery

The Photography Group meets at noon the first Wednesday
of each month and we welcome new members.

This season we'll be meeting

every second month

at one of the city's many photography galleries.

This month it's the Tatar Alexander Gallery,

173 King Street East.

[Tel: 360-3822. Gallery contact: Brady]
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Wednesday, Oct. 6

Herewith, the launch of our special

"3 Tenors in 3 Months" Concert Series featuring

gifted young professionals on their way to stardom.

TENOR #1: ERIC SHAW

A graduate of the Opera School, University of Toronto and

recipient of rave reviews last season for his performances,

Mr Shaw is surely a Canadian talent

destined to attract international attention. We're thrilled to

be able to hear him at the outset of his career.

Wednesday, Oct. 13

THE ONYX WIND QUINTET

Hear this fine group in a new programme including music

by Enesco and Canadian composer Leslie Munro.

Wednesday, Oct. 20

SHANE KIM, VIOLIN VANESSA LEE, PIANO

A lively recital featuring works by

Mozart, Prokofiev and Saint-Saens.

Wednesday, Oct. 27

THE GLENN GOULD PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL

This concert begins a series of special recitals featuring

performers from this prestigious School.

[Please note that, in response to member requests, the

Music Table is now offered on Wednesdays, not Thursdays.]

Lunch, 12:15 p.m. Recital, 1-2 p.m. Cost $11*



October 1999

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

4 4-

1
Studio Painting
Writers' Group
Noon
Jr. Members Cttee
7 p.m., Bar

Saturday

2

GHR

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Genealogy Club Night Literary Table Music Cttee 11 a.m. Studio Painting GHR
Luncheon M. Westwood/ Oleanna Photog. Group
Ospringe V. Lee Choir 4:30 T. Alex. Gallery
Studio Painting N.Y. Eve Cttee Music Table Tenor

GHR 5:15 #1: Eric Shaw

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Studio Painting Thanksgiving. Literary Table J.Porter Music Table Studio Painting GHR

GHR Club closed. Choir 4:30 Onyx Winds NEWSLETTER
[Club Night: Exec. Mtg DEADLINE 1 p.m.Poetry Group 6 p.m.
see Tues.] Club Night Fall Painting

G. Gatenby Wkend

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Studio Painting Club Night Literary Table Music Table Studio Painting GHR
B. Butterfield M. Harris S. Kim, V. Lee Artists' Estates

Choir 4:30 Members' Dinner 12:30 Discussion

J. Diamond/ Jason's Restaurant
D.Schmitt Re-Opening

24

Studio Painting

\

25

Genealogy Group
Noon

Club Night
SCA Opening

26

Literary Table
TBA

Choir 4:30

GHR means GREAT HALL RENTED

27

Music Table
Glenn Gould
School

28 29

Studio Painting

30

GHR

31

Studio Painting
SCA Open House

A. __ _ _ _ _ _ 4. __ _ _ _ _ _ A._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Please remember to
SEPTEMBER REMINDERS:

WED. SEPT. 22:

MON. SEPT. 27:

WED. SEPT. 29:

reserve with Molly: 597-0223

Special Members' Dinner featuring Presentation of 1999 Arts and Letters Award

Club Night. Members' Juried Show

Club Open House in support of Toronto Arts Week, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Music Table, noon. Trumpeter David Locke. Guests welcome.

Next Issue Deadline: Friday, October 15 at 1 p.m.
In LAMPSletter mailbox or by E-mail or fax to your Editors-addresses below.

EDITOR: Duggan Melhuish

Phone/Fax (416) 925-1597

E-mail Teed@idirect.com

"WHAT'S ON" EDITOR: Pat Harvie (In-Club Scheduled Events only)

Phone/Fax (416) 322-0552

E-mail pathar@interlog.com

Members' Parking Deal: At Minto Place underground garage (38 Elm Street)
with club-stamped parking stub: 11:45 a.m. to 2:15 p.m.-$6. After 5 p.m.-$4.

Sunday

/

f
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President's Notes

-^ - Junior memberships in The Arts

, (and Letters Club have been

) available for years, but only

, recently have we attempted to see

what we could do to make the

Club more relevant to our

younger members. History

suggests that these young people

- tjoin the Club full of enthusiasm

and high hopes but, before long,

they resign. What a waste.

Back in the days when The Arts and Letters Club

was young, the members who put this fledgling

institution on the country's cultural map were also

young. Very young. Take, for instance, the Group of

Seven-four of them, when they joined the Club, were

in their twenties, two were in their early thirties, and

"the old man" of the Group, J.E.H. Macdonald, was a

creaky thirty-eight. A.J. Casson ("number eight of the

Group of Seven"), who joined in 1920, was twenty-two.

Of our early musicians, charter member Healey Willan

was twenty-eight, while Ernest MacMillan, fresh home

from a German internment camp in 1919, was twenty-

six. Our tenth president, Vincent Massey, was all of

twenty-four when he became a member in 1911.

Imagine that-those men whose talent and energies

brought the Club to prominence would, today, be

considered Junior Members. It puts a different light on

things, does it not?

So I'm happy that this year, for the very first time (as

far as I know), our Junior Members are getting

acquainted with one another. They have had three

meetings to date and, in an effort to offer their services

to the Club, they are embarking on an exciting project.

Thanks to the remarkable generosity of magician David

Ben, another of our young and very talented members,

they're offering us the opportunity to see the premiere

of David's latest show, The Conjuror's Suite, newly

staged at the Royal Ontario Museum. This project will

give our Junior Members an opportunity to feel that

they, too, are a vital part of the Club. You'll find details above.

Please give them your support.

Margaret McBurney



Member News

Hearm congratulations to Richard

Outram, the winning entry in the
prestigious 1999 City of Toronto Book
Awards. Richard submitted his volume
of poems Benedict Abroad (The St.
Thomas Poetry Series) along with 76
other contestants. His win was
announced at Word on the Street on
September 26th to the cheers of a large
assembly of the arts community

including an impressive representation
from the A & L Club. Cameras

recorded Richard's delight as he
performed a little jig following the
announcement which, incidentally,
included the presentation of a cheque
for $10,000.

Tina Newlove's group, Tribe of
One, has returned safely from their
memorable trip to Kosovo, where they
worked with traumatized children. On
her return, Tina was featured in an
article by The National Post's city
columnist, Joe Fiorito, who last month
also wrote an enthusiastic piece about
Lois Darroch and the Club.

Raymond Peringer reports that
nine club members accepted the
invitation of the Crooked Creek
Cooking Company, a.k.a. Jim Morris,

to attend Sunday afternoon cooking
classes. Cosying into members'

kitchens, they began with the basics:
from pans and knives, how to use
them, types of salt, saving leftovers,
hors d'oeuvres, to a whole lot of things
to do with a chicken without getting
arrested. La grand finale in Jim's home
on Sept. 19th was an evening to
remember. Each class ended with
recipe handouts, alone worth the price
of admission. Raymond says, "Thanks
Jim, how about a reprise?"

Those who missed Lisa Lambert's

hit show, The Drowsy Chaperone, at
last summer's Fringe Festival, will be
glad to know that it is being re-staged
next month at Theatre Passe Muraille.
It features lyrics by Lisa, music by
Greg Morrison, and is based on the
book by Don McKellar and Bob
Martin. On stage you'll see Lisa, Don
McKellar, Bob Martin, Jonathan
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Crombie and Nick Johne. Previews are
November 24-27; regular run:
November 28-December 12.

Richard Outram tells us that on the
evening of Tuesday, September 28, the
first John Seltzer and Mark Seltzer
Memorial Lecture was given to the
Friends of the Thomas Fisher Rare
Book Library and guests by Leslie
Morris, Curator of Manuscripts,

Houghton Library, Harvard University.
Ms. Morris delighted and informed her
bibliophilic audience with a fascinating
account of the career of the doyen of
American booksellers, Dr. A.S. W.

Rosenbach: Tall Tales and True of
Bookselling in the Early Twentieth

Century. This was the first of the
annual lectures endowed by Doreen

Seltzer in memory of John, (who is
fondly remembered by so many Club
members) and of their son Mark.

There's still time to catch a
worthwhile exhibit, Citywide canvas;
Selections from the City of Torontos Art

Collection, at the Market Gallery
(second floor, south St. Lawrence
Market). Included are paintings by
York Wilson, A.J. Casson, Rudi Stussi

and other talented Club members. The
show runs to October 31st.

The Club's participation in
Toronto's Artsweek was a great success,
due in no small measure to the superb
organization of Jim Hubbard. Despite
a rainy day and the complication of

ongoing renovations, Jim and his

group of volunteers were able to direct

approximately 40 visitors through the
Club without difficulty. The Music
Table was of special interest to our

guests and many of them stayed for
lunch as well. Jim reports that there

was great interest in the Club from the
visitors with several indicating
prospective membership. All in all, a
success story, thanks to the efforts of

Jim, volunteers, committee chairs and,
in particular, to Jason Clarke and his
staff, who coped with a sudden influx
of lunch guests without missing a beat.

Barbara Howard's painting Fluke

at Sunrise, is one of ten works chosen

by the Royal Canadian Academy of
Arts on the invitation of the

Honourable Hilary M. Weston,
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, to
form a small exhibition to be installed
in early November in the reception
rooms of the Lieutenant Governor's
suite at Queen's Park. This painting
may be viewed on Barbara's web site
at:

www3. sympatico. ca/barbara.howard

New Members

Betsy Carr, of the famed Raging
Grannies, married to long-time

member Jack Carr, and proposed by
Madeline Freeman needs no
introduction to Club members.

And the same can be said for
Arthur Kennedy, returning member,

proposed by Lucy Giles.

Also in the well-known category,
Elizabeth King, proposed by and
married to another member, Stanley

King, is interested in contributing to
stage events and painting.

Commercial artist and landscape

painter, Dorothy Mould, proposed by
Art Steven, is another returning
member and married to member
Vernon Mould.

Sylvia Singer, proposed by Jane

Champagne, will enjoy associating
with fellow artists at the Club.

Playwright and occasional actor,
Michael Tait, proposed by Brian

Parker, will add to our group of not-
so-retired distinguished English

professors.
As will Milton Wilson, proposed

by Brian Parker. He is particularly
interested in participating in the
Literary and Music Tables.

In Memoriam

Jean Nasmith died on Tuesday,

September 28. An obituary will follow
in the next LAMPSLETTER.

Pat Stewart



People of the Club

John Pepall has been a member of the

Club only since 1993, but his

grandfather, George T. Pepall, was

among our early members.

Grandfather, who died in 1957, joined

in 1911 when the Club was only three

years old. He had previously been part

of a club with a sense of humour-

The Saturday Club. "The members

were an obscure and rather goofy

bunch" says John. "Judging by a few

pictures I have, they would wear silly

hats, or strange clothes, but they also

had talks on some edifying subject.

Many of them became members of the

Arts and Letters Club." From 1942 to

1945, grandfather George was

president of our Club. As the war was

ending, the Club sent a delegation to

Ottawa, promoting post-war re-

construction, a movement that

eventually gave birth to the Massey

Commission and The Canada

Council, "an interesting part of the

Club's history."

George T. was not involved with the

arts. But as Sigmund Samuel's general

manager, he was in the metal business,

and as such, was one of the first non-

professional Club presidents. John

treasures some old photos, one showing

his grandfather with Gus Bridle, the

Club's first secretary, and Paul Robson,

and another with Yousof Karsh.

John has been a lawyer since 1978.

Soon after joining the Club he became

chair of the Membership Committee

and today he is on the Executive

Committee as Club counsel. He has

not, as yet, had any knotty legal

problems to solve. One of his main

functions is being chair of the

Nominating Committee.

"I tend, as it were, to keep my own

counsel and from time to time

pronounce on legal issues. My tendency

is to be strictly conservative, if not

reactionary. I've always been interested in

the Club because of its historic

community, and although a

comparatively recent member, I try to see

things in a long-range perspective to help

the Club maintain its traditions and its

character."

John likes to write and has had articles

in such publications as The Literary Revue

of Canada, Books in Canada and The Idler.

The last one is significant because there he

became acquainted with the magazine's

graphic designer, Mitzi Hamilton, whom

-he married last April. This event, plus

moving into a new house, has made it a

busy year for John but he manages to

attend occasional meetings, such as those

of the Music Table which is "a beautiful

sort of arrangement with a convivial

lunch in a marvelous context."

Fergus Cronin

Archive Notes
Renovation of the Archives/Library space is close to completion, and

may be complete when you read the November LAMPSletter. The new

shelving system has been installed, and by the end of October we

anticipate being fully operational again.

My thanks to Raymond Peringer and David Skene-Melvin for

responding to the research questions which appeared in the July issue.

Members' participation and assistance makes the Archives a living thing.

Donations continue to be gratefully received. Most recently thanks

go to David Fry for a box of varied Club memorabilia including

photographs, music, scripts and publications.

Fergus Cronin got my full attention by bringing in a small but jaw-

dropping collection of original correspondence (dated 1929-34) signed

by Fred Haines, J.E.H. MacDonald, Arthur Lismer, Lawren Harris,

A.Y. Jackson and Fred Varley.

This illustrates the principle that there is always more material

waiting to be found and I encourage members (in their rare idle

moments) to consider whether they are in possession of documents that

may find an appropriate, safe and useful home in the Club Archives.

I repeat, for those considering making a donation (however small),

please accompany it with a note stating the nature and source of the

ift. How else will I be able to thank you?

Finally, does anyone have a photograph of Jack Wildridge? One is

being sought for a book in preparation on Leonard Brooks.

Scott James

THE ARTS AND LETTERS CLUB

S(\ AN
t VININC

7TC AMUSI

WORDS AND MUSIC BY

NEL CCOWAIID
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS

ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY

OCOUIJMiT DINNEI
BY JASON'S RESTAURANT

BY CLUB MEMBERS

WED. DEC. 1, 1999
DINNER AT 6:30

SHOW AT 8:30

DINNER AND SHOW $30.00
SHOW ONLY $10.00
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"Remember when..." or "You've come a long way baby"
'hen I read the mouth watering "Menu to die for"

(Members' Dinner, September issue) I realized just how far
the Club has come. When I joined fourteen years ago, as one
of the founding women Members, Members' Dinners were
distinctly different. For starters, there were free drinks before
dinner! The bar for liquor was set up on a long table in the
Lamps Room and generous measures were poured by two or
three selected (male) members. Wow! But-nary a dram was
issued until the president, in his robe of office, marched

through the lounge holding on high the great silver tureen
filled with Manhattan Cocktail. This ceremony was
accompanied by vigorous hand clapping and whoops of joy.
Now, we could all partake of a drink-or two! One of the
regular member bartenders knew what I liked and a triple
martini was ready and lined up, waiting just for me when the
bar opened. Nice guy. Wine and beer were served from the
lounge bar, then located across the north end of the lounge,
out from where the elevator is now situated. Beer was served
in wonderful old pewter tankards. There are only four of
them left, safely stored in the archives.

Can you find R. Peringer, J. Irwin, K. Morrison, J. McLean,

D. Hore, Z. Buchanan, J. Manning, JDaly?And Waldo?

The great gong summoned us to dinner, as it still does,
but there was no preplanning of seats. You took your chances
and it was a fine way to meet fellow members. There was one
exception. One member, now deceased, always sat at a
particular table with his chosen friends. Heaven help you if
you tried to sit there! Some of you will remember who-!
The president sat nestled in the big golden wing chair,
sipping wine from a crystal goblet at the head of the
-President's Table." The chair is now in the third floor
studio, where many models and members have been
observed nodding off, from time to time.
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Following the rituals of grace etc. that we do today, dinner
was served. Unlike the energetic and attractive servers whom
we now enjoy, the Club staff, including the manager, but not
the chef, were all women of indeterminate age-not young
and no red heads. Blue, maybe.

Sliced Wonder Bread was always on the table, probably in
the same bread baskets that we use today, but I do miss the
real butter balls. Remember? The china was white and bore
the Club crest in blue. Very nice. Dinner was always the
same. A sad salad, drunk with dressing, or a salty soup
followed by a thick slab of well cooked roast beef, drowning
in gravy; roast potatoes and maybe Yorkshire Pudding, at
least I think that's what it was. And always very well cooked

vegetables, with no regard to the season. Not an asparagus
spear in sight! Having consumed the bread, each member at
the table would throw some paper money in the empty
basket and a couple of bottles of wine would be
forthcoming. Of course, one of the member bar tenders
would have filled a couple of large tumblers with scotch,

prior to the bar closing before dinner. He would then top up
the glasses of his scotch drinking pals. Och, it was all such

good fun. Dessert seldom varied: a big wedge of crisp apple
pie, topped with a hunk of yellow cheddar cheese. If you
couldn't handle that you were given a Mackintosh apple.

And throughout the evening-smoking following dinner,
in the Great Hall, in the lounge, everywhere, and not just
cigarettes-pipes and cigars too. About eleven years ago the
Executive, which by then included three women, passed a
resolution to ban smoking in the Great Hall and shortly
thereafter, throughout the Club.

For me Members' Dinners are still the highlight of the
month. Although they have changed considerably, many of the
treasured traditions continue, even as we move forward in

keeping up with the times. Alas, no free bar, but lots of crisp
asparagus! The warmth of friends and the spirit of camaraderie
that we experience at all Arts and Letters Club functions is

especially evident at Members' Dinners. And I love it.

Zora Buchanan

Members' Dinner Toast

Here's a health unto Her Majesty
With a Fa, La, La, La, La, La, La,

Confusion to Her enemies

With a Fa, La, La, La, La, La, La
And he/she that will not drink Her health,

I wish him/her neither wit nor wealth,

Nor yet a rope to hang him/herself,
With a Fa, La, La, La, La, La, La.



Jean Townsend
Exhibition

A Life in Art

Toronto
Heliconian Club

Opening Oct. 30
12-4 p.m.

To November 24

Gallery hours vary
L Call 416-922-3618

"2000" Celebration is fully
booked.

ARTS & LETTERS CLUB But there are always

cancellations.

If you wish to put

your name on the

waiting list contact

Doug Purdon:

Tel: 416-757-3126
Fax: 416-759-9116

The headdress making workshops

for November 27 & 28

have been cancelled.

Circa 70 days until the millennium!

Arts and Letters painter artists

interested in exhibiting at Victoria

College in the autumn of 2000 or

spring of 2001 should contact

Dorothy Parker at 416-921-3963 or

E-mail at d.parker@utoronto.ca

Writers

and Would Be Writers
The Theatre Committee is looking for

material for the Spring Show. Don't be

shy because we are receptive to all new

ideas. We are interested in anything

you have to send us: skits, jokes,

monologues, dialogues, soliloquies-

just keep them coming! Our only

stipulations are-keep them short and

sweet and punchy, no more than five

minutes, and topical if dealing with a

current issue. The title for this Show is

r Geoffrey

Armstrong

Echoes

Paintings of

Georgian Bay

Roberts Gallery
641 Yonge Street

Opening
Nov. 5, 5-8 p.m.

Li
To November 26

"Nuts in May." Yes, the 2000's Spring

Show will be performed entirely in

May. All submissions should be in to

Julian Muloch's mail box by

December 15, 1999. Looking forward

to hearing from you.

Grey Owl visits the Club
With the release of the absorbing and
stimulating film, Grey Owl, the media

are filled with unflattering stories of

that enigmatic person. Let's put a

positive spin on this saga, with some

A & L connections.

Grey Owl's publisher, Rache Lovat

Dickson, introduced him to the Club

in 1936. To mark the occasion,

Arthur Lismer, Charles Comfort and

Floyd Chalmers did sketches of him

in his book The adventures ofSajo and

her beaver people. It's in our library and

copies of the sketches hang in the

front hall.

For a study of Archie Blaney and the

creation of the Grey Owl persona, read

From the Land of Shadows: the making

of Grey Owl by Donald Smith, a copy

of which the author gave us. Prof.

Smith, a consultant on the film, spoke

to the Club in 1990. He opined that

the Lismer drawing showed Belaney's

fear of exposure as an Englishman, and

not the Scot and Apache parents as he

had claimed. The North Bay Nugget

held back the full story until after his

death in 1938, age 50.

Archie Grey Owl will be

II

L
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Opening Nov. 13, 1-5 p.m.
To December 8

Gallery Hours

Tues.-Sat. 11-5

remembered for his spirit of adventure

and his advocacy of environmental

protection-years ahead of his time.

"Give us education, give us

recognition, and we will look after

your north country for you," he said.

A lake in Temagami bears his name.

On his retirement as publisher at

Macmillan's in London, Dickson

became an active Club member. Along
with fellow publisher Donald

Sutherland, he co-founded the

Literary Table in 1982. Dickson's

superb two-volume autobiography,
which includes the Grey Owl story, is
also in our library.

Raymond Peringer

Dear Editor-

I am enjoying the new look of

LAMPSletter. Most informative and

easy to read. But my drawing pen is

running out of ink and I do wish some

other members would contribute

drawings to grace the pages of our

newsletter. Please.

Zora Buchanan

Artwork

Page 1: Likeness of David Ben by Pat
Patterson. Page 2: Sketch by Arthur

Lismer: author of menu unknown.

Page 3: Photo by Jim Parr. Page 4:
Photo from A & L archives. Drawing
from A & L Club promotion brochure.

Page 6: Drawing by Julian Muloch.
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Ron Bolt

The Yorkshire

Collection

Russell Gallery
138 Simcoe Street,

Peterborough

705-743-0151
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Web Site
In August almost 300 connections were made with our web

site, and September will be close to 400!

People are checking all the pages including the history of

the Club, background of 14 Elm St., our activities calendar,

and picking up or looking at the drawings and designs

throughout the many pages.

In your search engine window, type "arts+letters+club,"

hit Enter and tell me if any of our pages show up. Restrict

your search to Canada if the first try doesn't work. Of course

you can always type in: www.interlog.com/-artslets/

Dean Becker idbecker@inforamp.net

November's Smile
Dr. A.S.W. Rosenbach, the famous antique book dealer was

renowned for never disclosing to a client the price that he

had paid for any book that he was selling. However one day

he sold a book for $10,100. The buyer asked how he had

established such an odd price.

"When I awoke this morning I decided that this was the

day that I was going to make $10,000 profit."

With thanks (?) to Pat MacCulloch

And More

JASON'S RESTAURANT

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

Trot your taste buds down to the Club every Friday

to enjoy the food (and friendship) at Jason's Restaurant.

Guests welcomed too.

Two sittings: 5:30-7:00 p.m. and 7:00-8:30 p.m.

A la carte choices at an attractive price range.

Please book with Molly.

BE COOL AT THE CLUB

NEXT SUMMER!

Please donate to the Club's Air Conditioning Fund,

half of cost to be borne

by a generous member...

if the rest of us come up with the other half!

Donations and info-call Bill Buchanan, 486-7450.

WINE TASTING

Thursday, DEC. 2

Sommellier Marta Dumet presides at

another of our popular wine-tasting events.

Details in next issue, but mark your calendar now.

Tuesday, NOV. 3-Noon

PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP
Meeting place: Lobby of the Art Gallery of Ontario, to tour

the Cindy Sherman retrospective.

Questions? Call Brian Summers, 324-9806.

Friday, NOV. 5-Noon

WRITERS' GROUP
For our featured speaker we point with pride to Richard

Outram, who recently won the City of Toronto Book Prize

for his poetry collection, "Benedict Abroad."

His talk will be "On Blockheads."

Saturday, NOV. 6

OUTDOOR SKETCHERS GROUP
Sketch (or just admire) the autumn colour

at the farm of lan and Mary McGillivray,

just WEST (please note correction) of Newmarket.

Potluck lunch as usual. Maps available at bar.

Questions? Call Ellen Frei at 369-9564.

Tuesday, NOV. 9-6 p.m.

POETRY GROUP
Our special theme this week: "Music/Sound."

Monday, NOV. 29-10 a.m.

GENEALOGY GROUP
Meeting place: Reception area of the handsome new

Toronto Archives building, 255 Spadina Rd.

(1 block north of Dupont subway).

Tour includes a film, then we're back to the Club for lunch.

Sunday, NOV. 7-11:30 a.m.

A CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
TO LAUNCH OUR NEW CLUB CD-ROM

Designed by member Bobbi Wagner and two fellow

computer whizzes from Sheridan College, this interactive

"virtual tour" of Club premises, history, personalities and

activities will astound and delight you.

Bobbi will demonstrate (on a big screen) how the viewer

can "click" his or her way at will through the CD-ROM's

contents-all the Club's glories, past and present, at one's

fingertips. This is a first-of-its-kind event. Don't miss it!

Glamorous Brunch with free glass of bubbly, just $15*

Friday, NOV. 5-8 p.m. in the Lounge.

SPECIAL NEW EVENT-"JUNIORS' NIGHT"
This could be the start of something big - from now on, the

first Friday of each month, our Junior Members can meet,

mingle and enjoy a special evening tailored just to their

tastes. Come help us launch it-why not start with dinner at

Jason's Restaurant?

Questions, comments or ideas-

call Michaela Morrison, 487-8173.
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y Tables
Monday, NOV. 1

KEMPTON COREY KEEBLE
Curator, Royal Ontario Museum

A gorgeously illustrated discussion on
the outstanding stained-glass windows

created by McCausland and Co.
on the campus of the University of Toronto.

Monday, NOV. 8
"BLESS 'EM ALL"

A particularly moving Evening of Remembrance
honouring Joan Hall's uncle, Company Sergeant-Major

Frederick Hall of the 8th Canadian Infantry,
posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross in 1916.

Sgt.-Major Hall's Victoria Cross and Citations,
together with his other medals, will be on display.

The Songs of World Wars I and II:
Joan Hall and Jean Edwards

Readings: Julian Mulock, Rob Prince, Caroline Skorayko
Accompanist: Ruth Morawetz

Monday, NOV. 15
THE SMALL PAINTINGS SHOW

Opening Night of an exhibition of selected small works
created by Club members (and a great opportunity to

purchase an art-ful Christmas gift or two!)

Monday, NOV. 22
TWO-PIANO RECITAL

by Tema Blackstone and Hung-Kuan Chen
These outstanding pianists perform internationally and are

Faculty members of Calgary's Mount Royal College.
Ms. Blackstone's father and grandfather

(a founding member of Hart House Quartet)
were Club members.

Monday, NOV. 29
MILLENNIUM CHRISTMAS POSTER EXHIBIT

To mark the significant Event that took place 2,000 years
ago, the Great Hall and Lounge will be magically

transformed into a courtyard outside the Inn and Stable in
Bethlehem. Posters will depict scenes from the past and

future two millennia.

ARTISTS NOTE: Please submit unframed works,
15" x 20" size only, horizontal or vertical.

Details and deadline info at the Club.

ART STORAGE SPACE:
Sorry, there is still no space available-please pick up works

promptly on date show ends. Consult calendar.

Club Nights-Bar 5:30 p.m., Dinner 6:30.
Price $12*

* Food prices include all taxes.

Please remember to BOOK WITH MOLLY.

Tuesday, NOV. 2
GERALD OWEN: "Reviews of Books-Types and Purposes"

Tuesday, NOV. 9
JOSEPH POPE: "Early Canadian Book Publications

and the Art of Collecting Them"

Tuesday, NOV. 16
LOIS DARROCH

reads from the poetry introductions to chapters of her novel
of the Canadian North, "Time Between Akuningini."

Tuesday, NOV. 23
DR. BRUCE MEYER: "Vasari's Lives of The Artists and the

Modern Cult of Personality"

Tuesday, NOV. 30
MARTHA BAILLIE reads from her recently published

novel, "Madame Balashovskaya's Apartment"

Literary Table meets at Noon, 3rd floor Studio.
Soup/Sandwich Lunch, $8*

Wednesday, NOV. 3
FINALISTS FROM

THE CANADIAN MUSIC COMPETITION
A sparkling recital from music celebrities of the future,

performing works by Schubert, Saint-Saens, Haydn, Schedrin.

Wednesday, NOV. 10
THE GLENN GOULD PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
Our monthly date with performers from this prestigious

School: always a musical treat.

Wednesday, NOV. 17
REGENT PARK SCHOOL OF MUSIC

A first Club appearance by this delightful and talented children's
group, under the direction of its founder Bernard Farley.

Wednesday, NOV. 24
TENOR STEPHEN HARLAND

The second of our very special "3 Tenors" Series of
performances. A unique opportunity to hear what is

undoubtedly a soon-to-be-famous voice.

Lunch, 12:15 p.m. Recital, 1-2 p.m. Cost $11*

NOTE SPECIAL DAY: Friday, NOV. 26
DR. JACK GRANATSTEIN

One of Canada's most distinguished historians (and a
prolific author), Dr. Granatstein is Director and C.E.O. of the

Canadian War Museum in Ottawa, wherein over 800
paintings by Club artists are stored. He will have much

of interest to say about the Museum and its future.

Time: 6:30 for 7. Price: $24* Please book early.
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November 1999
_I__ _ _ _ I -I rII-

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4 5 6

Club Night, Lit. Table, Music Cttee, Painters Sketchers,
K.C. Keeble G. Owen 11 a.m. Writers Grp., MacGillivrays

Choir, Photo Grp., R. Outram GHR
4:30 p.m. Noon, AGO Jason's Rest.

Music Table, Junior's
GHR eve Can Finalists Night, 8 p.m.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Painters Exec. Cttee, Lit. Table, Music Table, Remembrance Painters SCA Show
5:15 p.m. J. Pope Glenn Gould Day ends

Champers Sch. NEWSLETTER
Brunch- Club Night, Choir, 4:30 DEADLINE, GHR
CD ROM "Bless 'Em 1 p.m.
Launch All" Poetry Grp.,

6 p.m. Jason's Rest.

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Painters Club Night, Lit. Table, Music Table, GHR eve Painters David
Small L. Darroch Regent Pk Ben Invit.,
Paintings School Jason's Rest. ROM

Choir, Choir, GHR eve
4:30 p.m. GHR eve GHR eve

Newsletter
stuffing

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

Painters Club Night, Lit. Table, Music Table, Painters GHR eve
Piano Duo Dr. B. Meyer S. Harland

Members'
Choir, GHR eve Dinner, Dr. J.
4:30 p.m. Granatstein

No Jason's

28

Painters

29

Genealogy
Grp.,
Tor. Archives

Club Night,
Xmas
Posters

30

Lit. Table,
M. Baillie

Choir,
4:30 p.m. Please remember to BOOK WITH MOLLY

GHR means GREAT HALL RENTED

.1 ______ _ L I I

OCTOBER REMINDERS:
WED. OCT. 27: Music Table, Glenn Gould School

SAT. OCT. 31: SCA Open House

Next Issue Deadline: Friday, November 12 at 1 p.m.
In LAMPSletter mailbox or by E-mail or fax to your Editors-addresses below.

EDITOR: Duggan Melhuish "WHAT'S ON" EDITOR: Pat Harvie (In-

Phone/Fax (416) 925-1597 Phone/Fax (416) 322-0552
E-mail Teed@idirect.com E-mail pathar@interlog.com

Club Scheduled Events only)
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President's Notes

You may have

wondered if the/ renovations to our

building would ever be

finished. But finished

they are-except for a

few last minute details.

W ~ Our thanks to

architect, lan

McGillvray, for whom

this project was an

ongoing headache, caused by a series of

unforeseen problems that arose with dismaying

frequency. Most were due to the building's

age-it's 107 years old-and original plans have

long since disappeared. During those years,

renovations were often conducted in a make-do,

patch-work manner-and these shortcuts finally

caught up with us. But now we can begin to

enjoy our enlarged archives/library office; a

small second-floor washroom; a spacious coat

room; clean, cheerful dressing rooms;

washrooms; storerooms for theatre and art

equipment-and a new, safer staircase leading

down from the stage. New carpeting will soon

brighten the lounge and the coat room.

Thanks also to our past and present Vice-

Presidents (House), Lorna Kelly and Pamela

Cluff. Lorna, an interior designer, and Pam,

an architect, spent countless hours on the

project, representing us, in consultation with

the contractor and architect. And special

commendation to Vice-President Don

Pounsett who-twice-during the summer

was called to the Club in the middle of the

night to deal with a malfunctioning fire-alarm.

It was our staff, however, who endured most of

the discomfort. In particular, Jason Clarke,

who took over in August as general manager

and was faced with dust, daily disruptions, a

few disenchanted members and (sometimes)

crankv renters. Not once did I see him lose his

cheerful, professional demeanour.

Ye Annual Boar's Head Dinner December 16, 1999

You will soon have an opportunity to see it all for yourself. After our two

Holiday Luncheons (December 21 and 22), we are offering guided tours of

our new facilities. Or, if you'd prefer, look around on Sunday, January 2,

2000 when, for the first time, we're opening our doors for a New Year's levee!

Please come. We'll celebrate the new millennium-and our handsome,

historic, and, I'm sure you'll agree, quite wonderful, newly-renovated building.

Margaret McBurney
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New Members

\Xe give a hearty welcome this month to:
Four new Junior members: Meredith

Cartwright, proposed by Peter

Hermant, is interested in writing,

directing and performance art;

Elizabeth Pentland, proposed by Peter
Oliphant, is interested in all the arts,
but particularly creative writing;
Cameron Smiley, proposed by Mark
Peros, looks forward to meeting other
writers and painters; and Anna
Withrow, proposed by Leonid

Rosenberg, is active in film and theatre.
And to two out of town members:

Podi Lawrence, proposed by

Margaret McBurney, is a painter and
supporter of the arts, and Alan Stein,

proposed by Les Tibbles, is also a
painter and printmaker.

And to: Patricia Binns, proposed

by Barbara Oliver, is a publisher

interested in arts and culture; Trevor
Ellis, proposed by David Ben, is keen
on film and theatre; James Hewson,
proposed by Harry Coughey, is an
interior design specialist interested in
textiles; Carol McGirr, proposed by
Rod Carruthers, is a storyteller
interested in drama and music; and
Thisbe Schenk, proposed by her
husband Os Schenk, is a painter.
Thisbe is a granddaughter of a

member and a cousin of founding

member E. Wyly Grier.

News of Members

The Montreal Gazette has given a
complimentary and lengthy review to
Herbert Whittaker's new book,
Setting the Stage; Montreal Theatre,

1920-1949, published by McGill-
Queen's University Press, which
describes Herbie's participation in the
Montreal theatre scene as set designer
and director for amateur theatre

companies while simultaneously

writing as theatre critic for the Gazette
during those years before he came to
Toronto as theatre critic for the Globe
& Mail. (Thanks to Jean Edwards for

supplying the review.)

Jack Downing has been nominated

for the Governor-General's Caring
Canadian Award by the town council of
Shelburne for his successful fundraising
efforts for a park which will bear his
name. Jack has also written a mystery
novel, Arranging Destiny, published by
Enterprise Productions.

A further Arts and Letters Club
connection to Grey Owl has been

reported by second generation

member Peter Aykroyd. The
wilderness expertise of Stephanie

Aykroyd (third generation member)

and her husband, Hap Wilson, was
employed to coach actor Pierce

Brosnan in his role as Grey Owl

during production of the recently
released feature film. Stephanie and

Hap's latest book, Wilderness

Manitoba, Land Where the Spirit Lives,

published by Boston Mills/Stoddart,
was supported by and endorses the

Grey Owl Nature Trust, a new

charitable foundation supporting
charities working to restore and
preserve Canada's environment.

The Kidney Foundation has

selected a donated reproduction of a
Zora Buchanan painting for its 1999
Christmas card. It depicts Zora taking
her annual skate at Rockefeller Centre
when she was a war guest on Long
Island in her youth.

Barbara Howard, R.C.A., was
honoured this month when her

painting, Fluke at Sunrise, was among
nine works chosen by the Royal
Canadian Academy of Arts to hang in
the Lieutenant-Governor's Suite at

Queen's Park. The show, Traces ofLand,
Traces ofPeople: Contemporary Images of
Ontario, continues until July, 2000.

Gary Stark has been busy in his
studio, the Imagination Centre

Workshop, on top of Blue Mountain.

In June he participated in a studio tour

sponsored by Blue Mountain for the
Arts. In October he joined a group of
Georgian Bay painters and sculptors
called 4 -Directions in a show at
Christopher's Restaurant in
Collingwood. During November Gary
is showing with the same group in the
Collingwood Library. This fall Gary's
career as a designer, painter, sculptor
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particularly missed by many of the

painters.

Pat Stewart

and teacher was featured on the Rogers
cable channel 54 program, One on One.

A former member of the Club who
died in 1988, Jennings David Young,
was a patron of the Tom Thomson Art
Gallery in Owen Sound. In his will he

gave a generous surprise gift to the gallery
of 25 works of art, primarily Group of
Seven artists and their contemporaries, as
well as a large sum of money.

This summer, Leon Katz made a

unique gift to the Thomas Fisher Rare
Book Library. It's an autograph book like

no other. Mementos for Leon contains
341 paintings, sketches, prints collages,

autographs, partial musical scores, poetry
and prose. All collected by Leon and his

wife Johanna on their world travels from
1970-1998. In addition to work of such
well-known Canadians as Frye, Casson,
Davies, Atwood, Lismer and

Applebaum, it boasts work by
international celebrities, Moore, Chagall,

Warhol, Serkin, Segovia and others. The
appraiser of the gift described it as a
"document of national and international

cultural history, a testament to Mr. Katz's

vision, his sense of adventure, his great
love of the arts and his perseverance."
Thanks to Leon and Johanna it is now
available to us all.

In Memoriam

Jean Nasmith died September 28,

1999. After working as a dress designer
and raising a family, Jean studied at

the Artists' Workshop, printmaking at
the Ontario College of Art and life
drawing in San Miguel de Allende. In

1961, she joined Jim Houston at Cape
Dorset, where he was teaching
printmaking to Innuit artists. In 1977
she married graphic artist, Eric

Nasmith, and began to concentrate on
watercolours. She spent her summers
at Nair's Inlet near Pointe au Baril and

served a term as municipal councillor
for the District of Parry Sound. A
long-time member of the Heliconian

Club, she joined the Arts and Letters
Club in 1986 where she will be



People of the Club

Kirk Howard, a member of the Club

for the past five years, does not look

'bookish,' nor is he a bookie or a

bookmaker, although his life is

surrounded by books. Kirk is a book

publisher, and president of Dundurn

Press, the firm he started 26 years ago.

Since becoming a member, Kirk has

moved his office from The Beaches to

Market Street in downtown Toronto

"so I could make more use of the Club

during the day time." He can walk to

the Club, avoiding any problems with

parking, and he finds the Club a

convenient and attractive place to take

an out-of-town author for lunch. "I

always take them on a tour of the

Club, and they're always dazzled by its

cultural history. Our members have

included just about anyone who is

somebody in the world of culture in

Toronto."

Kirk, then, is a booster, and he is

particularly keen on Club lunches

where one can sit anywhere and feel

welcome. "It's our cultural mix that

makes the table talk so interesting."

Being an architectural conservationist,

Kirk especially appreciates our

venerable building, and his firm

publishes "a fair number of books on

art and architecture, including the first

of what I plan to be a series on

Canadian architects."

The competition facing Canadas

4,000 new titles a year is fierce (because

of 50,000 published yearly in the U.K.

and 80,000 in the U.S.) but the ability

of our book industry to sell abroad is

helping Canadian writers, says Kirk.

"Through the infrastructure that s been

built up, the Canadian publishing

industry, with foreign-rights sales

departments, or with literary agents,

which are fairly new in Canada, is able

to sell books abroad, which never

happened before to any extent."

The recent advent of the book

superstore can only help business, he

says. In spite of the lure of television,

people are reading more than ever:

"Everybody reads on the Go Train (he

commutes from Keswick) and/or the

subway." As for the price of books:

"you can read them, put them away to

read again, and if you're careful

reading them, you can give them away

as presents-all for half the cost of a

theatre ticket!"

Fergus Cronin

Archive Notes
Given the longstanding close association between the Club

and the Ontario College of Art and Design, your Archivist

has offered all possible help in planning the celebration of

OCAD's 125th anniversary. The following memo from Joyce

Young describes "Project 2001"... Please help if you can.

"The Ontario College of Art and Design will celebrate its

125th anniversary by launching Project 2001. Three major

events are planned:

(1 The Archival exhibit at the OCAD Gallery, April/May

2000. This exhibit will feature artifacts, Beaux Arts Ball

posters, letters, historic teaching aids, press clippings,
audio and film clips.

(2) The OCAD Scrapbook, to be published May, 2001. This

will be a provocative socio-political collage, rich in

visuals, which documents the challenges, conflicts and

changes which shaped Canada's premiere art and design

school.

(3) The Women's Exhibit, May 2001. This will feature

drawings and paintings by living women artists who were

taught at OCA by members of the Group of Seven,

1925-1932. The exhibit will examine how the shift from

representational to non-representational art affected these

women.

Joyce adds, "In the course of the past 125 years, the paths

of the Arts and Letters Club and OCAD have crossed,

merged, become intertwined, and diverged. Perhaps in the

process of sharing our related histories and envisioning our

futures, those paths will again cross."

Scott James

Also Archival

This sketch by Scott Carter is a study for the spectacular

Executive List of 1918-19. It depicts the arts on parade led

by Father Time, scythe and hour glass in hand. A child

thumbs his nose at him, reminding us perhaps that Vita may

be brevis, but Ars is longa.

Alexander Scott Carter, R.C.A., M.R.A.I.C., Royal

Academy London School of Architecture Silver Medalist,

Royal Architectural Institute of Canada Allied Arts Medalist,

was an architect, heraldic artist, designer and decorator. One-

time Club Archivist, he was a member from 1917 until his

death in 1968. We know him best as the designer of five

continued on page 4
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The Boar's Head

The English medieval custom of

serving the head of a boar at

Christmas derives from Nordic

religious rites. In the 7th century,

parts of Northern Europe worshiped

Freyr, the god of fertility, prosperity

and peace. He rode a boar which was

considered to possess protective

powers. At Yuletide, a boar was

sacrificed in Freyr's honour. In 1170,

Henry II ordered a boar's head for his

son's coronation feast. A similar

ceremony took place at the

coronation of Henry V in 1413.

The serving of a Boar's head at

Queen's College, Oxford, originated

in the late middle ages, and springs

from a student's bold act. Wandering

in the forest one day, reading Aristotle,

he was attacked by a wild boar. With

the cry, "Graecum est" (it's Greek) he
choked the beast by thrusting the
book down its throat, thus killing the

savage with the sage. The Oxonian cut

off its head, and brought it to the

College, where to great applause, it
was carried into the dining hall.

It was Henry VIII who combined

the Boar's Head procession with

Christmas festivities.

Over the years, the ceremony
became elaborate, with jesters,

mummers, and other jovial

entertainments. Minstrels added music

and song. Appearing in the earliest

printed collection of carols (1521), the
Boar's Head Carol is sung by a solo

voice, with everyone joining in the

Latin chorus: "Caput apri defero

reddens laudes Domino" (I carry the
boar's head giving praise to the Lord).

The Boar's Head at the Arts and

Letters Club dates back to 1910, our first

Christmas in the Adelaide Street court

building. This is our 90th. We claim it as

the oldest, continuous such ceremony in
North America. Along with the singing
of The First Noel, it has become one of

our most cherished traditions.

This year's Master of the Revels,
Malcolm McGrath, and his helpers,
will present all the pageantry,
diversions and merriment of olden

times-as much as may be
determined from our archival records.

Raymond Peringer

Also Archival continued from page 3

Executive Lists in the lounge, the Hart

House Quartet tribute in the inner

hall, the 1939 Boar's Head

programme on the lower level, and the

water colour in Molly's office. His

output included presentation books,

certificates of honour, illuminated

addresses, war memorials, trophies,

plaques and bookplates, each unique

and executed in paint, gilt, gesso,

silver, gold, precious stones, leather

and carved wood. Architectural

decorations include the Great Hall of

Hart House, Strachan Hall of Trinity
College, and the handsome altar

screens in St. Thomas Anglican

Church and Grace Church on-the-

Hill. He designed logos for Massey

Hall, Upper Canada College, Toronto

Board of Education and Sheridan

Nurseries.

The Globe and Mail columnist

Pearl McCarthy wrote of him words

which resonate today! "It is to be

hoped, that amid the business of doing
4

things in a dashing and effective way,
our cultural life may never lack some

artists who specialize in creating things
as finely as possible."

In 1958, Carter accepted Honorary
Life Membership: "It is truly a
distinction I shall always value. I have

had the privilege of being a member of

that noble company for something like

40 years, years which I can truthfully say
were among the happiest of my life."

Raymond Peringer



ATSETS Sunday, January 2, 2000

2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p. m.

The President and Executive Committee

cordially invite all members and their families to

meet and greet the new millennium together.

Our Great Hall will be decked out in holiday finery for

the occasion. Listen to wonderful music provided by Ron

Sorley and Jack Yocum. Jim Helik will be weaving his

special magic for us. Delectable refreshments will be

available. Note the Club's first ever levee in your calendar

now! We look forward to seeing you there.

Outdoor Sketching Group

Wonderful hospitality, 'painterly' locations, good company,

sunny weather and an always appetizing array of dishes made

six summer Saturdays most pleasurable outings. On a

potluck basis, these sociable get togethers welcome, in a

venue mostly ultra vires the city proper, sketchers,

photographers and those of us who enjoy conversation. A big

thank you to all those presently involved. If someone is

interested in hosting the group in the summer of 2000,

please contact Ellen Frei, 416-369-9564.

PLAN TO ATTEND

The Arts and Letters

HOLIDAY LUNCH

Delicious Repast Only $20.00

SEASONAL ENTERTAINMENT

Breathtaking Excitement

BLISSFUL CAROLS

The First Nowell

TUESDAY DECEMBER 21

Or if you prefer

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 22

Both at 12:00 noon

"2000 Celebration"

Hope!! Your Celebration committee is

delighted to report that we have been able

to accommodate all members on the

waiting list. A few more spaces may be

available. Please call Doug Purdon,

416-759-3126. Circa 38 days. Imagine!

Burns' Supper

The most popular, annual Scottish celebration of the songs

and poetry of the Bard! Malcolm Sinclair will be our host

par excellence ably assisted by David McKane. Reg Wallace

and Zora Buchanan will be the toaster and toastee and Alex

Munro will blow the pipes with great gusto.

Enjoy a traditional Scottish dinner including the infamous

HAGGIS at its best, washed down wi" a wee dram. Wines

are included and a drambui to follow. Ye'll no go awa' thirsty!

Take time now to put the date (January 25, 2000) of this

major event into your calendar. Based on historic popularity

guests are limited to one per member until January 5, after

which reservations for additional guests will be accepted,

space permitting. Details to follow in the next issue.

Deck the Walls

Look for Club artist's exhibiting their work in the "Deck the

Walls" art sale at Trinity College, 6 Hoskin Avenue, Toronto,

November 24 from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and continuing

through November 28. 416-978-2651.

Many Club artists who are also elected members of the "5

Societies" annually donate small paintings to support the John

B. Aird Gallery. The ninth annual silent auction of small

works is on Thursday December 2 from 6:00 p.m. to

9:00 p.m. at the John B. Aird Gallery, Bay at Wellesley. The

show is open for viewing and advance bidding from November

30. Great opportunities to pick up a Christmas gift!

Fringe Festival

Lisa Lambert's very popular The Drowsy Chaperone is into its

second run. Lyrics by Lisa. Book co-authored by Don

McKellar who also appears in the show. November 24 -

December 12 at Theatre Passe Muraille. Tickets 872-1212.
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Chester Massey House Update

Thanks to some judicious nudging from various quarters,

The Ontario Realty Corp. has assigned a professional facility

management firm to ensure that the boyhood home of

Vincent and Raymond Massey on Jarvis Street is made less

vulnerable to vandalism. New locks have been provided, the

basement windows boarded, and motion detectors are to be

installed in the near future. This, sadly, is a 'barn door'

scenario, since the house has already suffered a fair amount of

damage to the interior. Fortunately, in what was the Masseys'

gallery, an exquisite mural by charter member Gustav Hahn

remains unscathed.



Yes You Can

The Theatre Committee is hosting an informal meeting and

reading of scripts for anyone interested in becoming involved

with the spring show 'Nuts In May.' The meeting will be held

January 12, 2000 at 7:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the

A & L Club. Now don't be shy because we need you, both on

stage and behind the scenes to put together the best spring

show ever. We are looking for all levels of skill and a variety of

talents. There will be work for everyone! Let's welcome 2000

with a bang and leave the audience yelling for more.

LAMPSweek

February 21-25, 2000. Details in issues to follow.

Ian McGillvray, in robes of

academe, about to become a

Fellow ofthe RoyalArchitectural

Institute of Canada. Spring,

1999, in Vancouver.

Notable
* An update to your 1998 members' telephone directory is

included with this LAMPSletter. It has been arranged in

such a way that you can enter in your existing directory

the changes on the left half of the page. If you wish, you

can then cut the page vertically and tape the additions to

the back page. Too complicated? Then suit yourself in

dealing with it! The Communications Committee is

grateful to Ann Schabus, our computer expert and

Secretary to the Executive, as well as to Molly Smith, who

faithfully keeps a record of all our meanderings, for

preparing this update.

* If you have 'reserved with Molly' and it turns out later

that you can't attend the event please 'cancel with Molly.'

Not to do so is likely to incur cost, to the reserver, and the

Club. On the critical list are Club Nights, Member

Dinners and Special Events.

* Do you read LAMPSletter? What are the three things you

most appreciate? And least?

Artwork

Page 1: Boar's head by Lois Hathaway. Page 3: Photo by Alan

Carrie. LAMPS sketch from Archives by Alexander John

Carter. Page 4: Beefeater drawing by Stephen Quinlan. Page 5:

2000 Celebration logo by Tom McNeely. Page 6: Photo by

Mary Glendinning. Thank you all for these worthy contributions

which add essential visual dimension to our LAMPSletter.

Smile?
Diaper backward spells repaid. Think about it.

Marshall McLuhan

Wednesday, Dec. 1

SOPRANO KATIE MEAD

with Accompanist DAVID ENLOW
from the Glenn Gould Professional School, in a programme

of music by Purcell, R. Strauss, Bizet and Berlioz.

Wednesday, Dec. 8
3rd in our special "3 Tenors" Series:

ROGER HONEYWELL
Perhaps you saw this brilliant young tenor perform in

Stratford's Dracula this summer.
Today he comes, accompanied by

BRAHM GOLDHAMER, to sing just for us at the Club.
A wonderful finale to our Fall music season.

No further Music Tables this season.

Next performance: Wednesday January 12,
featuring pianist TITANA VOLTOVITCH
from the Glenn Gould Professional School.

Lunch, 12:15 p.m. Recital, 1-2 p.m. Cost $11*

Saturday, Dec. 4-from 9 a.m.
CHRISTMAS DECORATING DAY

It's always a lot of fun,
so please come and help the Club

look beautiful for the Festive Season.

Thursday, Dec. 9-7 p.m.
WINE TASTING

The last two tastings were a great success;
don't miss this one!

Sommelier MARTA DUSMET will give you a taste of 6-8
wines along with some useful insights on how to find and

choose wines in your price range and taste.
Your $15 per person reservation will be charged to your
visa. Cancellation and refund no later than December 8.

Please call Molly to reserve.

Sunday, Dec. 12-2 p.m.
Our Annual

KIDS' CHRISTMAS PARTY
More kinds of fun than you've fingers to count on-

Gifts! Refreshments! Magic Tricks and Surprises!
Face Painting! Christmas songs and stories!

Jolly piano music!
Parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, friends all welcome.

Cost: Just $5* per child. Be sure to reserve with Molly.

And, of course, our fabulous Gala
to welcome the Millennium... on

NEW YEAR'S EVE
A very few places may still be available!

Consult Doug Purdon, 759-3126.
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Monday, Dec. 6

STUDENTS OF LORNA MacDONALD
(U of T Faculty of Music)

A special programme of songs and readings.

A feast for your ears-on the Feast of St. Nicholas!

Monday, Dec. 13

AUTHOR PATRICIA PHENIX
reads from her best-seller,

Olga Romanov: Russia's Last Grand Duchess,
published this Fall by Penguin Books Canada Ltd.

This fascinating biography traces the
riches-to-rags descent of Tsar Alexander Ill's daughter Olga.

TOM KNEEBONE hosts the evening;
DINAH CHRISTIE sings selections from

the musical Lilacs in the Snow, based on Olga Romanov's life.

Monday, Dec. 20

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
A programme of your favourites, led by

Santa himself and his piano-playing Elf, Ruth.
Sing along or just fill your ears with the spirit of the Season!

Club Nights-Bar 5:30 p.m., Dinner 6:30. Price $12*

Friday, Dec. 3-Noon

WRITERS' GROUP
Club member RODWELL AUSTIN talks about research for
writers. His topic, Research for History, describes how he

unearthed and used published works, newspapers, biographies

and magazines to complete his book on the history of The
Granite Club. For more info call Jack McQuaig, (416) 941-9418.

Wednesday, Dec. 8-Noon

PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP
This month, we view the RUSSEL MONK SHOW at the

ELEVATOR GALLERY, 9 Davies Avenue, 5th floor (Davies Ave.
is on Queen St. East near the down ramp of the D.V.P.)

All interested members of the Club are invited to join us.
Gallery contacts: Kamelia or Selena (416) 406-3131.

Or call Brian Summers at (416) 324-9806.

Monday, Dec. 13-from 11 a.m.

GENEALOGY GROUP
Festive Seasonal Lunch

At the kind invitation of RITA and DAVID SEGSWORTH, we

lunch at their charming house at 48 Beverley Street, near
the AGO. Please bring a bottle of wine-and reserve with

Molly at 597-0223 before Dec. 10.

(No later bookings, please.)

Tuesday, Dec. 14-6 p.m.

POETRY GROUP
We meet in the Library as usual. This month's theme: Memory.

Tuesday, Dec. 7
POLLY FLECK enlightens us on

The Use of Myth in Literature.

Tuesday, Dec. 14

ROD CARRUTHERS on
Solstice Solace, songs and tales at the turning of the Sun.

Tuesday, Dec. 21

No Literary Table due to Christmas Lunch on this day.

Literary Table meets at Noon, 3rd floor Studio.

Soup/Sandwich Lunch, $8*

Thursday, Dec. 16-6 for 7 p.m.

THE BOAR'S HEAD
One of the Club's

most venerable-and venerated-traditions:

music, pageantry, an indecent amount of feasting and

merriment... plus an original Cantata

by JIM PARR and MALCOLM McGRATH.

PRICE, $60* includes drinks, dinner, wine and entertainment.

Consider it your Christmas present to yourself.

Tuesday, Dec. 21, Wednesday, Dec. 22, at Noon.
Another beloved Seasonal event-
The Club's Annual HOLIDAY LUNCH

with entertainment, cheerful singing

and a delicious luncheon.

See also display ad elsewhere in issue.

All this excitement for just $20*.

Molly advises that you book EARLY for these events

to be sure of a reservation!

*Food prices include all taxes.

Reservations: call Molly at 597-0223.

DON'T FORGET! Club closed on Friday, Dec. 24; re-opening

Friday, Dec. 31 for our New Years' Gala.

ADVANCE NOTICES FOR JANUARY:

NEW YEAR'S LEVEE, SUNDAY, JAN 2-2-5 p.m.
What a delightful way to start the New Millennium! See
elsewhere in issue for details.

CLUB NIGHT, MON. JAN 3: A documentary film honouring

DORA DE PEDERY-HUNT.

ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT: This Show takes
place in January. Contributing photographers, please drop off

framed prints for hanging on Saturday, January 8th between
10 a.m. and noon. More info: Brian Summers, (416) 324-9806.

Volunteers to help hang the show will be greatly appreciated.

BURNS' SUPPER: This much-anticipated event is scheduled for

Tuesday, January 25th. Full details follow in next issue. The truly

canny, however, will reserve with Molly soon to ensure a place.
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December 1999

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4

Music Cttee, Painters Xmas Decor
11 a.m. Writers' Grp, Day from

Music Table, R. Austin 9 a.m.

G. Gould Sch. Jr. Memb. GHR

N. Coward, Night, 8 p.m.

Dinner&Show Jason's Rest.

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Painters Club Night, Lit. Table, Music Table, Wine-Tasting, Painters Boar's Hd
St. Nich. Feast P. Fleck R. Honeywell 7 p.m. Rhsl,

NEWSLETTER 9-Noon
Actv. Cttee, Choir, 4:30 Photo Grp, DEADLINE,
5 p.m. Elev. Gallery 1 p.m.

N.Y. Eve Mtg,
5:15

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Painters Genealogy Lit. Table, No Music BOAR'S Painters GHR
Lunch, from R. Carruthers Table HEAD

Kids' Xmas 11 a.m. Dinner, Newsletter
Party, 2 p.m. Exec. Mtg, Choir, 4:30 6 p.m. stuffing

5:15 Poetry Grp,
Club Night, 6 p.m.
P. Phenix

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Painters Club Night, Christmas Christmas Club closed Club closed
Carols Lunch, Noon Lunch, Noon

No Lit. Table No Music
Table

Choir, 4:30

26

Club closed

27

Club closed

28

Club closed

29

Club closed

30

Club closed

Please remember to BOOK WITH MOLLY-597-0223

JASON'S RESTAURANT: The Restaurant will be open only one Friday evening

this month: FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3rd. Please reserve not later than Wed. Dec. 1.

31

Club reopens

New Years'
Gala, 7 p.m.

.1 __ _ _ __ _ _ 1 _ _ __ _

NOVEMBER REMINDER:
CLUB NIGHT: MON. NOV. 29 OPENING OF CHRISTMAS POSTERS SHOW

This special Show will be enlivening our walls throughout December-so keep the bids coming in!

Next Issue Deadline: Friday, December 10 at 1 p.m.
In LAMPSletter mailbox or by E-mail or fax to your Editors-addresses below.

EDITOR: Duggan Melhuish "WHAT'S ON" EDITOR: Pat Harvie (In-Club Scheduled Events only)
Phone/Fax (416) 925-1597 Phone/Fax (416) 322-0552

E-mail Teedmel@home.com E-mail pathar@interlog.com
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